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H. HOWE & SON.
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MJJ.

MONDAY

Will

Wonders

"mn II

_INSURANCE.
1835 WH AT THE

Cease!!!

Never

Mr. John
—

on

Morgan,

Jlondajr, Oct.

following Talent will assist:
Mrs. Maria Mareliington,
Soprano,
Mrs. ii. HI. €uinniiiig^f
Contralto,
Mr. Stanley Fclcli,

Commission

—

1875

ut

PORTLAND; ME.

50

Hawes’ Music Store.

SS|r*Agents for Chipman & Avcr’s
Yeast.” the beat yeast in the world.

cents, for pale
octlld7t

SECONl*

Opposite

ol

(in Canal il,a k Building,)

Commission &

Men’s, Boys’ & Children’s Glothing
To fit all Creation, Regardless oi

Views

£3eligioBis

Forwarding Merchants

Policy-Holders. 13.581,118

Total

premium receipts from organization to Jan. 1, 1875... .$28,252,125
Total interest received.
3,261,458

$31,483,483 S31,483,583

Thus it will be seen that the entire principal, and
over $3,000,000 of interest has been saved to the Mvxu
bei s of this
Company, after having paid all the expenses of conducting the business.
Or, in ottier
words, the Company’s payments to, and present investments for, its Policy-Ho.ders, amount to
458 more than it has received in

premiums.

It is

or
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€
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STREET,

FEDERAL

103

polite

to have yon call, and we guarantee
tesition whether you wish to purchase or uot.

GAS

HALL,

General
at-

Agent.

Office—Lor.of middle & Exchange Kneels,
Poi'datid, Ilaiue.
octOdtf

THE BEST BARGAINS OF THE METEEWH CENTURY
Can be found on our counters. Only think oi it. an entire Suit for $8 09,
t better one ior §10.00, a good Business Suit tor §12.00 and §15.00.
Splendid Dress Snit» front §18.00 to §25.00, and Pantaloons from §2.00
to §7 OO. Why pay Custom Tailors ft leY PRICES lor clothing, when
joa can save at least i'OKTV PER CENT by trading with us. Have
you seen onr

dtt

ap2l_

JOUST, ASA, JOSHVA, BEHBY AND
WALTER,
Standard Favorites.

Overcoats

Elegant English Elysian

PIPING.

Thursday evening, Oct, 21, 1875,
some

WATER

AND

ON

FOE

PORTLAND

MACHINE WORKS $13.©®, $14.00, $17.0®, $2©,§>®,

sand

all

cases

Tickets of admission, 25 cents; Reserved Seats.
35 cents; Children under 12 years, 15 cents; to be had
at Stockbridge’s Music Store, and at the door on
Particulars in Programmes.
evening of Concert.
Doors open at 7. Concert at 7J o’clock.
d5t
octl6

MUD'S BIMIMi CLASS!
—

TA

—

LANCASTER HALL.

EVENING,

2ht,

Oct.

K its

at

FOK

ENT.'

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
EOK SALE—One New Stationary Engine, 0* horro

course

OKEttlftG

EDRARTON,

BIBCOCK.

MAKER

JOBBER,

&

MANUFACTURER OF

tb.

Lecture at 73 o clock.
»l 50.
50 cts.
dtd

Watch aud Cbrouometrr markers’ Toohj
mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Sustrumenta, School
Apparatus., Arc,,

S-2

The Lecture and Concert Committee of the

GENERATION.

STHEE'F,

K1D9EE

(Boyd Block,)

or

age

no

object,

we can

both fit and please.

One Price and Garments Exchanged

G-reat

Clotliiers,

FOBTLAJID, BIAINJBv
hare the pleasure ol announcing to the public that*
their

Course

Annual

Eight

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

Entertainments
—

WILL COMMENCE

AT

—

*

HALL,

CITY

undersigned have this day formed a copartnership for the purpose of carrying on a general
business in Bonds, Stocks, and Specie, under the

THE

name

of

Woodbury

with Eichberg’u charming Opera of the

given by

to be

dtf

0Ctl2

TYROL !

OF

<& Moulton.

THEODOhE C. WOODBURY,
WILLIAM H. MOULTON.

THURSDAY EVENING, Oct. 28,

ROSE

TO THE

BOYER EGG BEATER.
£

FAMILY SIZE.

the

Caroline RicSiings-Bemard
lish Opera Company.

oct!2__dtf_

COPARTNERSHIP.

of

—

Eng-

Grand Concert of the CourEe

—

6th,

BY

OF

—

SIXfi-FIVE PERFORMERS.
LEVY and

ARBIJCR LE, Cornet Soloists,

LEFURRE, SaxapboncSoloist,
The lady singers will be announced in a day or two.

BEDUCEb
—

—

via

THE

—

BOSTON PintnfflOM CLUB!
assisted by the charming Soprano

MISS

THURSDAY EVENING, Dec. 2,
BV

LBCTUBB

Subject—<fSirect BL.ife

an

BV

LECTl'BE

UAKL

SCUUKfl.

Subject—A New Lecture,

THURSDAY EVENING, Dec. 16,
GRAND
—

jCONCERT
BY

TIIE

—

Ilycrs Sisters Concert Com-

TO

—

MAINE CENTRAL TICKETS
Lewiston,August a and Bangor less than regular fare
JSONKO*

j>3____dtt

€ET GLASS
FOR

DOORS, WINDOWS,

CABINS^c.,
I

r,

Ac.

PORTLAND S
Chartered by

uu

C. II. FAKLEY
I'oitlaml
dtf

__

tbe

beautiful Opera of

MARITANA !

Overcoats, Beefers

will be given by the

and a general assortment of
FINE NEW AND SECOND HAND

Boston English Opera Company.
CHANDLER’S BAND
will give a concert beloreeach Lecture and on the
evening ol the reading.
Doors open at 0.00; Concert begins at 8; Lectures
at 7.45 o’clock.
Course tickets, 82 00 eacb, for sale at tbe usual
*

Reserved seats §1.50each; for sale at Wi liam E,
Thornes’, under Music Hall.
1
oct7

CLOTHI N Gr,
SELLING! AT HALF TISE VALUE
—

AT

—

195 Federal Street,
oet!3

C.XBEIt THE U. S. MOTEL,

dtf

FOR SALE,

JtlOBILK.

Sim 1; *Scollr.ml’ having] part of her earge
engaged. For freight apply to
CUAS. U. CHASE & CO.
oetldtf

played

LAMEST, CHEAPEST

& BEST

stock of

Maine, regardless the base assertions of others to the contrary.
Others have bought early and
high prices, hut we have waited
until late and are able to sel1
OVERCOATS from $1.00 to $5.00
less than can he bought in Portland. We have 10 styles of ELYSIANS from the cheapest to best
Also Blue.
imported article.
Brown and Black Beavers, Chinchillas, Worsted Kerseys, and
others. Onr ULSTEllS heat the
world.
A1 prudent LABORERS and
MECHANICS buy their CL9THing of us.
Come in WORKINGMEN, and it
will do you good to see the long
row of little tin pails of a Saturday eve, and set yours down, too.
You only need to come once to find
out who your Benefactor is.
LYD1ES ! Bring in your BOYS
and wc will fit Ihem to a first class
snit. If you cannot come send
them in, and if the goods and
prices are not satisfactory they
may be returned
Buy your FURNISHING GOODS
of us. AH kinds of SHIRTS and

in

paid

DRAWERS CHEAP.
Buy all of your CLOTHING,
to

eqnal

custom

made,

the

at

CHEAPEST and LARGEST RETAIL STORE in Maine.

—

OF

—

Chamber
Sets
Book
Cases,
5-Sail
Desks,
Silting
Stands, Hall
Cbairs,
Parlor, Mall, library,
and Study Tables,
Patent Slide and Folding Extension Tables, Etc., Etc.

j

Black
Walnut
Parlor
Sets,

Every article being of his

manufacthe same ns

own

ture, will be fully warranted,
if piircha*cd at private sale.

oc tod2awS&M&w7w

irleigh&Co.
189 Middle St.,

The World’s Clothiers.
dtf

oe!6

Grin Hawkes & Co.
CUSTOM DEPARTMEN.

Custom
For Sabbath Schools,

FOB

THE

Fire-proof

CO,

Sunday

Living Waters.

07 Exchange Street. Portland.

Trial

Liberal discounts to Societies and Conventions.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CH AS. U. DiTSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y.
QC5d&w~2w

DEVOFi"
“Brilli&at-

will fiud it to

Manufacturing Company

OIL,

SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST. FOR SALE BY
ECONOMICAL. BEST.

ALL GROCERS. SAFE.

BRICKS FOR SALF,
to

F. W. CLARK
1028 Congress Street.
nell

For sale by
CHA9. Mcl.Al'«HLII« A CO.,
aulCeod&wGm
Portland.

dtf

Business Chance Cheap
1

1

Child for Adoption.
SMART, bright, healthy boy eight months old,
will lx; given to some good family who may bo
at Ic and willing to give him a good homo. Apply to
octUdtf
Overseers of Poor, Standish, Me.

A

n

The Marble Mannfactnring Establish*
meat. So. 3 Preble Street.
Must be sold to pay bills, or sell at auction soon,
The Stock is Mantle Frames Monuments, Tablets,
Gravestones, &c. Please call and examine as I oiler
them less than cost.
cctldSw
T. F. FLANNERY.

new

and desirable

WOOLENS
Iu

alS

Rra<Ie§, Colors, nml Stylrs-antl
having iu our employ a

First Class Cutter.
NVe

can

assure

the citizens of Portland, that
make

wc can

CUSTOM GARMENTS
—

hy Jury. fX*'A £nJSi: Best ot Shape

provoking Operetta, with liue music.
Sent, post-paid, for retail price.

of cemeut pipes. Also contractors for constructing
sewers, digging wells, cementing cellars, etc
Pipe
Works, Comer Fox and Cove Sts., P .rtland, Me.
Send all orders to
J. L. SMITH,
apr-'OdlfU. S. Hotel.

Delivered in any part of
suit purchasers by

all the
Fabrics in

stock

$1.50. Easy

on

Bricks
the city in quantities

Chants.

Chorus Choir. Anlhoms.
Perkins
Anthem Book,
Anthems.

DIRECTORS AND SHAREHOLDERS:

John Mussey, R. J. Libby, P. K. Swan, .Jacob MeLellan, William E. Gould, Philip H. Brown, William
G. Davis, William Hammoml, W. H. Anderson,
Frank Noyes, L. D. M. Sweat, A. W. Coombs, Portland; Abner Coburn, Skowhegan; Anton P. Morrill,
Realfield; Joseph Dane, Kennebunk.
C. D. ?1. SWEAT, Prenident
i
A. W. COOMBM, ■‘ecretary.
or information addre
circulars
Or*For
A. W. COOMBS, Secretary, Portland,
dtf
1
fnel

400,000

Leader.

in

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN

Devotional Meetings, (just published)

rich treasury of the sweetest hymns and tunes.
For Choruses, Conventions and Choirs.

The

Pierce

Soug

Song Monarch. iViaa&aJtaK
For

SPECIALTY.

Constantly

Singing Classes.

Burglar-proof

interested in

.A.

For Singing Schools, the famous

—

persons
drainage
the
ALLtheir
advantage to call

beautiful

River. J£SSJi.SS5X
Shining School
Books.

best of

us-

and

our

Tailoring

IX

THE

—

and_at_Reasonahle

Prices.

4S2 & 484 Congress St.,
OPPOSITE PHEBEE HOUSE.

sc'-ld&w lm3G

THE CENTENNIAL.
TTNEXPECTFD news was yesterday received
tJ concerning entries for the Centennial, No applications tor space wHI be received after Oct. 31st.

Maine Exhibitors must act decidedly upon this.
Forward at once to this office orders for space, accompanied by drawing allowing size aud style ot any
comtemplated cases, frames, &c.
The unexpected demands upon the Centennial
Managers compels this action, that the work of
classifying and consolidating be at once begun.
Stand not upon the older of applying, but send your
requests to this office, and they will be put inform
to insure the rights of every exhibitor.
ENOCH KNIGHT, Sec’y..
Maine Centennial Hoard,
octl5il3fc
95 Exchange Street, Portland.

Housekeepers

take Notice.

your fiimituro upholstered
aud mattresses made
iu
HAVE
MRS. J V

at your homes,
over
good style by
Aid,ACE, 62J York sr.-eet.
X wi’l make CousUons and Drap.ries at my rooms.
DIKS. X WALLAVE
aug36X2m

than

more

we

do not mean that tho

people live iu

comlortable clothes than

they

twenty-five

or

fifty

more

wui

system,

of the kind will suit

Scotland is to abolish fast day because it
is always made an occasion for hard drinking.
The same complaint can be made against the
observance of the day here.
Current Notes.
Let

no man

a

clamors for

who have risked too much on this issue to
withdraw after a single defeat.
They can
make a great noise and are apt to terrify

those who do not know them and their wavs.
They will certainly continue their efforts, and
they are to be thwarted only by constant and
earnest work against their ins:diou»and ignoble designs.
Inflation is dead only when

specie payments

bill,

Tire editor of the Standard is a man of inand consequently knows that his
statement that the bill provides that an irredeemable currency is to be substituted for
greenbacks, is false, utterly false. The bank-

telligence

that the national hank cur-

rency should always be redeemed in lawful
When the greenmoney or legal tenders.
backs are retired the national banking bills
by law, must be redeemed in coin. Farther
than that, for every $90 worth of bills issued
to a national bank the government requires
the company to deposit iu the treasury $100
worth of bonds payable principal and interest
in gold. It does seem as if j$100 of gold bonds
should be sufficient to keep §90 worth of bank
Is the
currency from being irredeemable.
Standard endeavoring to deceive aud alarm
its readers ?
The Bangor Commercial is in anything
calls the

Boston Post to account for the few and hesiitating words of blame which that journal
has veu Lured to cast upon the Ohio Democrats and their platform. The Commercial
ilpplarps that “thprp. i«

tint,

in

thf* Ohin T>pm

ocratic platform, from its beginning to the
end, one single syllable that can be tortured
iuto inflation.” It then goes on to berate the
Post and the World tor their course during
the canvass, and taunts the former paper on
the slim prospects of the Massachusetts Democracy with their “golden platform.” Does
this tirade mean that the Maine Democrats
in the party split so close at hand choose to
cast their fortunes with the Ohio wing? To
outsiders it looks as though the Commercial
iu impugning the Democracy of the Post
and World, was squinting that way.
What New York Democrats mean by reform may be guessed from the following card
published by some of them in the Herald.
It is an excellent specimen of Democratic
composition and logic:
We. the old citizens of the Sixth ward, citizens from 20 to 30 years standing, laboring

every year for the nominees of the Democratic
party, without being recognized iu the party,
the outsiders without our confidence get the
benefit of our labors: therefore, he it resolved.
That we be and are a band of brothers together,
pledging our honors that we will support the
decisions, in all cases, of the majority of this
club. Resolved, That we will not support aoy
candidate to any of the offices that will not
pledge himself to us to see that we will get
our share of the patronage of the several districts according to the number of our voters.
Resolved, That no politician will have power
outside of the club—that all communications
shall come before this club through the Chairman. and the majority shall rule iu all cases.

In Ireland it costs halt a
on thb shoulder.

young girl

crown

to

tap

a

The rector at
Balbriggan, noticing some irregular conduct
ou the part ot a
dapisel in his congregation,
stepped down and tapped ber cn the shoulder, ordering ber to leave. Next day be was
summoned before the petty sessions for
assault, and fined half a crown.

made so apparent as it is in this case by this author. He says: “The design of the sacred narrative it to teach Theology and not Science. * * •
The narrative was designed primarily and
mainly for the instruction of the masses of
men who know nothing or scarcely anything
of

science;

and if

designed

for their instruc-

tion, it mast be coached in language which
they could comprehend. A revelation made
in the language of science would have neeu
unintelligible to the race for Lear! v six thousand years of its history, and practically w .old
revelation at all. Scientific lanis subject to modification sod
change as science advances; but tbe narrative
of Genesis was intended for all time, and
have been

no

guage, moreover,

therefore needed to be coached in language not
And theD, as if to show
liable to change
that [absurdity can still farther go, be quotes
the following exquisite foolery from G. Warrington, whoever he maybe: “The only language which possesses these two requisites of
general intelligibility and non-liability to
change is the language of appearancei. Tbe
(acts set forth must be described as they weald
have seemed to the eye of man; that is, in a

word, phenomenally, or the cosmogony would
fail of its purpose. All scrutiny or objection
in the matter of unscientific, or scientifically
inaccurate language, then, must be (Ut aside
irrelevant.”
One can but wouder to what degree the author is himself convinced by reasoning that is
not even plausible. It amounts to this: God
would not state what was true because it would
be unin'elligibie, and wonid be no “revelation;”
what is not true, but ts
a revelation! As to what
is said upon the cbangeableness of language
of science it is enough to ask, would final
statements iu science made by the OmuiscieDt
be subject to change? Is not this change merelvan incident to nrosressive discoverv. aud obviated therefore by the perfect scientific attain,
ment? The notion that the language of chang-

accordingly he states
intelligible; and that is

ing appearances is to be preferred, on the score
stability and permanence, to the language
unchanging truth, is striking if not scien-

of
of

tific.

From this day forth there is no room for
any one in the Republican ranks who palters
with the question of national honesty.
His
place is with the Democratic inflationists.

useful in this way. Bat the original work
though elaborate and of imposing form, is disB.
appointing.

them,

too.

Nothing can be gained by lowering the standard or attempting to compromise, by words
that mean anything and nothing.
The time
has gone by for compromise, and the people

will have none of it.—New Haven Palladium.
The duty of the Republican party in this
crisis is plain.
Its work has been all “cut
out” for it by Tuesday’s event. It must nail
“resumption” to the mast-head.—New Haven
Journal.
We trust Republicans everywhere n ill adopt
contraction tuto their political creed.
The
time tor timidity has gone by, and the time
for a bold, pushing policy, and for a movement in favor ot specie payment that means
what it professes to be, has come. The East
has long been ripe for it; the West is little, if
at all, behind.—Boston Advertiser
It places both parties upon their good behavior for the Presidental contest of the Centennial year. The Republican party received
iiumiiig

with au unlimited amount of irredeemable bank paper currency. And this is the
s.irt ot speeia resumption which is to take place
-Jan. I, 1879!”

savagely

resumed.—Boston Ad-

Mosaic cosmogony—that toughest of nuts—and
he extracts tho kernel in the simplest way imaginable. lie ignores the shell. It is by no
means a Dew method of getting to the heart of
things, but its striking simplicity is not often

Tuesday was a bad day for western Democratic Presidential candidates.
The reaper
whose name is death swung his little scythe
And he
among them quite •‘regardless.”
fetched

certaiu extent pitactivity in business.

It

are

vertiser.

lacn

laii.

yesterday’s experience

UV/

a

jyuiuuviu

o

The value of this book consists chiefly in the
treasures of philosophical wisdom which are
spread over its pages from very many soarces.
The student of modern questions will find it

The Press On Ohio.
[Spriugfield Republican.]
Poor Uncle William Allen!
Gone to meet
Metbnselab!
[New York World.]
The rag baby is dead. Nothing remains but
for Democratsto put it under ground as prompt-

ly

as

possible.

[Philadelphia Press]
positive condemnation by the people of
a sovereign state of the reckless and unscrupulous conduct of the Democratic party in dragging in for partisan purposes the currency and
finance question, and showing thus their criminal willioguess to wreck every interest in the
country if, io the contusion of ibe wreck, they
ight happily seize the government.
[Boston Post.]
The penlcious doctrines which a portion of
It is

a

the Democratic leaders in Ohio were induced
to adopt and promulgate have done their work,
and the hard moriey men, who constitute the
large majority of the Democratic party of the

uuuL.iijr,

wmic

party in Ohio,

buoji

laiucui

cannot

The incubus of inflation

is

me

iwhj

their
removed.

mourn

at

ui

mo

defeat.

uui v

greatly needed

les-

that may be of much service to them.
The floating vote grows with the intelligence
ot the people, and the political organizations
are admonished that neither can win with ils
worst elements iu front.—Cincinnati Comsou

mercial
_

Kecaut Publications.

vacuum

but an amiable mood.

suppose that inflation is dead

political issue. The minority which
more greenbacks contains many
shrewd, active and unscrupulous workers,

as

The Maine Standard in speaking of the
law passed by the last Congress relative to
the currency and the resumption of specie
payment says:
“It (the law) proposes to force cut of exi -tance
all government paper issues aud supply the

provides

|

The old belief that red-headed people are
has received recent confirmation. A man in Dussildorf, Prussia has been
arrested for murdering his wife and daughter
because they ridiculed his red hair.

iu

bill

very well next

fiery-tempered

The very best service those of us who have
small incomes can render business aud industry to-dav is to nav as we no.

ing

us

ters.

af-

we are to a

ting off the return’of

sion common among writers of this class must
here be given. The author is dealing with the

In Wisconsin they swear by the bear, and
not by the muskrat. The Wisconsin Indiaus
say that it is going to be a mild winter, as the
bears have not started for their winter quar-

should begin by telling his family that they
must accept his good will in lieu ol
costly
Christmas presents this year. And Charles
Augustus, most beautiful of young men and
patient cultivator of sickly moustache, it isn’t
a good year for you to
surprise your adorable
Miranda with that fine set of jewelry so long
as, for obvious reasons, you hastily pas3 your
tailor’s establishment with averted eyes.
It is no excuse just now for us to continue
in extravagant habits because we can get
credit. That is the great trouble. Traders
with stores full are eager to sell; aud the
harder the times, the greater the stock on
hand, more desirous both manufacturer aud
dealer is to sell. The one who would purchase is a better judge of his capacity to pay
than the man who would sell him goods ou
credit. Besides, so long as we go ou with this
credit

over

Lucknow, will carry the Prince of
Wales through the streets of the same city
some time daring that
young man’s slay in
India.

iwi

rent and the coal

quarrel

visit to

luxuries not essential to a moderate degree of
comfort.
There are, however, a few matters about
our expenses so plain that we need not make
a mistake.
When we say to the grocer who
brings a long over-due bill, “you must wait,”
we should forego the society excursion with
marching and music at a cost that would
make us square with the trade. The head of
the family who finds it a
quandary how he

quarter’s

won’t

we

Not to be outdone the far East has brought
forward its centenarian. The elephant which
carried Hastings a hundred years ago, on his

cents

im,uiuo

Well,

nut anil taro are running out anu most of the
land is in possession of the sugar speculators,
who pay the natives miserable wages which
they are obliged to take in goods at exorbitant rates. A revolution is feared.

house-servant, and decide that the
newspaper and magazine are luxuries which
can be dispensed with.
Yet if we will but
keep a faithful record of the items of expense
for a month or year we will be surprised to
i/i

void and of none effect by arbitrary prepossessiou. “Pity 'tis; aud pity ’tis ’tis true.” Add
one to theology’s melancholy faiiured
A single illustration of the mode of discus-

Advices from the Sandwich Islands are
encouraging. Many of the white residents are leaving, business is dead, the cocoa-

out a

u.

author is ouly putting postulates of science into moulds of rheology, aud shaping them lo suit the exigencies
of his creed. His work turns out to be only
one more iusisuco of intellectual industry made

not

worth of cigars a day will invite his wife to
discuss the expediency of getting along with-

o^-aiu

dues not perceive that the

year.

could afford if they would forego
other useless expenditures,
II is very easy to preach retrenchment and
economy, hut the practice is most disagreeable. We will doubtless attempt to sugar-coat
the bitter pile, and in various ways apply the
remedy in the wrong way. Ten to one the
smokes

cere, and, in some respects able, it enlists the
reader’s good will. He wishes the author might
succeed iu dealing adequately with the problems in band, but be must be quite obtuse if be

It answers the same purpose as a
Republican victory since it results in the
election cf Republican candidates. A few

or

who

get to know so much about God as Dr. Cocker
does.
In sboit we cauuot approve this work so
much as we would like to. Nobly ambitious
in its aim, and in its execution, earnest, sin-

names.

or wear
can

crying.

are

greater part

better houses

reprobates Spencer’s view that God ^’unknowable,” and obviously Spencer himself would be
obliged to abandon that view, could he once

“A Democratic defeat hut not a Republican victory,” some cf the
opposition journals

have earned.

we

question

The Presque Isie Sunrise charges the citv
with hooking its local items. It is a
Perhaps wo have
naughty thing to do.
done it—not often, to be sure because, well,
because such items don’t abound in that paper. But however wicked such pilfering may
be there are papers which could be impu .ed
by eliminating Ego and judiciously appropriating a little news.

so

shall pay the

WILI. BE SOI.I)

An Extensive Assortment

octldeod&wlmfO

DEPOSIT

•-in

Steam Engine and Boiler
fJtrlK ENGINE an upright of about pix horse
A power, and an Upright Tubular Boiler of about
louble the imwer of Ibe engine. Apply to WILLI \M LOWELL, 30 Union ptrect or w. H. PENNELL & GO., 38 Union Btreot.
jue28iltf.

—

ELEGANT NEW WAREROOMS,
107 Washington St., Boston,

Safe-keeping of Valuables and the Rental
of Safes,

—

ABRAM’S LOAN OFFICE,

AT

F. (jELDOWSKY S

of the Legislature
of Maine 1875*

_

FOR

—

IMSAIMAGE.
1; SHtEB E E M E J>

20, 1875,

At lO O’clock A. M.,

an act

glass, either

4 Exchange Street,
ap29

Gas and High Prices

O. Box, 1065.

P.

New York, Sept, 10th, 1875.

SHIP’S

jcrsigucu is now prepared to iurij.Bii cut
white or enameled in any quuntity
and at the shortest notice.
The workmen employed are men of experience and
are as skilful as any in New Eugladn, and all work is
warranted to give satisfaction.
Glass signs and tableware cut and engraved to any
design of letter, name or wreath in the best manner.
A variety of new and original designs lor Door,
Ship and Oar lights, may be seen at my store or may
be had on application by mail.
illy ti'inin nre hm low us can be obtained
in the country.
r anj

and
our Booster will breathe the pure
air once more.

52 William St., New York City,

pany.
THURSDAY EVENING, Jan. 6,

Wednesday, Oct.

Oil

THE

Exchange Street, Portland.

expended itself

A. Ij. HATCH, Commissioner,

BOAT TICKETS.

ROLLINS, LOUING & ADAMS,
.'Vo. ti'i

Eurspf.”

THURSDAY EVENING, Dec. 9,

SALE

—

FURNITURE.

p »id; so that this one-tliird will be equivalent
to tfce price that you are now getting for the whole
amount.
THIRD.-The balance, two-thirds (|), is given
in a First Mortgage 30-Year Bond, with Coupons,
payable at the option of the Company in cash or
scrip, said scrip tundable for the first six years into a
First Mortgage Income Bond, which Bond is entitled
to all income to tho amount of the Coupon attached,
after paying interest on the First Mortgage Bonds.
Under fuis plan, the Company will be able to meet
its obligations promptly.
FO LT H I’ KH —The Purchasing Company propose
to pay oft all prior liens now standing ahead or the
First Mortgage Bonds, and receive in payment for
such advances, the First Mortgage Income Bonds.
Tbe new Company feel justified in doing this, in consideration of the advantages to be derived by putting
the two Corporations into one Company.
FI FTU.—Unpaid Coupons are converted into a
First Mortgage Income Bond, and all junior securities and claims are secured by the purchasing Company as to their priorities.
If these points are clearly set forth and understood, it would seem to be for the best interest of every bondholder—to place his security in an improved
and marketable shape at once, and by so doing remove the Company from its present uncertainties
and the Courts.
All persons desirous of joining in said plan, or any
information concerning it, will be forwarded the documents, by sending their post-office address to

Worcester, Springfield. Hartford, New
Haven, New
York, E*kiiadc!pEiia< nnd
Washington a! a reduction.

Phillips.

Hon. Wendell

all the Kail and Steamboat Lines.

—

SHIMER.

LAURA

RATES
—

Portland & Rochester Tickets

Concert

BY

TO

Boston, New York. Chicago, St. Louis,
San Francisco, and all points VYest,

THURSDAY EVENING, Nov. 18,
G-rancL

OF

FIRST-tUSS CUSTOM RUDE

inady

OF LONDON.

—

—

commissioned to lay before you a
the New Jersey Midland Kailallow
me
to call your attention to several
Co
way
important points in said plan.
The •* ■ K^T and principal point for your consideration is that the “purchasing Company” guarantees to every Bondholder all rights aud security that
is now covered by the present mortgages.
8KCON D.—It contracts to make one-third (|) of
your security a marketable one, by giving a Bond,
with Coupons, payable semi-annually from date,
which must make it equal in value to the price orfg-

Prof. T.Willoughhy Reade,

MONDAY EVENING,

—

As I have been

BY

Dec.

THE

plan for reorgauiziug

READINGS
—

OF

New Jersey Midland llailway Co.

evening of

SELECT

AUCTION

BONDHOLDERS

£

THURSDAY EVENING, Not. 4th,
an

233 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

Asdec28tf

etc., for every

Plans, Detail*. Superintendence,
cription of building.

has almost

Money Refunded.

FlSR & CO.,

€. II. B.
Tlie

or

snendins

out of and foreign to the
Divine nature.
Are we then reading from a
scientific treatise or from Back’s Theological
Dictionary? As might be expected our author

press

for years, and the wonder is that
along so long a time without experiencing the collapse which came in 1873. Since
that time we should hare been gaining
strength, and ought now to be slowly but
surely preparing for the resumption of activity in business and industry. If we are not it
is largely our own fault. If, as a nation, we
are still spending more than we earn, we had
as well look for the
millennium during the
active existence of the Democratic party as
for the healthy restoration of the business of
the country while this practice continues.
It is hard to give up the extravagant habits
into which we fell daring the flush times of
the war, when dollars seemed as plenty as
dimes had previously been. And now the
great part of our people seem delermiued not
to give up the luxuries until forced to do so
when it is impossible to live longer on credit.
But when we speak of extravagant expendi-

man

C3- .A. S

out. We have been buying large amounts for cash, and
to-day we are able to show upon
our counters the

School Suits from $6.00 to 8.00.
Dress Suits from $8.00 to 10.00.
No store in Maine shows halt the assortment we do.
We have nice
Overcoats, with and without capes, from $3.50 to 15 ©0. Also a splendid line ol Children’s Ulsters.
The cold weather is upon ns.
Provide yourselves with good, substantial, well made clothing at prices LOWER than can be bought of
other
dealer.
any

ARCHITECT
<80

RISING

Play Suits lor $1.00. $1.50, $5.00 and $6.00.

5d Market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND. M.K.
dly
jul

*

ootxiflssej

Size

CHAitLES IL KIMBALL,

and Navy

Army

P.

C.

their say, we have concluded
to say a little for ourselves, knowing that the

is

I
inform the public that I have taken
the business of Clias. J. Schumacher and will attend
I shall ento
all
jobs entrusted to me.
promptly
deavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
no21tf
has held for so many years,

MODEL

SHAMS.

JOHN B. GOUGH.
livening Tickets,
octlG

THE

As everybody else has been hav-

commu-

Behold these two prop’fiin ihis book gravely

ditioned by anything

anyhow; we want a Democratic national
victory and Sam Tilden and his crew have
organized to defeat it.” The trouble is the
irate fellow thought himself sure of a $1000
office until that Ohio lightning struck, and
he is enraged.

necessarily tor publication
or reserve

currency

IN ADVANCE.

ltered and emphasized.
1. Creation was an act of God to which He
was not determined by any inherent
necessity or
want of his own natalre.
<
2. Creation as the free act of God was not con-

Presidential ticket. I will vote the Republican ticket first. “But,” we remarked,
“aren’t you for hard money?” “-hard

we ran

ford,

ing

not

knowing too much!
whichappear

our

money,-to-the

ANNUM,

ositions

undying
love for Gov. Tilden which they should
possess for the Great Apostle of Democracy.
Said one of that curious organization:
Sammy Tilden and his subsidized World lost
us Ohio, and I won't have none of him in

Preachment.

of the

CEOTIime

BLOCH.

respectfully

by

Wetlm s'Iny rreaing, October K5

CMILPS&EN’S

PAOTER, FOR
ScSuimaclier brothers,

Office a£

Wednesday evening, Oct. 2©ih.

«

We have a good heavy Overcoat for $7.00, another tor $0.00, and still
another lor $11.00. They are all warm and comlortable. Our (Jlsters
are THE BO.sS for rough, stormy weather.
They can t he beat, bid*
We sell
ding defiance alike to either COLD, RAIN, SNOW or HAIL.
them from $11.00 to $18.00.

FRESCO

H ALL.

Doors opeu at 6J o'clock.
Course Tickets,

FOR FARMERS AND DRIVERS

SCHUMACHEB,

WILLIAM

3

Subject—POPULAR

We have an EXTRA IMPORTED E LYE SIAN BEAVER OVERCOAT,
lined with silk, hound with the finest diamond, twilled binding, and
equal to any $65.00 custom coat. WE SELL THEiTI FOR $35.00. ARE
WE' NOT THEM THE AKNIHILATORS OF HIGH PRICES i

s.c»*

JLb» -A-.

MISS LILLIAN S.

S.’VJiEf'S O H

RUE’S

—^

crats of Portland do not have that

Everybody says that business is dull aud
V'rybody knows that employment is limited,
that there is a general stagnation in all kinds
of business, which is best expressed by the
word “goneness.” Scores of different causes
are assigued for the
present condition of
business and industry. The most reasonable
and obvious causes arejover production during
the five or six years proceeding the crash,
crazy speculation, the sinking of millions in
railroad and other schemes which yield no
return, aud a general extravagant, not to say
reckless expenditure in living iuto which all
classes have fallen, from the day laborer to
the merchant prince. The fact is we have

tures,

$gg.€s®.

,.)wer, built to order.

TERMS.

Second Lecture in the

OF

Water Wheel,
limit's Tiirltiue
Elevators, Derriehs, Hoisting
Ensiat's, and Blanchard’s
Patent Boiler.

Gentlemen, $5.00 for 12 lessons; Ladies, $2.00 for
oclCdSt
the season. No Free List.

C i T Y

PS-ACTCKEES

dARINi, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.

MS

Owing to circumstances, MR. J. W.
RAYMOND, will be obliged to change his
class at Lancaster Hall, from Wednesday, Oct. 20th,
TUI BsDAl
8 o’clock.

Iron Fonnders, Roller
Makers and Blacksmiths,

Engineers,

indispensable,

bat as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return
nications that ate not used.

more
*

m*mw

We grieve to notice that all of the Demo-

PRESS.

_

We did

5 Doors East cf 1 cuiple St,,

—

m.I.—■■;■

MONDAY MORNING. OCT. 18.1875

been

TABBOX,

Political Influence.

alwajs pleased

are

$3,231,-

evident, the Company that absorbs tbe least
in running
expenses, can furnish Life Insurance the
cheapest.
New England Co.’s
expenses of management to total assets In 1874 was. 1.31
^ cent.
Average expenses tor all Life Companies
doing business in Massachusetts in
18<i. 3 81 ^ cent.
The conclusion to which careful
Investigation and
unbiased judgment will lead one
is, that there is
nothing desirable in Life Insurance, which may not
be secured by a Policy Holuer in t'ie old New England Gompauy of Boston.
Energetic and reliable men wanted to
represent this Company in Maine. Address

10S WALNUT STREET,

—

i.imi.i

We do not read anonymoas letters and communicaticns. The name and address of the writer are in

organization to Jan. 1,1875.$17,902,4G5
Total amount of
present investments for

V.

Offices*

Previous to tlieir lour to the West and California,

In new Compositions, with

We study the wants ot tl»e people and endeavor to fill them by fur"
iHliins TUE BE.T MADE. THE LATEST STYLES, and she nios
We don't
FASHIONABLE CUT CLOTHS NO to be found on EAHTH.
confine onrselves to any particular kind or make, bnt keep

Petrslcutfi, Crniu and other ('barters,
tfevolinted. S’lriaht Eu^agtiBeuiM made
tor all parts of the world.
Marine Insurance eflectcd in reliable

Hutchinson Family,
—

—

BROKERS.

SHIP

ieliS

CITY

Quick Sales and Small Profits Victorious.

C0»,

PHILADELPHIA.

—AT

Has Hone for its Policy-Holders.

“IMPREGNABLE I I”
High Prices Knocked Out of Time.

CountdeScodtf

GREGG &

■ ■■!

TERMS $8.00 PER

journal.

Total amount paid to
Policy-Holders from

practice in Androscoggin and Oxford

Will
eg.

Special Notice for the .’Katinees.

LAST CONCERT

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

tt. L.

Owing to the length of the piece the Two Orphan
Matinee will commence on Wednesday and Saturday
afternoous at '2 o'clock precisely
Box ofhee open f >r the sale ot seats daily from 9
a. m. to 9 p. in.
se2dtf

THU

9i

88 MIDDLE STREET.

the

Pronounced by the enlire Press of Portland,
to the greatest production ever witnessed iu the city
EVERY SCENE ENTIRELY NEW !

BY

Rrowo

8. C. ANDREWS,
Counsellor at Law.

‘TWO ORPHANS!'

—

head of

Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.
alCdtf

"WEEK
success

my!7dtf

D,

S T R E E T,

FREE

7 4

WYK43 & AK.’VOl.D
Proprietors
Cor. of Congress and Excliaugc Street

unprecedented

Surprise

TRY IT.

A. CL1HK, Ifl.

PORTLAND MUSEUM

And

MAYHEW C. P0S8.

K. PERKY.

EBEX

mtiwmnjimmmn

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate countersigned
by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

Insurance Company

BENEFACTORS,

WORLD'S

Merchants,

PRODUCE,
9 Moultou Street, head of Long Wharf

13 A. INTX)

Tickets, iucluiling Rea.rvcl Seats

THE

COURT'S RV

Basno Cautnuta,
Wary Woody, Soprano,
WiM4 Jennie Kiiiir. Contralto,
Mr. William K. Howard, Tenor,
Mr. James Watts, Basso,
Fir. IftTiiami Uolzsiliinar
Piuntstand Conductor,
AND

FOSS,

ami Wholesale U'calers in

Mix.

—

&

GENERAL

The

CHANDLER’S

fisk~¥ co.,

dtf

P E R li V

IStla.

iiii

with

SiOVn BLOCK.
mj-22

—

mi ■!
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17G Middle Street,
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Civil Enginopirs and Architects,
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ENTERTAINMENTS.

TENDERED

I

DAILY

The Theistic Conception of the Wo eld : an essay in Opposition to Certain Tendencies of Moiern Thought.
By B. V. Cocker, D. D., LL. D.
Professor of Mental and Moral Philosophy in the
University of Michigan: Author of “Christianity
and Greek Philosophy.”
For sale by Loring,
Short & Harmon.
Iu the preface to this work the author stales

[Providenco Journal.]
Tho result of the election is to be cousiderel
not so much in the light of a party victory as a
confirmation of tho sober judgment aod innate
While the
integrity of the Ainericau people.
Republican party has beau sustained, it has
been so because, not now to go farther than the
particular issue, it was maintaining the cause
of justice, of honor, of individual and national

safety.

[Worcester Spy.]

It will
This result is of incalculable value.
strengthen the national credit, help to restore
confidence, revive business, steady prices, repress that uneasy hankering after an easier
wav to renew prosperity than by the straight
and plain path of honesty and good faith, and
give promise of restoring a higher standard of
private and public morality, the relaxation
ot which is one of the worst evils of an irredeemable currency.

that it was announced in his former publicaas nearly ready for the press under ibe
title “Christianity and Modern Thought.” The
reason he gives tor delaying the publication,
and fur changing the title will serve to show
the mind ot the author, his attitude toward

[New

Tork

Express.1

The election tells its own story. While the
result is to be regretted for political considerations, it is no disappointment toftbose who have
f( flowed the canvass. The victory is doe to
two causes, the school question, which was
the result of ignorance and bigotry, and the
question ot inflation. While upon the last the
the subject of his work and the probable scope
two platlorms did not
materially differ, the
and competency of his treatment of modern
Republican leaders took the nobler and more
money, as the nest curquestions. He says he had desired “to await tnauly stand fur hard and
the only recognized
rency for the country,
the culmination among a class of self-styled
of
the
world, and the result is as
currency
‘advanced thinkers’ of what they have been
it is.
[New York Herald.]
pleased to call ‘the tendency of modern
This unprincipled and misbievous, (Oh^)
thought’; no extraordinary.'sagacity was needed
canvass has inflicted prodigious damage on roe
to foreree the issue, or to predict that it must
Democratic party. It has stripped it of (he
*
*
Distrust of a supersoon be reached.
wonderful prestige it gained by its brilliant
natural revelation, and denial of all autborit
series of victories, last year, and its gains, this
to the teaching of the sacred scriptures, has
year, in Maine and California, and has arrested
It has dithe onward flow of its tidal wave.
been succeeded by doubt of tho existence of
vided, disorganized and demoralized the party,
God in the proper import of that sacred name.
bringing its leaders iuto open conflict, creating
*
*
*
between the Democracy of the
a state of war
The issue now so sharply and clearly
East and the West, arousing jealousies and redefined between a God and no God has deterI criminations which it will be difficult to allay,
mined a change in the plan of our work, and
and which will destroy the party, if they conlinna
If Vi-.w tiraffir.a 11 v llllitiMl 1.hn
Rpntlhli.
made
we
have
the
we
trust,
attempt
justihes,
cans on the currency
question, whereas they
to restate and defend ‘The Theistic Conception
were before as badly divided as the Democrats.
of the World.'”
[ New York Times]
The reader of this preface will foresee the
A favorable decision in Ohio must be folwhich
the
of
follow;
pages
theological coloring
The
lowed by similar verdicts in other states.
and perhaps a few readers will be prepared to
Republican party tlone can be depended upon
of
nation
clear
the
the
financial
ruin
to
steer
follow with implicit trust the argumentation of
to which demagogues like Allen and Cary
one who has already seen the culmination o*
would inevitably conduct it. That party does
the tendeucy of modern thought, and, moreovnot construct two different sets of principles
for
two different sections of the country. It
it
would
that
er, had the sagacity to anticipate
does not offer hard money to the East and ragculminate in precisely that issue which would
money to the West and South. It braves uubring his common-place book into requisition.
populatity in many parts of the country in
order that it may preserve the national honor
It is certainly a disadvantage to a philosountarnished. It can never have a harder fight
pher to be also a professor of philosophy; the
to wage than that which was brought to an end
original working of his own mind must be yesterday iu Ohio. A comparatively small
thwarted and confused by the pedagogal dealportion of the bonds is held in the West
and South. There the bond holders too often
ing In philosophies. But on the other band, a
looked upon as a “bloated aristocrat,” who lives
professorship provides certain facilities to one upon the
bard earnings of the poor. After a
to
write
who, not being a philosopher, attempts
victory there, there ought to be no doubt about
It
him something
a philosophical work; it gives
Pennsylvania, aud none about New York.
would be an indelible disgrace to Pennsylvania
to say. If what he says is not his own it is all
if she took sides with the inflationists at the
the more edifying to the reader. Dr. Cocker
in Ohio the demavery moment when even
without
the
philo- gogues were rejected. New York, loaded down
appears to be a philosopher
can still less
and
Tammany,
sophic endowment. He would probably dis- with John Kellyher lot with the party which
afford to cast in
claim for himself that title; not in modesty, bat
is substantially for flooding the country with
in regard to propriety aud self-respect; for he
spurious money and swindling the national
puts the philosopher in antithesis to the Chris- creditor, __
tian; he says “to the Christian as well as to the
ExrERiEN'TiA Docet.—A German was askphilosopher;” and since every page of his work ed by an acquaintance what he was doing now.
“Veil,” he replied, “sboost now I am doing
declares his belief in Christianity wo must prenotings, but I have made arrangements to go
aurne that he would not on any account be le*
iuto pizness.”
“Glad to hear it. What are you goiog Ing»nlrd as a philosopher. Aud it is well; he will
to?”
not. But—what is more important—by this false
It
“Veil, I goes iuto partnership mit a man.”
antithesis he does iujustico to Christianity.
“Do you put in much capital?
is
anthere
that
is not true as matter of fact,
“No; I does’nt put iu no gabital.”
and Christianity.
“Don’t want to risk it, eh?”'
tagonism between philosophy
the fact that
“No; hut I puts in de experience.”
There are numerous witnesses to
“And he puls in the capital.”
a Christian bolievone may be philosopher and
“Yes, dot is it. We goes iuto piziness for
be
conmust
It
however,
dree year; he puls in de gabital, I puts.io de exer, notwithstanding.
as
a
our
Christian,
ceded as doubtful whether
perience. At de end of de dree years 1 will
have de gabital, and he will have the experiauthor nnd many others understand the word,

tion

philosopher. There appears to
be a special theological incapacity for sound
thinking, a paradoxical incapacity due to

can ever

he

a

ence.”

Hay

___

is being

shipped

laud by steamship.

from Canada

to

Bog-

A

Squawk

from the Rasr Baby.

The news which wo carry

morning is,

to our

friends this

confess, decidedly dispiriting.

we

The brave Democratic party of Ohio, maligned,
falsified and betrayed, has gone down in defeat before the organized Monoy Power of the

land. When the Democratic party of Ohio for
a third tirno took its stand upon the side of
the people and against the banks and the
money rings, a howl went up from one end of
the country to tbe other. The schemes of the
coutractionists, hullioaists and resumptionists
had been interfered with. They charged that

an issue had been forced upon the country, unmindful of the fact that for nearly ten years
they had been engaged in forcing their issues
upou the people. For three months the organized press of the Money Power has trained
its batteries upou the Ohio Democratic columns.
The Eastern hanking and bondholding
rings have poured out their money, and the
Republicans of the state, through this aid, wero
enabled to perfect such an organization as they
never possessed before.
By persistent lying,
misrepresentation and the introduction of
false issues they have succeeded in poisoning
the minds of the people and turning them
away from their true interests. The victory
which they have wou they have purchased
dearly. It is a victory which determines that
the money power is still in this country to
throttle the people. Money is ever wary, cautious and watchful. The men with selfish interests were prompt to array themselves on the
side of capital, but the poor, blind, deluded
Thoumasses fell easy victims to prejudice.
sands of poor men yesterday cast their votes
for Hayes, who will feel the cold hand of want
belore spring. When the crushing hard times
come they will remember the lost opportunity.
Tbe Eastern gentlemen who call themselves
Democrats, and who deserted the Democracy
of Ohio in their great struggle, will not be forgotten. They have built up au account which
will be settled iu good time.—Cincinnati En-

quirer.

_

Dominion Kotos.
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Brunswick has CIO post-offices.
Halifax and St. John papers warn the people
to look out for a class of suspicious fellows who
Some of
are doubtless thieves and burglars.
tuoili
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Sergeant Bates, with bis American flag, is
dead broke in Loudon, Out. He is going to
raise the wind to float his flag oy giving a lecture.
The employes of the coal mines at Cape Breton have taken measures to present their needs
of aid to the Dominion government on account
of the suspension of work during tho winter.
The scheme for the erection of a first-class
hotel in Montreal, to be known as the Windsor
Hotel, is at last fairly under way. Over $400,000 ot stock has already been subscribed.
A Mr. Vernon has been telling the Montreal
Board of Trade that that city is destined to bethe great commercial center of continental navigation. He says that the population
will amount to 750,000 in the year 1900.
The St. John Telegraph is gratified at the
defeat of the inflation Democracy in Ohio and
come

that the result will have a salutary effect upon the credit of the Unite! States in

prediots

Europe.
The Toronto Monetary Times predicts that
the Dominion will soon occupy the third place
in the mercantile marine of the world. The
Dominion tonnage is 158,365 at the close of
1874, valued at $40,547,205.
A Dominion commercial paper thinks too
much credit, or rather the freedom with which
credit has been given to Dominion traders by
British merchants, is one of the leading causes
of the present stagnant condition of trade in
that country.
The revenues of the Dominion government
for the month of September amounted to
$2,005,573.98, and the expenditures to $1,179,598.58. The imports of the country for August
amounted

to

$iu,*io,eoo,

auu

me

e&peiLs

to

$8,384,659.
The Montreal Star of Monday says: “Forty
immigrants lately atrived in Oniario from

England. Finding work not so plenty as they
expected, and winter about to set in, they
passed through Montreal on Friday night en
route to Quebec, to take passage for home.
The St. John News says that the writ of attachment which was issued some days ago in
the matter of the Jewett estate was executed
Thursday by E. McLjod, official assignee, to
whom Mr. Jewett formally delivered up all his

property in the city and county of St. John,and
who now holds it, awaiting the general meeting of creditors.
The Halifax Herald announces that the
largest sugar refinery in the Dominion, located
at Dartmouth and employing 500 or 600 men, is
to be closed in consequence of

not

sugar interest.
The government of New Brunswick has recently held a sale of imported and other pure
blood stock at Frederickton. The stock included horses, cattle, sheep and swine. It was
done for the purpose of improving the stock in
the province, the purchaser being under obligation to keep the animals a certain number of
The stock cost the
years within the province.
government 21,000 and was sold for $15,600.
Premier Mackenzie of the Dominion government has been makiug a speech at Sarnia, in
which he set forth the policy of the governHe insists that the Canadian Pacific
ment.
Bailway is to be built, admits that the government has found it necessary to’ increase the tarift from 15 to 17 2-3 per cent ad-valorem and
declares that both parties are in favor of inciiu

[uuiccbiuu
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imposition

of duties upon imported goods.
The Catholic bisnops of Quebec have just issued a long pastoral addressed to the churches
in which the ground is squarely taken that the
church is superior to the state and should exeroise supreme jurisdiction over it, that the clergy should take a part in politics by telling the
laity how to vote, and is very severe on those
Catholics who assume to be liberal in politics.
There is now a great deal of sectarian feeling
throughout all the provinces, so that the pastoral is a subject of lively newspaper comment.
PictoB had a Guibord case on a small scale.
A woman died there recently who was of a different faith from her husband,and the hnsband
insisted that she should be buried in bis
churchyard. Unable to prevent her interment
in the other yard, he went at night to dig her
up and was caught in the act. He desisted,
however, upon being assured that when he died
he should be buried alongsi ie of her, even
though be did not embrace her faith. He had
been separated from his wife for some months
previous to her death, and the assurance that
they should be re-un ited in the grave was all
that he required,—Halifax Herald.
In rpgretting the necessity for the closing of

large sugar refinery on account of the severity of the Dominion tariff, the Halifax Herald
says: “There is no more striking evidence of
the injurious effect of the jealous rivalry of
a

American

manufacturers, combine! with

an

American tariff favorable to them and a Canadian tariff unfavorable to our industries, than
this unfortunate result for the Montreal Refinery. It is the fate that the American manufacturers would inflict upon every Canadian
industry; and their government will aid them
afiitean. The mere reduction of the bounty
can hardly injure their monopoly now, since
they have driven the Montreal refiners out of
even the Canadian market, and have established an extensive line of business on a footing
too solid to be disturbed by a trifle.
The clos
ing of this Red path concern must force on the
attention of the Canadian government the necessity for some immediate action in reference
to tariff matters.
That the tariff will have to
be altered is clear. That it ought to be altered
in the interests of our Home Manufacturers is
clearer still."

News and Other Items.
Dante’s old house in Florence is to be fitted
up for a newly-married couplo and two moth-

ers-in-law, and
Shakspeare
u.»avo

be called “II Purgatorio.”
was
an anti-inflationist.

He
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self a baby, that you have taken these tenders
for true pay, which are not sterling.”
Wendell Phillips speaks of the Venetians
using paper money. Doubtless “Othello” had

just received his
exclaimed, “Ho

pay in that currency when he
who steals my purse steals

trash!”
Col. Fred. Grant was called upon at Des
Moines for % speech, and he said: “I am sorry
not to be able to make yon a speech, but as father has made a speech to-night, I have hopes
of doing so sometime.”
A member of the Rev. Dr. Fulton’s church
publishes a letter in which the pastor is characterized as "the devil in the church,” and is
accused of working
est of Christianity.

great damage

to the inter-

“You appear in a new role, don’t you, old
fellow?” was what the impertinent young man
remarked as he dug a cockroach oat of his
fresh bread at the breakfast table. A roseate
flush permeated the
landlady’s pallid cheek.
The Hudson River railroad
company have issued an order
o‘n that line

prohibiting newsboys
from throwing books,
newspapers, prize pack-

ages or circulars into the laps of passengers.
not allowed even to Bolicit
passengers
to buy of them, and their receipts have fallen

They are

off greatly.
An honest Californian farmer sent to the Illinois state fair the heaviest fleece of wool on
record, its total weight being a trifle over fifty
pounds. The wool growers’ association had it

weighed. There proved to be thirty-eight pounds of grease and dirt in it and two
scoured and

pounds of burs,

so

fleeco than wool.

that it was

a

MATTERS IN MAINE.
Lunncbcd.
[Special Despatch to the Press.]
Calais, Got. 16.—Launched from the

case

of more

yard of

Nickerson & Rideout this noon, a full rigged
barkentine, Albert Shultz of 600 tons.
[To the Associated Press.]
Mtatcrious Disappearance of nu Augusta
Girl.
Augusta, Oct. 17.—An organized force turned turned out to-day and searched for Ella,
daughter of J. IT. Clapp, who left her father’s
house in this city, Thursday euening, to go a
short distance to Dr. Hell’s and did not return.
No trace of her has been found and her fate is
She was 25 jeais of
enshrouded in mystery.
age.

[On Thursday afternoon Miss Clapp lefther
father’s residence to go to Dr. Bell’s to consult
him with reference to her health, which has for
Her
time past been in a low state.
mother suggested that she or her sister should
somo

acCbmpauy her, but she objected

the

on

ground

that it made her nervous to have any one present on such occasion.
She left home about 1
p. m, and has not siuce hceu seen. It is said
she has been low spirited for several weeks.]

Going to Recover.
Herbert L. Beale, injured at the late fire is
likely to recover.
The Epizootic in Waldo County.
Camden, Oct. 16—Nearly all the horses have
been within a week, taken sick with the epizootic.
The disease is of mild form, and no case
yet has proved fatal.
Two Yonng Men Drowned.
Rockland, Oct, 17.—Between 12 and

as

1
and John

o’clok Friday night Thos. A. Fales
Kellar of South Thomaston, two young men
employed at Dix Islaud, who had come off to
attend Maggie Mitchell’s performance in this
IClt
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wherry to return to the
companied to near the
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They were

island.

«

ac-

mouth of the river by
another boat and when its occupants last saw
them they had got up a sail and were standing
This was the last seen
out toward the island.
of them, and Saturday night when the workmen

returned from the island it

was

discovered

they were missing. To-day search was made
by several whale boats, and the oars and rudder of the missing wherry picked up. The
young men drowned were both only sons. There
is a rumor that two other men are missing
from Dix island and supposed to be drowned
but this may refer to the same calamity.

HAMPSHIRE.

NEW

THE LA.NGMAID MURDER.
Frenchmen Want La Page Released.

Concord, Oct. 17.—Detective Sergent visited La Page in jail to day and iound him in
rather better spirits than at any time previous
The Frenchmen at Suncook
since his arrest.
manifest considerable indignation at La Page’s
detention, and it is said they are going to make
an effort to have him released by showing evidence of his whereabouts on the morning of the
murder. They claim an alibi can be proved.

Tramp Theory.

The

Officer Hilibreth expresses a firm belief in
the tramp theory. The tramp supposed to be
insane seen lurking about the woods of Pembroke was seen again last week by Jos. Hope,
He claims
who was considerably frightened.
he was getting water at a spring when the
trump

came uut ui
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disappeared. Officer Hillbreth has been searching the woods to day but discovered nothing
more than a deserted shanty some tbree miles
from tho scene where the murder was committed.
Drew Hick.
Wm. Drew, who was released from custody
last week is quite sick. It is reported that he
has typhoid lever.
NEW FORK.
The Brooklyn Ring to be Prosecuted.
New York, Oct. 17 —Rumors were current
in Brooklyn last night that the citizens’tax
p-yers association have formulated specific
charges against certaiu members of the ring,
and submitted them to leading lawyers with a
view to their prosecution for perjury, forgery
and malfeasance in office. A secret meeting of
tax payers was held last evening for the purpose of taking definite action on the subject.

Prof. Jenny's

being able,

under existing tariff regulation, to compete
with New York and Scotch refineries. It calls
upon the Dominion.parliament to protect the

ucuuu

BY TELEGRAPH.

Expedition.

GOLD FOUND IN PAVING QUANTITIES.
Caster’* Report Corroborated.
Cheyenne, Oct. 16.—Prof.

Walter P. Jenny, chief geologist of the Black Hills expedition and assistants, returned here to-day, having spent five months in the Hills and made
quite a thorough investigation of the whole
country and mapped it from Belle Forche to
South Fork, Cheyenne river. They report gold
fields extending forty miles north from Harney’s Peak, and twenty miles wide; that there
lagoldin quantities that will pay S3 to $5 a
day to the man, and there are bars on numbers
of streams that will pay much more than that.
The water supply Is ample for working purposes and fully sufficient to carry water from
the topmost of bars and allow tailings to be
readily disposed of. Gold is coarse, scale good
and easily separated from gravel and sand.
The Professor has with him an ounce of coarse
rrnlrl

that fan

man

nhfainarl

nn

Snrinnr

with ten hoars’ labor. An assay of this gold
shows it to be nine hundred and forty-five,
Prof. .Jenny
worth 819.43 coin to the ounce.
corroborates Gen. Custer’s report of the Hills,
aud says they will support thou-aods of miners
when govenment opens them to settlement. The
valleys are all adapted to agriculture and the
bills and canons to stock raising. Rainfall is
plentiful and timber abundant His official report will be made from New York before Congress meets.
_

METEOBOGICAOLL
PROBABILITIES FOB THE NEXT
HOURS.

TWENTY-FOUR

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal )
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
October 18, (1 A. M.))
For New England,
the lower lakes and Middle states lower and
falling barometer, rising temperature, south
west to northwest winds, cloudy weather aud
rain, except in Virginia.

F OBEIQ N.
ARCTIC EXPLORATIONS.
Arrival of the Pandora at Plymouth—Interesting Retails of the Cruise.

New York, Oct. 17.—The Herald’s cable
special reports the arrival at Portsmouth,Eng.,
Saturday, of the Arctic exploring steame- Pandora. She left Disco on the 7th of August aud
Upernavik on the 13th, crossing 'Melville
Bav without

mishap,

for the usual fields of
pack wereu ot visible and almost a clear sheet
of water was found at Casey Islands. No signs
of the government exploring expedition were
visible. Capt Youuk decided te steer for Lancaster Sound, where she encountered the first
ice floes. With great difficulty the Pandora
forced her way. Despite the ice she succeeded
in traversing the the entire length of Barrow
Strait, reaching Beechy Island Aug. 25th. She
there found the yacht Mary, which had been
drawn upon the beach in 1850 by Capt. Ross.
The yacht was still standing with both masts
upright. The storehouse built for the benefit
of sailors or castaways of ice bound vessels
was found in a state of terrible confusion. The
destruction of the stores was accomplished by
polar bears, as tracks of these animals were
visible in every direction.
The headboards
over the graves of Sir John Franklin’s
men
buried there were still iu a good state of preservation. On the 26th the Paudora steamed
for Peel Strait, eccountered vast fields of pack
ice, which made the passage a most difficult
aud dangerous one.
The Pandora steadily
worked way onward and soon passed the furthest point reached by the Fox when McClintoc k
iu acaicu in

w<ta

tihukiiu
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reaching that point the Pandora neared King
Williams’ Land, thus navigating a sea which
no slap ever traversed before, except perhaps

that of Franklin.
The Pandora steamed down the coast of
Prince of Wales Land and encountered most
delicious weather. The atmosphere was soft,
refreshing, and the bitter cold of the arctic re-

gion

was

soon

replaced by

warm

a'r currents

expanse of water. Intense excitement
prevailed amoBg the officers and men of the
expedition, as it was expected important results
were at hand.
Ou reaching Pouquette Island
saw the edge of a solid pack ot ice, which extended across the strait from side to side in one
unbroken expanse.
This pack blocked the entrance to Bellot’s
Strait. The Pandora stayed at this point till
the 7th of Sept., when, finding no further progress possible, itjwas decided useless to go into
winter quarters and far better to return next
year. The return journey was full of difficulties as the ice was rapidly forming and ihe
passage of the Pandoia was a constant series of
exciting scenes and narrow escapes from moving ice floes, finally escaping through Peel
strait, the ice still rapidly forming and accumulating the steamer at length reached Carey
islands in safety.
From Melville Bay homeward the voyage was almost uneventful. Capt.
Young reports that from the prevalence of
north winds there is abundant promise that
Capt. Nares will prove successful. Pandoia
only lost two topgallant yards and two jibbooms during the entire voyage.
and

an

Diplomatic Complications between Spain

and tit-fat Hritniu.
New Yobk, Oct. lfi —Information has been
received from Porto Rico that Senor Mcnegas,
who was forcibly taken from the English mail
steamer Elder, has not beeu executed by the
Spanish authorities, but will shortly be delivered to the British government, which claims
him, with an indemnity for damage and a salute to the flag.
The Captain General of Porto Rico i3 likewise to he censured.
Revolutionary P-ioclalion in Porto Rico.
Porto Rico is flooded with revolutionary proclamations, the purport of which is to warn the
people that au expedition is soon to land on the

coast, and that they mush hold themselves in
readiness to join the band and inaugurate a
Great
war for the independence of the island.
commotion and panic prevail in consequeuce,
and the government is active in taking measThe
ures for repressing any such attempt.
proclamation is signed by Manuel Agnero, a
Cuban, who is associated with Geu. Luperon iu
preparing an expedition in Santo Domingo for
the purpose mentioned, to consist of 500 well
armed men. Agnero is now at La Guaira.
Horrible Murder ut Ibe Miquelon Islands'
New York, Oct. 16.—Through a gentleman
who arrived to-day from St. Pierre, Miquelon,
intelligence is received of one of tho most terrible series ot a-sassiuatious in the history of
the continent.
For the purpose of robbery an aged man, a
millionaire named Francois Delescales, his sonin-law, M. Carter and his wife and two sons
and daughter, aud one Folquet, keeper of their
villa, were murdered on the night cf the 4th
iust. at Delescales’ mansion, half a mile outMr. Delescales
side the town of St. Pierre.
never deposited his money in hanks, and it is
certain that the assassins secured an enormous

booty.

f OK'ign Notes.
Fifteen workmen were injured, it is leaned
fatally, by an overflow of moulton metal at the
Walsall Iron Works, London, Friday.
The Prince of Walesjhas embarked at Brindisi for India.
The new wooden war ship Boadocea was suc
cessfully launched at Portsmouth, England,

Saturday.

Von Bulow will goto Italy with the Ernporer instead of Bi-anarch.
The Loudon Standard says the Turks hold
the district of Stubir, the last refuge of the in-

surgents.

The Peruvian government has arranged a
contract for the sale of 2,000,000 tons of guano
iu Paris. Financial matters have improved in
consequence of the loan from the banks. Government paper has risen in value and an easior
feeling in business and commercial circles prevails
Political matters have been tranquil in Panama sinco the installation of the new President
on the 1st
Bismarck is suffering from rheumatism.
Four steamers have arrived at Havana with
reinforcements.
A mild form of tho epizootic is prevailing in
Cuba.
Arthur Davis and wife were sentenced to be
banged at Toronto, for the murder of Mrs.
(it1 more, [Saturday.
The newiy appointed Cardinal Nobbi Vetteleschi is dead.
King Victor Emanuel has arrived at Milan.
1000 soldiers embarked at Sautander for
Cuba yesterday.

7c
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and Cc

Domestic markets.
October 16—5 P. M.—Ashes are dull
and unchanged at 5 00 @ 5 50 for pots. Cotton is
quiet; sales 510 bales at 14i for Middling uplands;
Flour—Reforward deliveries declined £ @ 3-16.
ceipts 6955 bbls; the market rules steady with less
doing; sales 14,700 bbls; Superfine Western and
State at 5 20 @ 5 50; common to good extra Western and State at 5 65 @ 6 00; good tochoice do at
6 05 @ 6 50;„common to choice White Wheat Western extra at 6 55 @ 7 50; Fancy do at 7 55 @ 8 50;
common to good extra Ohio at 5 75 (ju), 7 75; common
to choice extra St Louis at 5 95 @ 6 00; Patent Minnesota extra good to prime G 80 @ 7 85; choice to double extra? 9o@ 10 00, including 4100 bbls shipping
extra at 5 75 @5 90; 2*200 bbls extia mill Hour at
prices within the range; the market closing quiet;
Southern flour is a shade firmer ;sales 3100 bbls; common to fair extra at 7 75 @ 6 85 ;good to choice at 6 90
sales 350 bbls at 4 25 @
@ 9 00; Rvc flour steady;
5 50. Cornmealj quiet; sales of 300 bbls of Western,
45 @ 3 90; Brandywine
3
at
&
Pennsylvania
Jersey
at 4 20 @ 4 s5. \V,,eat—receipts of 102,540 busli; the
market is 1@ 2c better with, however, less doing;
sales of 250,000 bush; 1 07 @ 115 for rejected Spring;
11C @ 110 for No 3 Chicago;1 20 @ 1 25 for No 3 Milwaukee; 1 20 @ 1 29} for new and old No 2 Chicago;
1 30 @ 1 33 lot1 29 @ 1 294 for No 2 Northwestern;
1 39 @ 1 40 for No 1
new and old No 2 Milwaukee;
1 25 tor ungraded Spring
Milwaukee;
and
Sheboygan
in store;! 23 @ 1 44 for sound new and old Winter
Bed Western; 124 @145 fordo Anther Western;
1 30 @ 1 55 lor do White Western. Bye is Urnt at 92c
for State. Barley is quiet and unchanged; 1,200
bush 8-rowed State at 1 00 @ 1 05 for car cots.—
Barley Malt is quiet and unchanged. Com—receipts
81,382 bush: the market is quiet and prices generally without decided change; sales 73.000 bush; 70 @ 71
for steam Western Mixed: 711 @72c fur sail do,
chiefly the inside price; 72 @ 73c for high Mixed and
Yellow Western; 71c for poor White W estera; G6 @
70c for unsound and heated Western Mixed. Oats—
receipts 49,175 bush; the market is lower; sales 0s,000
bush at 38 @ 46c forMixed, including two loads of
53c for White Western
Chicago at latter price; 48 @No
2 Chicago to arrive at
and State; also 25,000 busb
48c. Hay unchanged at 65 @ 70c for hipping. Hops
for
8
12c
firm at @
yearlings 1874’s; 10 @ 15c for new
crop 1875. Coffee—Rio quiet at 18} @ 21}c gold for
19
@ 22} gold for job lots. Sugar is quiet
cargoes;
and steady at 7} @ 8c for fair to good reliuing; 8}c
for prime; 900 hhds at 7c for Molasses do; 7}c lor
Mu'Covado; refiue is quiet at 10}cforA; 10} for
and granulated; 11 @ ll}c for crushed.
lolasses quiet and steady. Rice is quiet and unis more steady and quiet; crude
Petroleum
changed.
at 63c; 2500 bbls relined at 14c; cases 174 @ 20c; Nap-

Sowdered

quiet ana ucavy; sales zu,uuo IDs
at 10} @ 10}c. Naval Stores— Rosin firm at 1 75 @
1 80 for strained. Turpentine is firmer; Spirits at
43c. Eggs heavy at 28c for State and Pennsylvania;
26* @ 26}c tor Western; 27 @ 27}c fore hoice Canada;
oal firm at 5 25 @ 6 50 for An22 @ 25c for limed.
thracite per cargo. Leather quietfirm; hemlock sole,
Buenos Ayres and Itio Grande light middle and heavy
weights 26 @ 28}; Calfomia do at 15 @ 27; common
do 25 @ 28}c. Wool firm; Domestic fleece 43@65e;
Pulled 27 (aj 46c; unwashed 17 @ 32c; Texas 15 @ 33c.
Pork lower; sales 500 bbls new mess at 21 75 @ 21 80
cash; 2000 bbls seller October at 21 70 @ 21 90. Beet
is quiet and firm; 50 bbls at p t. Beef llams unchanged; tierce Beef quiet and firm; Cut meats are
quiet; middles unsettled at 13} @ 14c for Western
long clear; 50 boxes do 14. Lard is heavy at 14c tor
prime steam cash; 3500 tes for seller Cetober at 14
@ 14 1-16; 500 do balance of the year at 12$. Butter
heavy at 16 @ 25c for Western; 23 @ 32c for State.
Cheese unchanged at 6} @ 12}c for common to prime.
Seeds—Linseed inactive. Whiskey is quiet ; sales
50 bbls at 117}; 50 do at 1 18.
Freights to Liverpool—the market is firm; Cotton
per steam 7-16 @ }d; do sail 5-16d; Corn per steam
8$@9d; Corn per sail at 8}d; Wheat per steam at
9}d; Wheat per sail at 9d.
tua lie. xaiiow is

Tammany.

refiners protest against
drawback on sugar ex-

ports.

Chicago, October 16.—Flour steady. Wheat is
higher, irregular and fairly active; No 1 Chicago
Spring at 116}; No 2 Chicago Spring at 113 on the
spot; 1 10} @ 1 lOfiSeller November; 111 seller tor
Decembar; No 3 do at 1 00} @ 1 00}; rejected at 9Uc.

The President has appointed J. S. Hastings
agent for the Indians at the Red Cloud agency
in Dakotah.
An insane man with a five barrelled revolver
in his pocket demanded to see the President
Saturday, stating that he had been wrongfully
confined in lhe penitentiary and that the President was his father.
There were killing frosts at Memphis and
New Orleans Saturday.
Major John Edw irds, one of the principals
in the Winnebago duel, has been arrested.
A severe tornado passed over Milford, Pa.,

fair demand and lower; No 2 Mixed at 55$
on spot; 55$ @ 55jjc for seller October; 53} @ 53} lor
seller November; rejected at 54}. Oats are dull and
lower; No 2 at 33$ @ 31c on the spot; 32}c seller for
October; rejected 28}@29. Barley firm and unchange. Rye dull. Pork is lower and closed with a
downward tendency; ales at 22 00 for on spot; 21 25
@2130 seller for October; 18 95 seller all the year.
Lard in light demand and holders firm at 13 40 on
spot; 12 15 @ 12 20 seller all the year.. Whiskey at
Receipts—10,000 bbls flour, 149,000 bush wheat, 142,000 bush corn, 83,000 bush oats, 11,000 bush barley,
3,000 bush of rye.
Shipments—5,000 bbls fiour, 84,000 bush wheat, 55000 bush corn, 87,000 bush oats, 116,000 Dust* barley,
Coru is in

Saturday night.

The house of Dwight Tyler, at Griswold, Ct.,
was entered
Saturday night and Mr. Tyler
compelled to surrender 8150 at the point of a

3000 bush rye.

Toledo, October 16.—Flour steady. Wheat is
higher and closing weak; No 2 White Wabash 135};
No 1 White Michigan at 124}; seller November at
1 2}; No 2 White Michigan at 107; No 2 Red Winter
1 25; No 3 do at 112}; rejected Red at 96c. Com is
steady with afair demand; high Mixed 61}c; low
Mixed 60}c; seller October at 61c; no grade at 60c.—

pistol.
Eli phalet Jones, a boarding house keener in
Boston, bung himself Friday night.
Gideon Ferris, a wealthy resident of Greenwich, was killed at Stamford, Conn., Friday
evening by the train from New York.
A St. John despatch says that the schooner
Magnolia, loaded with piling at Sand Point,

are dull.
Bcpiohtfl nulnl; niiH niiphonoMl

Oats
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Oswego and Kingston 5; Ogden&burg 5}—all lor

to

Wheat.

Cumberland,

has gone ashore.
In Jamestown, N. Y., Nelson Cool, convicted
of the murder of Charles Wbimple in Little
Valley, last March, was Saturday sentenced to
he hanged Nov. 26th.
Bishop Littlejohn, accompanied by his wife
and daughter, sailed from New York Saturday,
to inspect the American Episcopal churches in
Europe under an appointment of the presiding
Bishop Of the Episcopal churches of the United
States.

Receipts—3000 bbls flour; 43,000 bush Wheat,11,000

bush Corn, G,000 bush Oats.
Shipments—1000 bbls flour, 58,000 bush Wheat, 50,OOOjbush Corn, 10,000 bush Oats.
Milwaukee, October 16.—Flour is firm. Wheat
No 1 Milwaukeeat 1 22; No 2 Milwauke at 1141 for
cash and seller October; seller for November 117$.
Corn is in fair demand and lower; No 2 at 58c. Oats
scarce; No3 at 34} @ 342. Rye is in lair demand;
No 1 at 732e. Barley easier; No 2 Spring cash 1 09.
Freights auiet and firm; Wheat to Buffalo at 3£.
Receipts—6.000 bbls flour, 125,000 bush wheat, 0,000 corn, 000 bush oats.
Shipments—4,000 bbls flour, 115,000 hush whnat,
000 bush corn, 000 bush oats.
St Louis, October 16.—Flour is steady. Wheat
higher; No 2 Red Winter at 1 60} @ 1 63 cash; 1 612
(a) 65 seller October, latter in settlement; 1 60 lor
Nov; No 3 do 1 362- Corn lower; No 2 Mixed at 54}
bid cash; 562 @ 562c seller October; 46c seller for November. Oats lower; No 2 at 312c bid cash; 35 for
seller October. Barley and Rye quiet and unchanged.
Receipts—6,000 bbls flour, 50,000 bush wheat,10,000
bush corn, 50,000 bush oats, 9,000 bush barley, 4,000
bush rye, i423hogs, 680 cattle.
Detroit, October 16.—Flour is in fair demand;
City White Wheat at 6 50 @ 6 60. Wheat is lower
except No 1 White Michigan; extra at 1 33}; No 1
at l 26; No 2 White F»ll 115; Amber Michigan at
121}. Corn is dull; No 1 Mixed is offered at 66c.
Oats are lower; White Western Michigan at 412c;
Mixed 38 38 @ 382c. Barley is dull; choice State at
2 00 per cental.
Receipts—3000 bbls flour, 48.000 bush wheat. 1000
bush corn,8,000 bush oats,900 bush barley.
Shipments—2000 bbls flour, 46,000 ousu wheat, 000
bush corn, 3,000 do oats, 2000 bush barley.
Indianapolis, October 16.—Flour at 3 50 @ 8 00.—
Wheat is firm. Corn advanced—Ear at 552 @ 56c;
Shelled at 56 @ 61c. Oats steady; No 2 at 35; rejectedO 5 @ 32c.
Charleston, October 16.-Cotton steady; Mid-

The run on the Home Savings Bank in Boscontinued Saturday, but Commissioner
Getchell says it is perfectly sound.
The attorneys for Lewis, muster for Jay
Cooke & Co., have brought suit against Fred.
F. Dent for $75,791 loaned him before they beton

bankrupt.

Wreckers have found a cargo of whiskey in
Lake Michigan lost 23 years ago. They hope
to make $159,000 by their discovery.
The Unatilla Indians have driven off the
workmen on the Nevada & Northern telegraph,
threatening to kill them.
Morris beat Coulter in a live mile scull race
at Pittsburg Saturday in 35 minutes 20 seoonds
—the best time on record.
The trial of McElrath, late state auditor of
Illinois, on the third indictment, resulted in a

disagreement.

Col. J. H. Cooke and B. H. McHenry of Senatobia, Miss., got into a political dispute Saturday, when McHenry shot Cooke, probably
fatally,and the latter drew a knife and stabbed
McHenry, killing him instantly.
Young Asa McGoun, son of the Barre, Vt.,
murderer, has been arrested and will be examined at the same time as his father.
At Hackettstowu, N. J
Saturday morning,

dling uplands at 13|c.
Savannah, October 16.—Cotton firm; Middling
uplands 132c.
New Orleans, October 16.—Cotton irregular;
James Bicker shot aud killed his two sons and
Midumig uplands 132c.
then shot at his wife hut missed his aim. He
then shot himself, but not seriously. Domes- i
MoBiLE.October 16.—Cotton quiet; Middling uparnls at 13c.

tic trouble was the cause.
The answer of Tweed to the complaint in the
$6,000,000 suit, denies that he did combine,
agree or conspire with the late James Watson
as cuagea, ana gives a geuerai aeuiai to an tne
He also reserves
allegetions in the complaint
h*s right to appeal against the adverse decision
in his case, refusing him a sty of proceedings.

New York,October 16.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
upands 141c.
Memphis, October 16 —Cotton is steady and in
moderate demand; Middling uplands 13}c.
Havana market.

Havana, October|i 16.—Suiiar opened
Foreign new regarded favorable, but later

active.
adverse

caused the market to close dull and prices
nominal; No 10 to 12 Dutch standard at 14} @ 151
reals per arrobe; Concentrated Sugar, lair to good

news

FINANCIAL AND COH d[G»€IAL

nunlit-lT

Portland Wholesale Markets.
1G.—The flour market remains firm with no change in prices. Sugar is in
good demand at our last quotations—11c for granulated and 10Jc for Coffee. Molasses is very dull.
Corn is firm and there is a prospect of an advance.

Freights

tn

are

dull and no demand for the

United

Spauish gold 227J @ 228. Exchange active; on the
United States 60 days currency at 112 @ 114 prem;
do short sight 116 @ 118 prem; 60 days gold at 122 @
144 prem; do short sight at 148 @ 150 prem; on London 174 @ 176 prem; on Paris at 1 38 @ 140 prem.

European markets.
London, October 16—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 94
5-16 for money and account.
London, October 16—12.30 P. M.—American secnties—Uuited States 5-20s, 1865, old, at JL03|;new
Ds at 103g. Erie 14J; do preferred 30.
Liverpool, October 16—12.30 P. M.— Cotton is
steady; Middling uplands at 7|d; do Orleans at 7|d;
sales 12,000 bales, including 4000 for speculation and

66

88|
20

20J

20?

export.

20g
203

Your life

be saved by using Hunt's Heme dy.
all diseases of the kidneys, bladder and urinary organs. Hundreds that have been
given up by their physicians to die have been saved
by this great remedy and are now with us as liviDg
witnesses of the value of this medicine.
octl3
deod&wlw

20§

It

20g

20.do...-.20|
50.do. 20g
Sales at Auction.
Railroad sinking fund 7s, 1884.... 683
8 Boston & Maine Railroad.112?
10.do.112?
$2,000 Boston & Maine Railroad 7s, 1894.Ill
$500|Eastern Railroad7s, 1893. lit

$3,000 Eastern

cures

MARRIED.
SaccarapAnnie M.

pa, Mr. William
Davis, both of Portland.
In Augusta, Oct. 7, Andrew S. Dyer and Mrs. Ellen A. Troop.
In Augusta, Oct. 7, George P. Martin and Miss

Bnnk Statement.

New York, Oct. 16.—The following is the weekly

bank statement.
Increase in loans.$2,356,100
Decrease in Specie..
112,300
Decrease in legal tenders.3,801,400

May A.

Gould.

At Goodwin’s Mills, Sept. 26, John E, Kimball of
Alice C. Hill of Dayton.
In Gardiner, Oct. 6, Fred. J. Danforth of Hallowell
and Miss Nellie Collins of Farmiugdale.

Decrease in deposits.1,454.300
Circulation Decreased.
39,600
Reserve decrease. 809,375

Lyman and Miss

York Stock and Money Market.
New York. October 16—12.30 P. M. —Gold opened
at 116J, sold to 1163, off to 116j, up to 1163, off to 116g
and up to 116J.
Governments dull and steady.
Money 1 and 3 per cent. State bonds dull. Stocks
dull and steady. Sterling Exchange 478J @ 483.
New

DIED.
_

In Limington, Oct. 14, Dea. Parmenio Libby, aged
84 years.
In Jefferson, Sept. 24, Mrs. Mary Farnum, aged G5
years 6 months.
In Waldoboro, Sept. 27, Mr. Geo. El well,
aged 55
years 10 months.
lu Warren, Oct. 2, Mrs. Sally
Skinner, aged 67
years 3 months.
In Waldoboro, Oct. 1, Mrs. Lucy Hocb,
aged 75
years 10 months.

The following were tne closing Quotations of Goveminent securities;
United States coupon 6’s, 1881, coup.123
United States 5-20’s 1864, coup.119
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old.119|
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new.
119$
United States 5-20’s, 1867 do.
120$
United States 5-20*s, 1808 do.
121|
United States new 5’s.1174
United States 10-40 coupon.147
Currency 6’a ex.
123 J
The lollowing arc the closing quotations ol
Stocks:

‘liaiatnre Almanac.October 18.
water...,,, 1.45PM
Sunrises.,.6.16|High
Sun sets... .5.14 I Moon rises
7.35 PM
.......

Western Unic^ Telegraph Co—ex div.78f
Pacific Mail.36§
N Y Central and Hudson R.consolidated, ex-dv. .103

MARINE NEWS,

Erie.15$
Erie preterred.34

Michigan Central....
57
Union Pacific Stock.66$
Lake Shore. 54§

FORT OF

....

preferred.

62

to W E Dennison.
Sch American Chief, Snow, New York.
Sch Edith, (Br) Snow, Port La Have—
Sch Umpire. (Br) Hopkins, BarriDgton, NS—dry
fish for a market.
Sch Delmont. Blake, Windsor, NS for Philadelphia
Sch Helen Thompson, Wotton, Friendship, to load
for Newfoundland.
Sch Clinton, Stanley. Cranberry Isles.
Sch Emma, Parker, Bristol.
Sch Capitol. Farr, Boothbay.
Sch Flora, Conant, North Haven.
Sch J E Carnage, Robinson, Bangor for Newport.

Wabash. 5$
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 18$
The following were the quotations tor Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
106$
Union Pacific do.
103$
Union Pacific land grants. 98$
884
Sinking Funds.
Missouri Pacific. 15$
Atlantic & Pacific, preferred. 6
OlouceMter Fish market.

Gloucester, Mass.,

October 16.

f;ood

'W.lnvo.

Steamer Falmouth, Colby, Halitax, N S, —John
Porteo'is.
Brig Bismark, (Br) Vance, Pictou NS—Yeaton &

Boyd.

Sch A R McKenzie, (Br) Swin, Yarmouth NS—W
& C R Milliken.
Sch Fanny Given, (Br) Parker, Cornwallis, NS—
A D Whidden.
Sch Uuion, Peters, Halifax—Jhon Porteons.

|

Nutidny, Oct. 17.
ARRIVED
Brig San Carlos, Atherton, Liverpool, with salt to
J S Winslow & Co. (Ordered to Eastport.)
BELOW—Several deep schooners, one with hard
pine bound to Bath.

well

FURNITURE!

Ladies’ Wool
If you arc in want ot any kind
Furniture now is tlic time to

buy.

very large
first class Furniture for

Having bought

stork of

a

very

OF

of manufacture, we are selling it
at retail tor much less Ilian reguAll
lar WHOLESALE PRICES.
ol our own Furniture we will
warrant ns the best made in the
market.

AT

Best Bed

BROS.,

Lounge

display

We shall

ever

consisting of

the

finest
in

shown

us*

Hlaiuc,

over

OIKHE
different styles, selected willi great
care from some of the best FOREIGN and DOMESTIC manufacturers. From our long experience
iu this branch of the trade we feel
confident we can give our customers entire satisfaction.

Boston.

Cld 15th, ship E W Stetson, Moore, London; schs
Speedwell, Drisko, Barbadoes; Winnie Lawry, Spear,

Portland.
Passed through Hell Gate 11th. schs G W Rawley,
Rawley, Port Johnson for Providence; Robt Foster,
Foster, do for do; Geo E Prescott, Guptill, Im do for
Rockland; Mott-Haven, Collins, from New York for

Calais.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 15th, schs Geo B Somes, Norwood, and Sarah, Norwood .Calais: Loduskia, Means,
and Westerloo, Whitaker, Ellsworth ; Alvarado,
Wilham. Bangor.
Sid 15th. sch Judge Low, Ilallowell, New York.
PROVIDENCE--Ar 15ih, sch Mary Shields,Waite,
Pittston.
Sid 15th, sch Crown Prince, Branscomb. Portland.
NEWPORT—Ar 15th, schs Lizzie, Lamson, Calais
for Somerset; Lookout, Runnells, do for New York.
PORTLAND, ME.sndtf
,,
oc2
BRISTOL—Au 15th, Ech Julia Baker, Baker, from |
I
Gardiner.
H
H
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 14th, schs
Fisk, i
Wixon, Baltimore fur Boston; Fairfield,Galley, from
Weehawkeu for Rockport; M B Rogers, Preble, Elizabethport lor Bath; F A Colcord, Pierce, New York
for Bangor; Ella M Pennell, Thompson, Boston for
Philadelphia; Gertie E Merrow, Meader, Portland
for Norfolk; J C Crafts, Greeley, fm Vinalhaven for
Washington: Cora Etta. Pendleton, and Nellie Belle.
Benner, Salem lor New York; S J Uilmore, Sylvester, Bangor for do; Lizzie, Leighton, Addison for
Somerset.
Sid 14th, schs George & Emily. Geo Washington,
Annie Gus, Ella M Pennell, J C Crafts, Gertie E
Merrow, Cora Etta, Nellie Belle, S J Gilmore, Lizzie,
Alvarado, Sarah P, and others.
Passed by, sch Charley Oobb, Greeley, from New
York tor Portland.
NEW BKDFORD-Ar 14th, sch Midnight, Reed,
Bristol; Mary Lymburner, French, Calais.
BOSTON—Ar 15'li, schs Danl Webster, Haskell,
CapeHaytien; Olive Avery, Gott, New York; Abbott Lawrence, Handy, Sullivan.
Ar 19th, sch Kate Lily, Hutchinson, Bath.
THIRD DOOR FROM MIDDLE.
Cld 19th sch N J Miller, Harris, Miragoane.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar I5tb, sch Addie blaisdell,
and
Sh&w.
Olive,
Crowell, Georgetown; Everglade.
Warren, Port Johnson; Union, Mitchell, Hoboken;
Dealers iu Bonds, Stocks and
Geo Kllborn, Blake, So Amboy.
Specie. Personal and prompt atWISCASSET—Sid 8th, schs Hattie G McFarland,
tention given to any
enquiries.
McFarland, Liverpool ; Loretta Fish, Young, for

Best Easy Chair
with Book and Foot Best may be

Our Stock is twice as
any dealer's in the State.

large

Misses’ Wool Mixed Vests
from 31 cents upwards.

Misses’ Wool Mixed Pants
from 31 cents upwards.

Union

|

Woodbury & Moulton,

Bankers & Brokers,

Hattie G Dow, Nickerson,

POREIGN

POUTS.

At Caldera Sept 2, ship; Hercules. Snow, from Liverpool, just ar, (to load at the islands for Europe.)
Sid fm Hamburg 13th inst, barque Templar, Bartlett, New York.
Ar at Genoa 13th inst, sch Delia O Yates, Yates,

New York.
Ar at Constantinople —, barque Henry Knight,
Ames, New Haven.
Sid fm Flushing 13th inst, ship Sabino, Paine, for
New Orleans.
Ar at Bowling, (Scotland) 5th ihst, barque T Jeffle
Southard, Woodworth, Portland. 16 days.
Sid im Liverpool 14th inst, ship Leading Wind,
Hinckley, United States.
Sid fm Dublin 13th inst, ship Gardiner Colby,

Streeter, United States.
Ar at Goree Sept. 4, brig J

H

son, Boston.
At Rosario

Dillingham, Emer-

Aug 20th, barque Aroher, Hatch, tor
Boston; Sagadahoc, Powers, for Falmouth, E.
Sid fm Montevideo Aug 28th, barque Moonbeam,
Field, Callao.
Ar at Laguayra Sept 9th, sch Washington, Berry,
Galveston.
Sid fm Tampico Sept 17th, sch Josie, Joy, lor New
York.
Sid tm St Jago Sept 30, barque Lochiel.Ham, Portland; sch Gen Connor, Shute. Pensacola.
Ar at Havana 13th. brig Mechanic, Gould, Portland; sch Victor, Nickerson. Brazos.
Sid 13th. barque H D Stover. Pierce, New York.
Ar at Matanzas 12th inst, barque Ocean Pearl,
Henley, Portland: 13tli. sch Grace Webster.Gales.do
bid Hth, barque b W Holbrook, bwazey, tor Mew
Orleans,
Ar at Halifax 13tb, ech Wm ParscDS, Hodgdon,
Banks, (maiu boom broken.)
SPOKEN.
Oct 1, lat 19 30, ion 94 40, sch E J
from Laguna for Tampico.

Palmer, Stevens,

State, Municipal and Railroad
Bonds bought and sold ou commission.
First class investments suitable
tor Savings
Banks and Trust
Fnnds constantly on haud.
Highest market rate paid tor
Government Bonds.
Coupons collected.

Customers will have a splendid
Stock to select from.
All kinds of Furniture made to
order at short notice.
It is for the interest of every one
to call and see our stock of goods
before purchasing.

FOREST

Children’s Balmoral Hose
Titan Braids and Buttons
just received.
Bullion Fringe* all color*, Nary Rine
Dark Green Grenadine. /Ill kind*
of Ilautl Knit Goodi. Sloop Mkirt*, Corset* nod Bustle*, and all kiud* of Fancy
and

Good*.

FITZGERALD,
Cor. of Congress ami Myrlle St.
octIC_dtf
OZ^ZEIUZIKrG-

NOTICES^

Fall and

are

preparation is not a compound, but simply Tar purified. It is superior to any other article for all Kidney complaints, and is safo and reliable. Ask your
druggist for tbe
•‘FOREST TAR BOOK.”
snOro

oct5

Please tell the people
advertisement in the PKES§, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000.

that you saw their

I.

G. A. Whitney &Co.
ITJauufacturcr* and Dealers in

A great amount of suffering may be prevented
by the use of I)r. Morse’s Medicated Inhalations.
In Throat Disease it will give relief in a tew
minutes. It is a sure preventive of Dinhtheritis, a
disease which lias caused so much anguish and beIt arrests
It renders breathing easy.
reavement

the progress of disease in the lungs, removes tubercles by absorption, prolongs life and keeps the patient comfortable in hopeless ca^es, and effects cures
C. MORSE, M. D..
in curable cases.
73 Free St.. Portland Me.
auTsn^&w^m
is

SPLENDID STOCK OF GOODS
usually kept In a first class fancy goods establishment, embracing an elegaut assortment ot

as are

Furniture,
46

Corsets,

Jewelry,

PORTLAND.

oc16

Embroideries,
Hosiery,

Exchange St.,
dtf

Faus,
Dress and Cloak Trimmings,

Fringes.
Featbcr Trimmings,

marabous,
moss,

and a beautiful lot of

BRAIDS AND BUTTONS !

Latest Novelties
—

Just

P.M.:

Our neighbors will please accept our warmest
thanks for their hearty and untiring efforts in saving
our household goods from the fire Tuesday morning.
Nothing could be more christain like, than, their
labour of love and generous offers of a home with
them until we could get a tenement to move into.
W. P. MERRILL,
SOPHIA B. MERRILL.
octl8sndlt
East Deering, Oct. 10, 1875.
ISON-TONS, SIX FOR 50 CENTS.
Davis at his new Photograph Gallery, in Boyd
Block, corner of Middle and Exchange Street, will
for one month take six large card size pictures, in
neat paper cases for 50 cents, of any one over seven
octl8sudlw*
years ot age.

Black and the Cashmeres

ol these Extra Heavy Fleeced Hcse
for 30 cents a pair

ill

Highland
Alpaca

ixxviirx

Plaids

Syrup of

myself and

Repps Cretonnes,

and

TRIPLE DIAGONALS, ALL WOOL,

nurse, and
at once.

uauu)

^

No. 1 Thompson Block, Hanover Street.

®

C. WAY & CO., Apothecaries,

P

Cor. Myrtle anil Cumberland Sin.
sntf
^ ma22

NOTICE,

dren.
octi#

Imitations, India, Woolen, Ulsters,
Himaleys.

—

OF

in

MILLINER!
—

AND—

COSTUMES !
We have the pleasure to inform you that

opening

FALL

Specialty*

Fowl

S.

CROCKETT,
85 Commercial Street.
sn3m

se25

REMOVAL,
NEW JEWELRY STORE.
Watch-Maker and Jeweller,
lias removed to his new and commodious store

NO. 201
MIDDLE
STBEET,
Nearly opposite the ‘‘Falmouth.”
Where he will open for sale a fine stock of
Watches* Jewelry, Nilrer Ware, Opera
OlfiMgcM, Clocks, Ac.

STOCK

aud Retail, aud ammunition
of till kiud*.

$5.

Repairing of all kinds.
T. U. DAVIS, Portland, Me.,
Cor. Federal and Temple Sts.
apr26sneod6m

DR. BiCUHELL’S SIRUP,

03^*Solil by all Druggists for tlio cure of Bowel or
Summer Complaints, Dysentery, Diarrhoea, Cholera
Morbus, Colic, &c is purely vegetable, without a
[FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.]
particle of opiate, highly aromatic, a powerful tonic,
Cld at Philadelphia 26th, sch E G Willard, Forbes,
Portland.
pleasant to the taste, and guaranteed to give immeAlso cld 16th, sch E Curtis, for Portland,
diate relief. Prepared only by Edwabd SurrtiN, of
Ar at New Orleans 16th, barque Almira Robinson,
■ Providence, E, X.
Jy23sn3*
Tarbox, Havre.

trn r?

IRISH SOAP !
Everybody is Using It.
isd2w*

PRIM PATTERN BONNETS
—AND—

L i 11 S 0 if,
PORTRAIT

Photographer,
Middle

one

of the finest and best

TROUBLE TO SQOW CiOODM.

Prices to suit the times and compare favorably
with other houses.

St.

Jrtimic Life Niz-d Portraits a Specialty;
from Life or copied from all kind* of
Nmailer Pictures, Much us Old Daguerre
otpyes, T'iu-typcs, Ac. Ac.
selGdtf

AARONSON,

No. 13 Market
Old
Eept22

Square, opposite

City

Hall.
d3m

Of Portland and vicinity call at my

new

business,

244, Cor.

place

ROUND

ot

Middle and Cross

Streets,
ROORS OVER A. R. BUTLER’S,
Where I shall be happy to show them a Fins As*
Morlment of.

W'ear,

be more happy to sell them.

W. C.

BECKETT,

MERCHANT TAILOR,
244 Corner of Middle and Cross Streets.
dlf

oe!6__

HATS,

Feathers, Flowers, Laces, Cloaks,
Costumes and other Novelties.
our

Large

7th.

Oct.

H. F. GOLDEN,

Under the Preble House.
dlw

!

PRODUCE
Choice Vermont Butter.
SO Bbls. Pure Cider Vinegar.
50 BbN. New Pickles.

New Canada

Blue

Imperial and Mar-

rowfat Peas.
JUST RECEIVED AXD FOR SALE BY

PFRRY

&

New Styles. Low Prices.

stock

100 Tuba

244

show

Goods for Fall and Winter

oc6

7 Shot Revolver aud 100 Cartridges

NO

and

your Grocer Thursday,

octT

SQUARE,

East of New York, and with fair and square deal
I hope to wiu the patronage of all that will favor
with a call.

we are now

-OF—

LAMSON,

GUNS
Breech and Muzzle Loading. Rifles, Re*
voider*, FiMhiug Tackle for Trout,
Pickerel, and Nmplt, Sporting uud
Blunting P«wder nt Wholesale

.tore

ing

our

on

and for sale by

J.

elegant

MEN’S AND BOYS’

dtt

Warranted Ihrce Bushel** to the Barrel

and

new

WILL TOE GENTLEMEN

RETAIL.

of the best Breeds
season; also, Eggs for Setting.

Ask

the Orchard.

I am prepared to
stocks of

B.

fiSPVVe invite an inspection 4f

APPLES.
NICE MICHIGAN APPLES,

the

MARKET

Opposite Old City Hall,

—

St.

ARTIFICIAL EYES, LEAVES, &c,

ju2

Uariug opened
NO. 13

CHEAP

OPENING!

FALL

TYLER,

a

CLOTHING.

Bay State Cottons,

CLOTHING AM FURNISHING GOODS

Bird*, Animals, Deer Blend*, Fishes, Ac*
prepared, Stuffed and Mounted to order.

|0^*Fancy Pigeons and
hand in their

aiw

SHAWLS I

Portland, Oct. 5th.

lttt

C. DEE.

The Annual Meeting of the Subscribers to the Female Orphan Asylum ot Portland, will be bold an
their house on the corner of State and Dauforth
streets, on TUESDAY, the 19th lust., at 3 o’clock it,
And a Special Meeting will be held
the Afternoon.
at 2$ o’clock, on the same day and at the same place,
act
and
to considei
upon proposed alterations of the
Subscribers will please notice the
constitution.
ABBY S. BARRETT, Sec.
special meeting.
octl2dtasn
Portland, Oct. Uth 1875.

Packed

mere

me

jll9

Birds and Feathers

Thtf best Ladies’ Undervest in
the city, for TO cents.
Actually
worth $100.
Misses’ Taney Hosiery Finished
Feet at 23, 3S, 42, 30, 63 and 73

Navy Blue and Seal Brown CashHose, fine Goods for Chil-

BANKRUPT STOCK OP

GrFLJ±.TViy

WHOLESALE AND

395 Congress Street.

cents.

CHEAP.

VERY

oc9_

Charles Custis&Co.,

Hat

NELSON & CO.,

6-4,

“SNOWFLAKES” ^KNICKERBOCKER.”

TAXIDERMISTS,
S0CIETy7 16 Temple Street Portland, Maine.

The Annual Meeting for choice ot Officers, will he
held WEDNESDAY, Oct. 20th, at 3 o’clock P. M,,
at Directors Room of National Traders’ Bank.
octl4snd6t
THOMAS R. HAYES, Sec’y.

iHivu.

Ladies Wear them two Winters.

Color* of desirable Shades.

$£.©© Each.

WILLEY &

ocl3dtn»

ANOTHER EOT

—

Congress

Deering Block.

THE GOODS TO BITV,

50 Cents Each

493

T. LOBENSTEIN,

HIM worn BUCK SILKS

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.dtf

—FBOM—

TO

inrited to call and see my goods,
if they hare no intention of buying.

are

In Bleached ond Unb.cached.

QUALITIES,
—

BARGAINS !

OST’S!

VERY

ALL

All
even

No. 4

—

PRINTS AND GINGHAMS,

CARD.

W

AT

—

The different atticleo in my line are too
well known to require enumeration, but
in many of them I am prepared to offer

DECIDED

Received.

Middlesex and

on

I have used Way’s Com pound
for Coughs and Colds
gj Lungwort
in
families where I nave been as
2
Ph never found it to fail in giving relief

—

DRESS ROODS

SPECIAL MEETING.

PORTlAND BENEVOLENT

IN

nereoy

given that all officers, sailors and soldiers,
wounded, ruptured or injured in the late Rebellion,
however slightly, are entitled to a pension, and
thousands ol pensioners are entitled to an increased
rate. Apply immediately through Dr. E. B. JACKSON, Late Surgeon U. S. Navy, No. 4 New Chambers St., New York.
oc29snly

ME3ST7S

There will be a special meeting of the I. A. R. A.,
THIS (Monday) EVENING, at 8 o’clock, for the
purpose of perfecting the arrangements for the course
of Lectures, and transact any other business that
may properly come before the meeting.
Per order of President.
|
octl8sndlt
JAMES CLARY, Scc’y.

—

Laces,

Bnlialation.

A. R. A.

a

—

VERY DESIRABLE.

mwxit; is.—.Notice

Goods!

8^-NO CARDS.

tive principles—oil of turpentine and tbe oil of creTh s
osote-are combined in the “Forest Tar,”

Aij

OK

—

Thursday, October 14th,

A

SPECIAL

Hose

Having just returned from New York,!
have the pleasure to inform my friends
and the public generally that I will open

TAR.

found in the vegetable
kingdom, and, among the rest,Tar is found to be
the most valuable lor all Kidney troubles. The acNature’s best remedies

Balmoral

from 25 cents upwards.

__

sntf

ocl2

Pants

and

$1.00 upwards.

Ladies’

67 EXCHANGE ST.,

Savannah.
At Pemaquid 16th, sch
tor Liverpool, ready,

Vests

from

as

EASTMAN Mil OS.,

531 CONGRESS STREET,

Pants

from lO cents upwards.

found at onr store.
Our facilities for manufacturing
and producing arc such that we
can DEFY COMPETITION.

Monday, Oct. 4th.

Wool Mixed

from 31 cents upwards.

from 15 cents upwards.

—

EASTMAN

sos'tmciil

from 31 cents upwards.

Gents’ Shaker Half Hose

and the
—

Boys’ Wool Mixed Vests

—

Cloaks and Jackets

Ifni.-

nie, Carver. Mon tevideo 50 days; schs E M Storer,
Wade, Baltimore; Evelyn, Crowley. St George NB;
Medford, Howard, Providence; Ruth Thomas, Clifford. Bangor; L D Wentworth, Gould, Boston; Benj
Strong, Sprague, Providence; Jane, Haskell, Newport; Harper, Connor, Portland; Boaz, Foss, Ellsworth.
Also ar 14th, ship Tam O’Sbauter, Soule, Portland, to load lor San Francisco.
Ar 15th, schs Siak, Sherman, Alma. NB; JohnS
Moulton, Crowley. Two Rivers, NS; L Holway, Bryant, and Kate Foster, Sawyer Windsor, NS; Sarah
Bernice. Proctor, Bocabec. NB; Clara Jane, Garrison, Hillsboro; Nellie Belle, Rogers. Sa.en?; Neptune, Holmes. Fall River; Teaser,Bunker. New Bedford; Eri. Robinson, Portsmouth; Cora Etta, Pendleton, Salem; Alquizar, Moore, Deer Isle; Orient,
Staples. New Haven; Gcorgie, Coffin, Boston; E&
G W Hinds, Hill. Bridgeport; Judge Low, Lee, Boston; Seth W Todd, fm Providence: Ophir. Gott, do;
Carrie W, Fearaby, Eastport; Martha Weeks, Somes,
Mt Desert.; Sarah P, Westcott, Wood’s Hole: J W
Drisko. Haskell, Deer Isle: Northern Light, Harper,
Calais; Albert Jameson, Caudage, Rockland; Mars
Hill. Miller. Boston; Eugene, Leland, Newport; J P
Ames. Snow, Providence; E A DeHart, Farnham,
Boothbay; Susan. Eaton. Boston; Jos Farwell, Lord,
Kennebec; E M Pennell,Thompson. Boston; Morelight, Allen, Calais; Harry Percy. Percy. Narragansett; John Wright. Young, Portland; Anson Stinson, Boardman, Rockport; Raven, Herrick. Bangor;
S J Gilmore, Sylvester, do; Sardinian, Rockland;
Paran, Fletcher, Providence; Wm Connors, French,

front 30 cents upwards.

Boys’

THE
—

Ladies’ Wool Mixed Pants

of

11 LESS THIN THE COST

GRAND OPENING

Mixed Vest

from 3$ rents upwards.

snlvr

oct!4

CLEARED.

Gloucester Fish market and arrivals for the week

ending Oct. 16th:
Arrivals have been reported. 68; twentr-nlne from
Georges Bank aggregating 500,000 lbs cod fisli, 25,000
lbs of halibut; 10 from Grand Banks, 9 with 850,000
lbs codfish and 1 with 60,0* 0 lbs Halibut; 29 from
mackerel trips, 28 from ott shore with 33G0 bbls of
mackerel and 1 from the Bay of St Lawrence with
300 bbls. Cod market very firm and holders anticipate further advance; receipts light; last sales at 5$
p qtl for Georges; 4 50 p qtl for Western Bank;4$ @
4} P qtl as to quality for Grand Bank. Mackerel in
demand but very scarce; prices still advancing;
ast sales at $30 p bbl for Shore
l’s; $15 p bbl lor
2 s; extra mess at $33 p bbl; the highest lor years;
$22$ and $16$ p bbl for l’s and 2’s. We quote* Hake
3 00 p qtl; Pollock at 2 50 p qtl; Cusk 3 25 p qtl;
Haddock 3 00 p qtl; Tongues and Sounds 9 00 p bbl;
Halut heads 3 50 p bbl; Halibut Fins none on the
market; Pickled Sword Fish 9 00 p bbl; Round Herring 4 25 p bbl; Split Herring 5 p bbl; Smoked Halibut 10$c p lb: Prepared Codfish 6$c p lb; Boneless
Codfish 5$c p lb; Cod Oil 50c p gall. Fresh Halibut
very scarce} only one arrival of Bank, which sold for

PORTLAND,

Halni*<lay, Oct. 18.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York—passengers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Sch Fred Jackson, Pettengill, Philadelphia—coal

Illinois Central, ex-div. 95
Chicago & Northwestern. 354
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.
49$
Chicago & Rock Island..... iu3$
St. Paul Railroad. 32$
St Paul

ALEXANDRIA—SM 13th. schs Kate E Gifford,
Portland; Geo E Young, for Boston.
FORTRESS MONROE—Ar 15th, seh A W Barker,
from Rio Jaueiro for Baltimore.
BALTIMORE— Ar 14th, schs Melissa A Wiley,
Wiicy, Boston; Jobu T Manson, Mauson. do.
Ar 15th, sebs Vineyard, llosebrook, Windsor, NS
C F Heyer, Poland, Boston.
CM loth, brig Mary C Haskell, Haskell, for Portsmouth; sebs E ii Emerson, Sears, Portland; AM
Bird. Falcs, Bridgeport.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar I4th,sch Jos Eaton, Peterson, Gloucester.
Old 14th. barque Helen Sands, Bosford, Norfolk.
Ar 15th, brig Frontier, Blaisiell, Inagua; schs G M
Brainard, Crockett, and L A Snow, Pillsbury, Vinalhaven; Emily Curtis, Barbour, Boston; S B Ray,
Endicott, do.
Below, schs Isabella Jewett, from Bangor; II Eaton. from Calais.
Newcastle—Passed down 14th, sch Lucy May, for
Portland.
At Delaware Breakwater 15th,barque Helen Sands,
for Norfolk; brig Clara J Adams, from Havana for
New York; schs W H Card, from Wiccmic River for
Portland; Margie, from Philadelphia fordo.
NEW rORK—Cld 14th, barque Frank Marion. Eldridge, New Orleans; brig O B Stillman Tibbetts,
Liverpool; schs Stephen G Pinkbam, Pinkham, for
Mayaguez; Carries Webb, Rogers, Charleston.
Ar 14tb, ship Black Uawk, Baker. San Francisco;

dropsy and

Mr. Randall of
Westwood and Miss

Merino Vests marked down to 45
ets. Merino Vests at $1.00 down to
SO ets.
Merino Vests at $1.25
marked down to 05 ets. Children's
and Ladies’ Wool Balmoral Hose
at reduced prices. Fell Skirts. Kid
Gloves, and the entire stock to be
closed out at ANHFKSOA’S, 430
Congress St., (formerly the Mart).

for

can

September 29th, by Rev.

Ladies will (isid sonic goad bargains at Anderson's Closing <>nt
Sale previous to removal. Ladies’

more.

to illustrate the old story “Hoods
bought are half Mold” just Purchased
for Cash aud uow offering at lower price
than ever before quoted in Portland.

Proposes

OUT.

CLOSING

Now

FITZGERALD

LADIES’MERINO UNDERWEAR

DO?lfi8TK€ PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld lith, ship Gen McLellan,
Wheeler. New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 14th, ship Western Empire,
Grozier, Liverpool.
FASCAGOULA-Sld 10th, seh Albert H Waite,
Drisko, Matanzas.
DARIEN—Ar 10th, brig Wcnonah. Simpson, Lorn
Charleston; Abby Watson. Hooper, Boston.
Cld 10th, sch Mary Collins, Collins, Boston; DB
Doane, (-handler, Philadelphia.
NORFOLK—Ar 13th, sell Brigadier, Norton, Balti-

illo.1

MISCELLANEOUS._
And

having passed the abandoned ship Mayflower, of
Bath, apparently in good condition.

l.firnnu

MISCELLANEOUS.

II

States.

Second Call.
..

Vnll

nominal.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G W
Tue & Co.

Eastern Railroad....

Cnnnr.-

week 1250 boxes and 13 hhds; of which 7500 boxes
and all the hhds were to the United States. Molasses

Foreign exports.
ST JOHN, NB. Sclir Gold Hunter-900 bbls flour,
40 doz brooms, 5 packages broom corn, 765 galls refined oil, 5300 ft lumber.

20

01 roalo.r'nr.frifnnnl

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Sch Chimo, of and from Bangor for Charleston,
which went ashore at Townsend Inlet, wiil be a total
wreck. Materials saved.
Sch Eben Fisher, from Windsor, NS, for Alexandria, struck on a ledge at Addison, Mo, and started
stem post. She has discharged for repairs and will
be detained two or three weeks.
A vessel which arrived at Miiramicbi, NB, reports

reals; in boxes 15J @ 15J reals; in hbds 154 @ 16J reals; stock in warehouses at Havana and Matanzas,
186,000 boxes and 85U0 hbds; receipt of the past

Saturday, October

Boston Stock JList.
ISales at the Brokers’ Board, Oct. 16.
$20,000 Eastern Railroad 7s, sinking fund.
$1,000 Union Pacific Sinking Funds 8s.
36 Eastern Railroad...
20.do.
340 .do...
16.do.
75 .do.
10.do.

UE3IOBANDA.

The few Georges

p lb.

New York.

MINOR TELEOK1IIIR.

came

last at

Providence Prim Cloths market.
Providence. October 16.—The Printing cloths
market was steady at 4Jc for (>4 x G4’s.

John Morrissey has been nominated for Senator by the Anti-Tammany Democrats of the
4th district.
N. Y. prohibitionists have nominated a full
state ticket.
The removal of William C. Waphagan and
Judge Koch from the fusion county ticket excites the disgust of the anti-Tammauyites and
will probably break the combination against
New York sugar
the reduction of the

lb for white and gray.

aiul 4c

brought in sold

C ouiforitm

rooraa

board. Apply at No.

my24di»t

and

Feathers.

Mewing

FOB SALE AT

13 FREE
Furniture Repaired.

aepiadtt_

STREET.

WIB. DATENPOBT.

Private Assemblies.
There will be a conrse ot
Private Assemblies
AT

—

AR.T1Y

AND

Commencing Tuesday.

(.allies

nail

Gents*

—

NAVY HALL,
Oct. I9ih at N oVIck

P. dl. dlu«>c by (’HAXDKK’N HAND
Tickets to bo bail of the Committee and at the door.

__d3t_

oclG

$6000 to Let

Rio. 9 ITIoulton §lreet.

of
without
ASJJIJ
17 Dauforth Street.

of

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Also the
Laillc.’ Cozy Cutting and
Table.

FOSS,

"ctlS_PWKTI.AWP_d3t
To Let.

assortment

Parlor Nulls. Lonagm, ( hairs, MaUreRHCi
*

—

First

Class

ON

—

City Real

Estate

!

MATTOCKS A FOX,

G

MIDDLE STREET.
*
•.
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PORTLAND’S CENTENNIAL.

PRESS.

THE

ONDAY MORNING, OCT. 18, 1875

One llundrcdth Aunivernar; of the Bum-

lug of Falmouth.

VICINTTyT

CITY AND

business, and Adnr iral Graves was doubtless
short-sighted enough to suppose that thej dis-

A CHAPTER OF niSTORY.

Atfrertlaemeuta '■’©•DaySPECIAL NOTICES.
Ron-Tons, Six for 50 cents-Davis.
1. A. R. A.—Special Meeting.
Card-W. & Merrill.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
To Let—A Tenement
Perfect Triumph—Jay D. Bausber.
Oak Timber—Curtis & Davis.
Wanted—A First-class Cook.
Legal Notices—1.
Save Yoar Iiortes-Dr. K. Maxwell.
Superior Court.
OCTOBER CIVIL TERM, 1875. SYMONDS, J.,

PRESID-

ING.

Saturday.—The traverse jury

charged finally

and

has been dai-

assignment of Court

an

cases

made for the remainder of the term. Court adjourned until Tuesday morning at 10 o’clock, when
the assigned court cases will bo taken up and disposed of in the order of assignment.

itluncipal Court.
JUDGE KNIGHT PRESIDING.

Saturday.—James Morse,

Vagabond.

Thirty

days.
Cecil Brown and Andrew Roach. Affray. Fined
with costs and ordered to recognize to State
with sureties in sum of #100 to keep the peace. Com-

#5 each

mitted.

Thomas II. Reed. Assault with intent to kill.
Probable cause and ordered to recognize to State
with sureties in sum of #2000. Committed.

Jotting*.

Ariel

A 3 oung man connected with the Boston and
Maine Railroad found a pocket book on Commercial street Saturday afternoon containing
$3500 and returned it to the owner who wished
nitu
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UUL

lUC

JfUUUg

IUdU

would take only §35.
The horse cars on the Deering line will run
for one week every 40 minutes instead of every

30, owing to the epizootic.
Saturday evening about G o’clock a lady fell
in a hysteric fit on Congress street at the entrance to Timmons’ oyster house.
She was
taken to her home in Ligonia village.

deputy sheriff visited a saloon ou Market
street, Saturday, but not finding any liquor arA

rested the proprietor ou suspicion that he had
some in his pocket.
On his way to the station
he drew out a buttle and smashed it on the
sidewalk.
A hook and ladder truck, built by Talbot &

Moulton, 71 Portland street, for a Waterville
compauy, was placed on exhibition at tbeir
place Saturday afternoou. It showed signs of
excellent workmanship.
The “Enrekas” of Hudson were warmly received on their return from this city last
week.
Mr. Seale of Deering found a curious animal
on his premises, which
he brought to the city

Saturdayafternoon. He said it was an armadillo which escaped from Capt. Lewis.
The first lesson of Mr. Holmes’ dancing
school.xvill bo given this evening at Lancaster
Hall.
The Sheirdan Cadets are to give one of their
popular assemblies at Lancaster Hall, Wed-

nesday evening, October 3d.
They always
have a good time and large crowd.
Off on a Cbcise,—The Army & Navy lecture committee, with a few invited guests,
started off on a cruise down the harbor Saturday in the yacht Viva, Capt. Paul. The
weather was not propitious for a pleasure ex

cursion,

but as the arrangements were made to
go, go it was. Two of the committee backed
out, but the rest of the committee made up for
their absence. The yacht ran down the harbor
to Goose Island, where the anchor was let go,
anri offer

-1
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for the islaad to hunt the feathered tribe.
Capt. Paul secured a fine large duck, and Mr.

Somerby, rather than return with an empty
game bag, shot a squirrel. The rest of the party returned without so much as seeing any
game. When the huuterj arrived on hoard the
wind was blowing a gale, ana after consultation it was decided unsafe to attempt to return
to the city. This announcement was not welcome news to some of the party who had not
their sea legs on, but as it was the captain’s orders, all hands decided to make the best of it.
This yacht is fitted for just such cruises and is
well provided with sleeping accommodations
for a large number. After making the craft
secure all hands turned in and
enjoyed the
night much better than was expected. In the
morning one of the party complained of being
sea sick and the steward prescribed for him.
When the dose was mixed he attempted to
‘putin a little more sugar,” but he didn’t. It
isn’t safe to say “salt” to him, that’s all.

Sunday passed off very quietly,

and

it

was

expected to return to the city early, but there
was a strong head wind and the anchor was
not weighed until three o’clock. The wind
was dead ahead then and it was half
past eight
when the craft and its passengers
her moorings in the harbor. She

arrived at
was

obliged

to beat all the way up, and some of the time in
a very light wind. The crew acted
nicely, and
by the time the ya iht returned the most of
them knew their places. All hands voted the
trip a success and would be glad to go again.
rri.„ XT:
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Capt. Paul is perfectly at
the roughest weather.
Police Notes.—The

a

ituu

home at the wheel in

tramp that stole
valuable fowling-piece from a wood-shed in
same

he rear of a house in Park street block, entered the store-room of another house in the block
and stole a nice dinner all prepared for cook-

ing.
A drunken tramp entered the residence of
Ferdinand Dodge, No. 45 Wilmot street, and
alarmed the family. He refused to leave and
finally had to be carried off by officer Freeman
F. Merrill, assisted by the neighbors.
Saturday, Patrick McDonough, who keeps a
the corner of Larch and
Cumberland streets, sued Thomas Peters for a
grocery bill and trusteed his wages.
In the
evening Peters went to McDonough’s shop and
the two soon got into a fight in which Peters
was kicked out doors. After
being taken to the
station he went into fits and Dr. Ring found
a

grocery shop

serious internal
rested.

on

injuries.

McDonough

was

ar-

About half-past 11 o’clock Saturday night a
fight occurred on Fore street between a lot of
sailors, but on the appearance of officers Gar-

land,

Coveil and Stevens the belligerents took
to their heels and were pursued on board the
schooner Lucy Ann lying at Long wharf.
As
the officers

jumped on deck the captain of the
Lucy Ann, who gives his name as William
Dighton of Friendship, Maine, jumped down
into the cabin, seized a revolver from one of
the crew and fired at his
pursurers, the ball just
grazing the head of officer Garland. The cap-

Ono hundred years ago tho lGth of this
month, a British fleet, under command of Capt.
Mowatt, arrived off the harbor ol Portland.
The fleet consisted of four vessels, the Cauceau,
Capt. Mowatt’s flagship, the Cat, two schooners and a bomb
sloop. The arrival of this
armament created no great alarm, for the inhabitants supposed that nothing more than a
raid on cattle and provisions was intended,
under this belief sending two companies to
guard the island near which Mowatt had anchored and upon which were large <iuantities
of stock and hay. The first iutimation of his
real

design was given in a letter from himself
the afternoon of the 17th, when the fleet
had moved up the harbor and anchored. Tuis
letter was sent on shore late in the afternoon,
and bore the date of tho preceding day. Capt.
on

Mowatt informed the town that he had been
commissioned to execute a just punishment
for their many attacks upon the legal prerogative of the best of sovereigns. This‘ just pun-

ishment” was nothing less than the burning of
the town, and but two hours were given to remove the “human specie.”
In concluding his
note Capt. Mowatt cautioned the inhabitants
not to show the least resistance, lest they should
free him of that humanity so strongly pointed
out in his orders, as well as in his own inclination.
As soon

the letter was received a town
called and a commitee, consisting
of Gen. Preble, Dr. Coffin and Gen, Pagan, was
appointed to confer with Capt. Mowatt to ascertain the cause of tho threatened calamity and

meeting

ocu u

as

was

ib buuiu

went

uub ue

board

averteu.

xutj

committee

Canceau,

but the commander
was peremptory and would only
suspend the
bombardment ou the most humiliating terms.
At the earnest request of the committee he
consented to postpone the execution of his
orders till 8 o’clock the next morning it the inhabitants would deliver to him eight smalt
arms, and ha was willing to agree to a further
on

suspension until she could receive an answer to
an
express which he would despatch to the
Admiral at Boston, if before 8 o’clock the next
morning the people would surrender to him all
their cannon, small arms and ammunition.
With Capt. Mowatt’s ultimatum the committee returned on shore and reported to the inhabitants, who indignautly repelled the humiliating offer, hut in order to gain time decided to
deliver up the eight small arms, which they
sent to Mowatt in the evening, informing him
that the town would have a meeting in the
morning to decide whether or not to accept his
terms.

The

meeting

held, the offer rejected, and the same committee appointed to notify Capt. Mowatt. They found Mowatt impawas

tient to commence the bjmbardment, and only
half an hour was allowed them to escape.
The ships opened fire at nine o’clock, and
the bombardment continued till six in the evening, for nine consecutive hours an incessant
shower of bombs, carcasres, shells, grape shot
and musket balls, falling upon the devoted
So little time had been allowed that the
women and children had not been removed but
terror stricken rushed th-ough the streets endeavoring to escape, while the men were entown.

deavoring to save the property from the burning dwellings, aad consequsntly were able to
offer little resistance to the parties which landed from the ships and applied the torch in
various parts of the city. The soldiers were
scattered on the islands, and thore was not an
hour’s supply of ammunition, so that no effective resistance could be made. The buildings
were of wood and the flames spread rapidly,
and soon laid in ashes nearly the whole town.
T.-„
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which stood on Middle street, near its junction
with Federal. It was occupied by Mr. Shaw

dwelling

house and saddler’s shop, and
was fired by a shell. The next was on the corner ot King (uow India) and Federal streets,
as

a

belonging Capt. Hoole. A cannon ball pierced the old First Parish church, and several attempts were made to set it on fire which, how
ever, were baffled. The total number of buildings, exclusive of dwelling houses, destroyed
was 278, which, with the houses, 136 in
all,
made the total number 414. About 160 fami
to

lies

rendered homeless with not more than
half their personal effects saved, and even these
wer3 damaged by the rain of the two succeeding days. Fortunately no resident of the town
lost his life by the calamity, and only one man
was
wounded, Keuoen Clough. Two of the
English were killed and several wounded. The
total loss of property amounted to £54,527 13s.
The heaviest loser was Jedediah Preble, whose
loss footed up £2,370. Among the buildings
were

the court house, which had just
destroyed
been completed, the Episcopalian church, town
house, custom house and almost every store
and warehouse in towr. All the wharves but
one or two short ones, and all the vessels except two, which the British took away with
were

them,

were

lings

were

were

burned. Only one hundred dwelleft standing, and many of these

badly damaged.

The situation of the inhabitants after this
disaster can easily be imagined.
Many families before well-to-do were in abject poverty,
without shelter or food, “not less than 1000

people (to

use

the

U1CUU3 ui

town) including

language
uumamiy
our wives

of an appeal issued
m

x^urope

vy

ine

and children, were

state of unspeakable disinstantly
tress.”
Winter was coining on, the country
was in the midst of war, business was ruined,
and the outlook for the future was eveu gloomier than the present. In this emergency the
town held a meeting on the 2Gth of October
and raised a committee to procure subscriptions
for the relief of the poor. On the 10th of November the provincial Congress on petition of
reduced to

a

Samuel Freeman, member from this town,
granted £250 for the sufferers and ordered 15
bushels of corn to he distributed to each family whose loss deprived them of the meaus of
purchasing. In 1776 one-half of the taxes for
1875 were abated, and in 1779, on petition of
Enoch Freeman and others, a grant was made
of £2000 to purchase bread and other necessaries of life for the poor—apparently a large
sum, but really a small one, as the currency

nrmn

ihaka
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ale, which they found for sale in open shops,
yesterday.
■Saturday night a horse and harness belonging to Doten Bros, and a carriage belonging to
Patric O’Mally, were stolen. Yesterday morn
ing officer Miles saw the team coming down
Congress street without a driver. Last night
Dr. Hersom left his carriage in front of Hinds’
apothecary store, and when in a few minutes
he returned the horse was going uo Congress
street at full speed.
Turning into Green street
the axle broke and two young men jumped out
and

escaped.

Portland.

Caught.—Some time last spring, C. H. Chela runner for a Portland firm, collected in
Biddeford and vicinity about $500 belonging to
his

employers,

forcibly by marching to t\ie custom house
and there destroying all the stamped papers
When the act was repealed Falmouth rang the
bells, illuminated, hurrahed, and according to
one historian, got very drunk indeed.
All the
more

encroachments of the British
followed, were met in the same

and

appropriating the money
money for his own U3e, decamped. A few days
ago the young man was caught in Philadelphia
and brought to Saco, where he had his tria
before Recorder Fairfield, Friday. He was

bound over to appear before the Dext term of
the Supreme Court, and was carried to Alfred

jail Saturday.
An Important

Decision.—In
Court, Judge Walton, the referee

the Supreme
in the case of
Hons. Seth C. Scammon and Ezra Carter
against Capt. I aac Baker et als., which involved the title to the^valuable tract of land
called “Pine Point,” in the vicinity of Old
Orchard, and used as a seaside resort, has rendered a decision in favor of plaintiffs. Messrs.
Howard & Cleaves appeared for the plaintiffs
and Hon. J. H. Drummond for defendants.
Fire Alarm.—The alarm of fire from box
No. 16, yesterday at 11 o’clock, was caused by
smoke issuing from the second story of the
wooden building at the head of Atlantic
wharf. The stove funnel in some way became
disconnected and when a fire was built in the

crown

July fire.

The chandelier in the First Parish still bangs from the cannon ball which
pierced that edifice. There is considerable
literature still eitant relating to the calamity,

notably

letter from Dr. Deane criticising a
plan of the town showing the buildings burned. The doctor finds fault with the artist for
placing buildings where there were none, setting the houses on King street all wrong end
to the street, locating some streets where there

none,and making others

were

in the wrong
fn short the Dr, concludes that the

direction,
plan is

run

totally unlike the town as it well
could be. The corrigenda which ho suggests
are very amusing and relate
to almost every
paint iu the plan except the location of the
as

Casco Bay.
Parson Smith, in his
journal,has this note on the calamity:
Oct. 18. At 9 a. m. they began and contiuu.-d until dark, with their mortars and cannon,
when the marines lauding, they burnt all the
lowtr part of the town and up as far as Mr.
town

on

Rrfldhnrc’s. PYContinnr

Mra

Pnee’s

fnrn

hiineofl

ud son Thomas’ shop and store, my house being included. 1 rode to Windham just before
the firing began, as did Mrs. Smith yesterday.
A solemu time.
a

The Museum.—“The Two

Orphans,”

as

the

play deserves, keeps the boards at the Museum
at least another week.
The acting, good at the
start, has been steadily growing better, and
the drama is now presented in a finished planner both as regards playing and stage effects.

Repetition has given to the actors
readiness; and perfect familiarity

ease

and

with the
text and regular business affords them leisure
to study up effects and to judiciously heighten
the lights and deepen the shades.
Perhaps

other member of the company shows so
marked improvement as Miss Ulmer.
This
ambitious and painstaking artist now renders
the role of “Louise” with great force and wonno

derful pathos. Her conception of the character
is natural and nobly sustained.
In the fourth
and seventh acts her rendition shows great
dramatic ability. But in the last act when she
finds the key we look for a little stronger exhiand thankfulness and deep emotion ; for the key means her liberty and her
restoration to the loving protection of “Hen-

bition of

joy

riette.” Mr. Norris, too, shows marked improvement in “Pierre,” though we should like
to see in his characterization a little more of
the manner of a man utterly wretched, brokendown, hopeless. His make-up conveys this,
but bis voice is at times too confident, and hie
way of speaking quicker and stronger than it
should be. The “Countess” of Miss Stratton
is noticeably toned down and improved.

glad to aunounce that people of
neighboring towns are to have opportunities to
see this play, opportunities which they will not
be wise to neglect; for the Musuem manageWe

are

ment offer them what is in many respects the
finest dramatic exhibition ever seen in New

England, Arrangements

have been made for
Wednesday evening from Kennebunk, Biddeford, Saco. Old Orchard. Blue
Point and Scarboro’, over the Boston & Maine.
The-train leaves Kennebunk at 6.40 p. m., Biddeford 7.00, Saco 7.05 and return after the performance. The tickets will be good to return
next day. Fare for the round trip, including
Museum ticket, Kennebunk, $1.40; Biddeford,
a

train

which

to

representations made by Mowatt and

one Colson, who built
ships near the foot of
what is now India street. Both of those men
bad personal revengo to gratify. Colson was a
Tory at heart, and as far as be dared opposed
the inhabitants in their resistance to British
oppression. Finally the committee to see that
the non-importation agreement was kept, forbade him to land some rigging, sails and stores

which had been brought from England for a
ship he was building, and ordered them hack
to England. This order incensed Colson, and

instead of obeying it he procured the assistance
of

Capt.

ship, and sailed away
May preceding the bombard-

Mowatt and his

with Mowatt in
ment. The arrival of Mowatt’s fleet at this
time greatly enraged the citizens and the people of the surrounding country, and the latter,
though dissuaded by the inhabitants of the

Neck, undertook to capture it. While a party
of 50 men from Brunswick, under Captain
Thompsou, were encamped here awaiting an
opportunity to make their intended raid upon
the ships, they seized Capt. Mowatt, his surgeon and the Rav. Mr. Wiswall, while walking
upon the hill, and made them prisoners, but a

Enos Blanchard, of Cumberland, Dr. W. H.
True and Mr. Merriam, of Portland, played
flutes; Mr. Batcbelder, of Portland, double
bass viol; Mr. W. S. Blanchard, Cumberland,
violincello;'Mr. Stinchfield of Lewiston, tenor
The concert at the close of the session
evening was a success. The
church was filled with music loving people.
The music passed off finely, and everyone
seemed happy. The kind hospitality of the
good citizens of Falmouth will long be remembered by all who attended the association.
Member.

horn.

Wednesday

Applause.
Mr. Editor:—The complaint in Friday’s
Argus about “applause” I, as one of the many
admirers of artistic acting, think ought to be
answered—as it wasevidently prompted by malicious feelings. I was there and am an admirer of Miss Ulmer's acting, but not a per
sonal friend,—and I applauded her much—for
she certainly deserved and merited it. It i3 the
most artistic and finished, piece of acting 1
Actresses anil

saw; and for the beuefit of that weaknerved, sensitive person, I only wish 1 had had
twenty pairs of hands and as many more feet.
One op the Theater-goers.
ever

a

on

Saco,

Old Orchard, $1; Blue Point and Scarboro’, 80 cents.
Saturday afternoon the Museum was literally
packed, and scores were turned away. In the
evening there was a large house.
Look out fob Him.—He is a reformer aud
his stook in trade consists of an unlimited
number of personal drunks, a widowed mother
with a bleediDg heart, blasted prospects in life
and any amount of “cheek.” Four weeks ago
he lay dead drunk in the gutter but the next
morning he felt so badly he concluded to reform and has succeeded admirably.
In the
prayer meeting he speaks with the tongues of
angels and wrings tears from the eyes of the
sympathetic by the tale of his misfortunes and
the grief of his widowed mother. Sometimes
he is a Uuiversalist and again a Baptist, in
short he is no stickler for creeds. When he
made his advent here his exchequer was ex-

ceedingly low, but D. B. Bicker & Co. have
contributed to it to the amount of $130, and he
has now gone to other parts of 'the earth to
preach the gospel. His last evangelical work
in this city was performed at the First Baptist
church last Tuesday evening, when he told the
sad story .of his life.
It was the old, old
story of brilliant prospects crushed by a taste
for alcohol. He was a clerk in Jordan &
Marsh’s and was destined to become famous in
the dry goods business, when alas, he got
drunk and woke un a ruined man. He then
had capital enough to become a reformer, and
became one. He swore outwardly to never get
drunk any more, and inwardly to steal all he
could aud, so far as we know, he has religiously observed both vows. He calls himself Frank
Cook, probably because that is not his name.
M. L. A. Course.—Of Miss Lillian S. Edgarton, who gives ths next ieoture in the M.
L. A. course, next Wednesday evening, Horace
Greeley said: “Miss Edgarton has every requisite lor a successful platfoim speaker,—a remarkable voice, fine presence, and last, but not
least, plenty of good common sense.” As a

public speaker Miss Edgarton is undoubtedly
amongst the ablest that has yet appeared from
the ranks of the other sex.

Dartmouth College.

Presentation.—When the arrangements for
the police ball were made it was understood
that the officer who sold the most tickets
should be presented with a fine chair.
With
this

understanding

all

hands went to work,
was officer; York won, having

Brothers.

account of the storm) at
Saturday evening
Allen Mission Chapel.
She treats upon elec
tricity as a curative agent, its uses and abusesThe matter is full of interest and no doubt the
question will be handled in an able and interesting manner by the speaker. Lecture to comon

mence at

7J.

Temperance.—The crowd at the Allen Mission last evening was so large that hundreds
cuming there could not gain admission, and the
temperance address of Mrs. French was deeply
interesting and effective. Large numbers
signed the total abstinence pledge.
Personal.
Mr. vv. b. jNoyes ot baco has been lor six
years Secretary of the York County Agricultural Society, and during that time there has

not been a single mistake or delay in the making of entries or record of premiums. This is
remarkable, considering the rush and hurry
which always characterizes fair weeks.
Cumberland Co. Musical Association.
Mb. Editor.—A few errors in the notice of
the meeting of the Cumberland County Musical Association held on Tuesday and Wednes-

day ot last week at the First Parish Church in
Falmouth, lead me to ask you to publish the
following. The old board of officers was reelected for the ensuing year. The singing was
conducted by Messrs. John F. Merrill of Gray
and David Melntire of New Gloucester. The
music consisted of songs and choruses. Among
the many good singers belonging to this Association were the (ollowing, who, took a prominent part:
Lady Solo Singers. Alto, Mrs. Tilton of Kittery; Soprauo, Mrs. Kate Knight, Miss Luke,
Miss Kicker, Miss Merrill, 12 years old, all of
Falmouth; Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. Merrill of
Mrs, John F. Merrill of Gray;
Miss Emma Watts of New Gloucester and
Miss Thompson of North Yarmouth.
Gentleman Solo Singers. Tenor, Geo. Plum-

Cumberland;

mer of New Gloucester; Mr. Haskell, of Durham; Mr. Symonds of Lewiston; Bass, AlDea. Merrill
fred Merrill of Falmouth;
Neal Dow True of
of
Pownal
Gray;
Merrill of
Cumberland.
Mr.
and
Mr.

notification from the officer in command that
he would burn the city if
they were not released, coupled with the earnest entreatie of
Thomas of Portland, Mr. and Mrs.
the inhabitants, induced the zealous
stove the smoke filled the whole upper part of
Captain George
Foster of Poland and several others enlivened
The depart- j Thompson to deliver them up.
It can easily
the building, causing the alarm.
with songs. The orchestra was
be imagined that Capt. Mowatt considered the \ the exercises
ment was promptly on hand but was not needcomposed of the following musicians: Miss
and imprisonment of one of His Majcapture
Ella Blanchard, Cumberland, Organist; Capt.
ed.
*

ABOOSTOOK COUNTY.
The Presque Isle Sunrise says that the burning of the dry house of the Marysville starch
factory is a catastrophe at this stage of the
business.
The Sunrise says that Miss Mary E. Hyde of
Fort Fairfield, a recent
graduate of Kent Hill
Seminary, delivered the most eloquent temperance address the editor ever listened to.

Languages

Matheuintica.

and

Hanover, N. H., Oct. 15,1875.
The past two days have been days of unusual interest to the citizens of this town, emanating from the inauguratiou of field-day exercises at Dartmouth College. Extensive preparations were made, and valuable prizes were of
It was with feelings of anxiety that
the students entered upon their preparations,
but they have proved without ground, as the
success of the exercises were much greater
than the expectations of the most sanguine led

fered.

them to hope for.
The following is the programme of the exercises:
F1HST DAY.

seconds.

SECOND DAY.

1-2 pounds)—Five
contestants. Won by W. W. Prescott.
Distance 60 feet 10 3 4 inches.
“Putting” the Weights—Three contestants
Won by S. Walker.
Distauce 20 feet 5 7-8
inches.
One Mile Walk—Eight contestants.
Won
O. J.
by W. G. Davis. Time 9 min. 36 sec.
Pfuffer second.
Best Three Jumps (using weights)—Two
contestants. Won by T. Flint.
Distance 30
feet 2 7-8 inches.
One Mile Run—Twelve contestants.
Won
by E. C. Stimson. Time 5 min, 41 3-4 sec. A.
W. Edson second.
Weehlbarrow Race—Nineteen contestants;
75 yards. Won by C. W. Whitcomb.
Running Long Jump—Five contestants.
Won by Stephen Young.
Distance 17 feet 5
inches.
Stauding Long Jump—Three contestants.
Won by C. Goodhue, Distance 10 feet 5 1-2
inches.
Three Mile Walk—Eleven contestants. Won
by L. Paikhurst. Time 29 m in. 30 1-2 sec. W.
vS. Saytes second.
Three Mile Run—Four contestants. Won by
O. D. Lamb. Time 19 min. 7 3 4 sec.
E. C.
Stimson second. Time 19 min. 8 sec.
Hop, Skip and Jump—Six contestants. Won
by C. Goodhue. Distance 37 feet 3 7-8 inches.
Running High Jump—Five contestants,
Won by J. E. Ingham. Height 7 feet 11 inch-

Throwing Hammer, (18

es.

Standing High Jump—Three contestants.
Won by G. F. Kenaston.
Height 3 feet 11
inches.
Sack Race (distance 100 yards)—Eleven contestants. Won by R. F. Hall.
Time 41 7-8
seoonds.
One Fourth Milo Run—Eight contestants.
Won by J. E. Ingham. Time 1 min. 5 1-4 secThree-legged Race (11 yards)—Seven pair of
contestants. Won by Staples & Whitcomb.
Time 12 3-4 seconds.
uuu

jubhvd
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KNOX COUNTY.

Herald says that there has been considerable sickness at Rockport during the past
few weeks, most of the cases being
typhoid fe-

lessen the time made by the contestants.
“Zeta.”
The Waterville Ghost.—The Waterville
Mail says: “The Waterville Ghost is not laid
—if by that is meant the silencing of the mysterious voice; and though none but the ignorant and superstitious claim for it a supernatural origin, yet few who have heard it are
satisfied with any of the hypothetical explanations. Men who have travelled and camped in
the woods enough to be familiar with the voice
of every wild creature in Maine, scout the idea
of the sound being produced by either bog cat
or screech owl.
As described, there is a peculiar quality in the tone that begets a creeping
horror in the nerves and a desire to get away
from it which is hard to control. “X have
beard it several times, and it is like no other
sound I ever heard. Its effect is different, and
I am free to acknowledge that if I should hear
it while alone in the night, I should certainly
run.” And this informant is a man much
more easily coaxed than either frightened or
driven.
The first that was known of it at the railroad
depot, a man came into Murry’s saloon, and in
an excited
manner insisted that some one
should go up the track to the relief of one who
had been run over by the train which had just
passed and whose outcries he said he had heard
as he came down the Fairfield road.
In re■<ponse to appeals like this, on two occasions
men have gone up the
Dearer
to
track, getting
the sound until apparently almost upon it,
when, all at once finding it in the rear, they
have turned about only to have it elude them
again. “Look here,” said one of these searchers, suddenly coming to a halt, “I don’t know
trhtif

ha

rasf

i\t

vmn

thinlr

4 L!n

„...1

__

stay as long as you like; but I’m going homp,
and I’m going to be in a burry about it, too;”
and he hastily retreated, closely followed
by his
companions. A half dozen other brave fellows,
who boasted that they were not afraid of
screech owls, wild cats or ghosts, went up one
evening, determined to ferret out the humbug;
but having apparently got close to the sound,
which came up out of the ground, or all around
them, as they said, they weakened and left,
leaving the whole thing as much a mystery as

ever."

Survey

Lewiston & Augusta Railroad.—Messrs. J. B. Ham, W. Atkinson,
Chas. Clark and ex-Supt. Lincoln of Augusta,
were out on the line of the Lewiston and Au
gusta Railroad with the surveying party,
Thursday. Engineer McOlintock aud his force

The

Maine Central to Clark’s brick-yard, then turns
to the left crossing near Isaac Carr’s and Jas.
Carville’s, thence into Webster crossing the
town near the houseof Phineas Spufford,thence
easterly across the Sabbattus stream near the
southerly portion of the Sewall Moody and
Capt. Peter Garcelon farms to the valley
through which the small stream runs, that has
its source at the Sand Spring,and near the road
which runs from Sabbattusville to Hallowed.
Thence up and near the last mentioned stream,
crossing the Hallowed road near the intersection of the Litchfield Corner road.
Thonce
north of Henry Wright’s and Harding Lombard’s in Wales, to the valley north of Oak
Hid. Thence along the northerly base of Oak
Hill and not far from the travelled road to
Day’s corner, South|Monmouth. Eugene McClintock is pushing his work vigorously, and
with his persent force will soon complete the
preliminary survey of the road.
A Good Indication.—Gov. Dingley
recently
received the following letter written from a
man
residing in one of our older farming
towns under the date of September 28, 1875.
To the Governor of Maine: I am a native of
ilil.n

n

fnumnii

11*1 A A/A

T

1.__

wife and three children, all healthy and robust.
In thus writing I also represent three other
families, altogether numbering, with mv own,
32 persons, and representing $8,000.
We are
all working people and desire to settle upon
land in our native State, and request you to
send us all needed information regarding the
public lands of the State, their condition, situation, price, terms of purchase, etc.

Bepectfully,

Bussness Changes.—The following business
changes were reported the past week in Maine:
Portland—Woodbury & Moulton, bonds and
stocks, new—Theodore C. Woodbury and Wm.

H. Houlton.
L. W. Laiten, gro., sold toT. L. Merrill.
T. E. Shaw, publisher Christian Mirror, sold
to Dingley Bros. Lewiston.
Bangor—J. C. Mitchell, gen. store, sold to
Thompson & Ke Hogg.
Bridgton—F. J. Littlefield, music store, sold

a

rain

storm, only three in
in fayor of the

STATE NEWS.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
The Lewiston Journal says that Mrs. Edwin
Fernald of Turner, who has been visitinginer
her sister, Mrs. L. L. Barrell of that city, for a
few days past, met with a very severe accident
Thursday eveniug. Mrs. Fernald had called at
the residence of Mrs. I. N Teague, on High
street, and stepping off the door step,on her return to her sister’s she fell, breaking the right
hip in a very serious manner.

i
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length of time.

Messrs. Poor & Son of

Medway

are introducfor tanning into
tannery which will be a great improvement upon the former method.
They are also finishing
a large store-house into
a double
tenement
process

dwelling.
Capt, E. E. Small ha3 just received his commission as assistant inspector general of the

Grand

Army

of the

Epizootic.—We have just received from
New York the latest receipt for the epizootic,
which has beeu raging there the past season.
have used it with great success, and thus
far, of the many cases we have had, none has

They

by the

SEA M L £! S S

of Excelsior Horse Drops.
Prepared by J. E. Sturgis & Co., 569 Congress
street, Portland, Me.

other column.

PIPE,

One-half Inch to Fourteen Inches diameter:
lengths fromlG to20feet. Capable of Mnxtain■»» » Pressure af J,OilO lbs. lo the Square
Inch.
MANUFACTURED BY THE

NationalTube Works Co.,
and

McKeesport, Peun.
an

having great

8

au'-3
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Save Your Horses I
EPIZOOTIC CURE
Dr. E. Maxwell,

Carpetings.—Better buy of B. Adams &
selGd&weodtf
Sen, 140 Exchange St.
Lyon’s Katharion preveuts the hair from
falling out or turning gray, renews it growth,
and gives strength and vigor. It is delightfully
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It
is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic
ever produced. Used by the elite.
Price only
»
50 cents.
aprlGeod dawly
Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall,and D. Wentworth, 553 Congress, coiner of Oak street.
Consumption Can be Cubed.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup,
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills,
Are the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary

Consumption.
Frequently medicines that

will stop a cough will
the death of the patient; they lock up the
liver, stop the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and in fact, they clog the action of the very
organs that caused the cough.
Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia are the causes of
two-thirds of the cases of Consumption. Many persons complain of a dull pain in the side, constipation, coated toDgue, pain in the shoulderbladc, feelings of drowsiness and restlessness, the food lying
heavily on the stomach, accompanied with acidity
and belching up of wind.
These symptoms usually originate from a disordered condition of the stomach or a torpid liver.
Persons so affected, if tliey take one or two heavy
colds, and if the cough in these cases be suddenly
occasion

checked,

will find the stomach and liver

clogged,

has discovered
insure

remedy which is warranted to
of the now prevalent Epizootic

a

Don’t wait until jour horse
take it in time.

sick but

is

dtf

OAK

TIMBER

Hard Pine

Flooring Boards

&

hereby given,

is

been
NOTICE
duly appointed
the trust of

Administrator

of the estate of

that the subscriber has
ancl taken npon himself
with the Wdl annexed

JOSEPH COOLBROTH, late of Scarborough,
in the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted
to said estate are called upon to make payment to
THOMAS J. COOLBROTH, Adm’r.
with Will annexed.

Scarborough, Oct. 5, 1875.w3w*42
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FOUND AT LAST !
A Home

Laundry,

where Ladies and Gents

ean

have their

Clothing Laundried Clean, White
and with fine Polish
AT

REASONABLE

No Chlorides

or

RATES.

Aczds used.

GSP’Family washing solicited. Bundles

and

sent

for

delivered at

58 Federal Street, opposite the Park
J. C. TAILOR.
d3w
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Forest

City

and

N

dec9’73

Wauled.
FIRST-CLASS Cook; one able to do the cooking for a family of ten persons. Inquire at
H. J. LIBBBY’S,
octl8dtf
No. 603 Congress Square.

A

To Lei.
TENEMENT, pleasantly located, in the western
part of the city, suitable for a small family.
ocl8d3t*
Apply at 28 Exchange St.

Surplus

SAGE

AND

CHEESE.

"PLAIN

CHEESE

FRANK

A.

GAGE & CO.,
92 Commercial Street.

d2w

_OCtll
can

The Whole Population of Portland
be
fitted to the best Boots in
nicely

the

calling

at

world by

330 MIDDLE STREET.
Large joints, ingrowing nails, bunions and corns
especially provided tor, aud iu most cases cured by
being properly fitted.
M.

G. PALMER.
deodCw

octll

For Sale.

ONE
OCtlS

of
349,931 04
349,931 04
473 00
834,479 90

d2w

house,
B. W.

Plush, Brussels, Tapestrv and Ingrain Carpets,
Black Walnut and Painted Chamber Sets, French
plate Mirrors, B. W. Book Case, Paintings, Sofas,
Easy Chairs, Lambrequins and Cornices, Lounges,
Dining Room Furniture. B. W Side Board, Crockery
and Glass Ware, Cooking Range, Kitchen Furniture,

dtd

AUCTION.

INSURANCE COMPANY,
NEW YORK, N. Y.

OF

(1837.)
July 1st, 1875,
$807,518
Surplus for Protection of
Policy Holders,
419,048
Net Surplus abore Capital,
169,948
Bosk Value of Stock,
■
168

Assets

80
01
01
00

FIRE

INSURANCE

COMPANY,

NEW YORK, N. Y,

(1850.)
Assets Jan. 1, 1875,
Surplus for Protection of

Policy Holders,

$449,876 48
317,555 81
117,555 81

■

Net Surplus aborc Capital,
Book Value el Stock,
Assets Sept. 1, 1875,

159 00
481,104 83

ALLEMANNIA,
INSURANCE
OF

and at-

rooms

tic, good cellar under whole house. Gas and Sebago
Water, bouse heated by furnace. One 1} Story House
in rear, live rooms, good cellar, rents tor $150 a year.
Lot 35 by 150 feet
Terras, &c.. made known at
time of sale. This is a valuable property in one of
the pleasantest and best locations in the city on line
of street carp.
F. O. BAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneer*.
ocl6

Saw
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mill and Clothes Pin Factory for Sale at Auction.
SSIGNEE’S

/•

District
IN BANKRUPTCY,
States, District of New
matter of E.

SALE.
Court of the United

Hampshire,

in

the

H. TOLMAN & CO., BankruDts, in

Bankruptcy.

Notice is hereby given that pursuant to an order of
the District Court of the United States for the District of New Hampshire, 1 shall sell
at public
auction, on the premises at Jackson Village. New
Hampshire, on WEDNESDAY, October 27th, at 11
A. M., the following described real and personal
estate of said bankrupts, as unincumbered property
free from liens,incumbrances; viz. Six acres of land
in Jackson, Carroll County, wiib buildings
thereon,
consisting of a two story Clothes Pin. Saw and Shingle
Mill.heated by steam, three dwelling houses and bam.
The mill contains an 80 horse power engine and
boiler but little used and in perfect order. Clothes
Pin Machinery,Board Saw,Shingle Machine, Planer,
two Bolting *tachines,Box Machine, Lath Machine,
Pall Handle Machine, Turning Lathe, Copper Dry
Kettle, Belting and other Machinery, whiJi will be
Bold at same time.
Also tbe right to maintain a
dam at the Outlet of Junior Lake, and raise the
same lour feet, and to maintain an
aqueduct from
said Lake to said Factory and the dwelling houses.
Also another tract of land in said Jackson, known
as the Thomas Hill Lot; being lot number 4, in the
covered with hemlock,
Gridley location,
spruce and hardwood. The above property is situated at Jackson Village, in a heavily wooden country,
in the immediate vicinity of the Portland <& Ogde nswere built in 1873.and
burg Railroad. Tbe
the machinery is new and in good order.
No better
to
in
this
business
can be
found.
opportunity
engage
For further particulars inquire of thesuberiber at
Conway. N. H.
Oliver P. Meserve and Joshua Trickey,at Jackson,

heavily

buildings

or

James D. Fessenden, Portland, Maine.

ABBOTT,

HIRAM C.

sep22dtf

Assignee of E. H. Tolman A Co.

COMPANY,

PITTSBURGH,

PA.

(1868.)
Assets Jan. 1, 1875,
Surplus for Protection of
Policy Holders.
Net Surplus aborc Capital,
Book Value of Stock.

$473,677 34

All I

Astonishing to

The Tremendous Fall in Prices

444,796 69
44,796 69
—

121 00

GIRARD
FIRE

6 1-2 DOW

OF

—

$15 for

STREET,

a course

of

Twenty Les-

sons.

BF’Rcfers by permission

Hermans Kotzschmar.
ju22dtt
to

PORTLAND MB
ON

THE

—

456,097 87
136,097 87
133 OO

803,413 81

Parlor
OF

Assets Jan. 1, 1873.
Surplus Tor Protection of
Policy Holders,
Net Surplus above Captal,
Book Value of Stock,

£333,099 99

FORTE.

RESIDENCE, 36 FREE ST.
References.

KOTZSOHMAR.
MR. J. W. TUFTS, Boston.
iseoddti

MR. H.

aul3

same,

or

to C. H.

change Street._

Farley,

INSURANCE COMPANY,

We won't be undersold by any bouse In the Slate.

BUFFALO,

N.

ffe

V.

Book Value of Stock,
Assets July 1, 1875,

PROP. MASSE, A.

M.,

INHTKCCfOR IN THE

French and Latin Lanpaps and Literature.
Prof. M. will constantly converse with his classes,
and afford every lacility for obtaining a thorough
colloquial knowledge of the language. Prof. M. will
also give lessons to classes at private houses whenever desirable, and would be glad to make arraDgements with schools.

References.
Samuel H, Pennington, President of Newaik
Academy.
Prof. H. Coppee, of Pennsylvania University.
Frank W. Potter, Esq Newark Evening Courier.
Richard H. Dana, Esq., Boston.
Epes Sargent, Esq., Boston.
Rt. Rev. W. B. Stevens, D. D Bishop of Penna,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Dr. S. B. Hunt, Editor of Newark Daily Adver
User.

Mr. George F. Morse, Treas. Portland
Dr. Le Prohon, Portland.

PROF.

lioriug.

mouth
octll

MASSE,

shoil A

to

Circnlar Address II. F. Eaton, Prin.

angl9-tf

C.

iVHTCIIELI/S
for

Boys,

WEST

T1SBCRY,
Martha's Vineyard, Mass.
Send for Circular to

M. C. MITCHELL, Principal.
i°e!5

184 OO

•

atf

Cheapest Book Store in the World
119 EXCHAN GrE STREET.
100,000 Books without regard to cost.
Good Clocks, Watches and Jewelry cheap.
Bepairing and Cleaning well done and

ALBERT COLBY’S SONS,
Ogstt

N. B.—We cordially invite all to examine
above line of goods before purchasing elsewhere.

OWEN &

CONGRESS STREET, CORNER BROWN.

130,749 18
^0,748 18
113 00

Company,

OF NEWARK, N J.

9303,133
*

men’s Heavy Rubber Bools, 82.75
Boys’ Heavy Rubber Boots, 2 25
Youths’ Heavy Rubber Boots, 2.00
Women’s Rubber Boots,
•
1.50
misses Rubber Boots,
•
1.25
Children’s Rubber Boots,
1.00
Women’s Overs.
50
misses’ Overs,
40
Children’s Overs,
35

Hall s Rubber Store,

(1869.)

Policy Holders,
Net Hnrplus above Capital,
Book Value of Stock,

dtf

LOW PRICES t

69

CITIZENS’

Jan. I, 1SVS,
Snrplas far Protection of

98

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

ocu__dtr
Vermont C’opperas,

931,981 31
31,981 31
(10 04)

CST” Dwellings,
Household
Furniture,
Cuurches and similar risks tahtQ for one year,
or for a term of years, iu the very iiest Companies on the most favorable terms.
Choice Mercantile and other desirable Risks
placed in firstclass Companies at the Lowest Consistent
Rates.
Open Policies issned on Merchandise for short
terms.
Builders’ Risks at fair rates.

OYEIIV©,
known.
THEmsi,VFE(T'ANT
and odorlesa. Use
Cblo. Lime,

BARNES' BROS.,

Publishers and Bookseller*.

&

GOODWIN,

DYE WOODS,

INDIGO, COCHINEAL, ANILINES.

oc25_dly
FOR SALE.
Immediate Possession Given.
Furniture of a first-class boarding bouse.
centrally located
The house is now ftdl of
good permanent boarders. The present occupant
who has kept the house for seven
years is obliged to
give it up on account of ill-health.
Kent of the
house reasonable. Inquire of JOHN C. PROCTER,

T1IE

Exchange St.

oct)&13w

I. O. O. F.
of the

PORTLAND,

Oct. 6, 1873.

ME.
ocSFSMSM&W

well aa best
Better than
in solution.

GENERAL AGENTS,
Nos. 11,12,13 India, and 52 Central Sts., Boston.

93

Exchange Street,

as

cheaper

HOWE

It will pay to consult this Agency
before insuring.

38

the

M00RE,

JanU

$313,707

Policy Holders,

81.75.

BEST FOB

BOYS’ SCHOOL.
ill.

SOS,102 07
168,101 07

Net Surplus above Capital,
•
Book Value of Stock,

Asset*

d2m

Also a full line of the celebrated
Norfolk and New Brunswick coods
in all sizes lor men and Boys’
wear, which we offer at the very
lowest possible prices.

ROCHESTER, N. V.

insurance

BRO.S’,

25 Dozen Contocook Heavy Blue
mixed Shirts and
Drawers, all
sizes, at 81.25 each, usually sold

(1873.)

be

-AT-

$173,973 II

insurance company,

Company.

money by

30 Dozen heavy Shetland mixed
Shirts and Drawers, all sizes, at
81.00 each, fully worth 81.25.

Rochester German

Harmon’s,

Hotel from 11

DEANE

for

(1861.)

lonml at
under FalPi A. M.

may

COMPANY,

OF TRENTON, N. J.

Assets Jas. 1, 1873,
Surplus for Protection of

LOW.
save

ocll

PEOPLES’

OF

VERY

the beat

51 EXCHANGE STREET.

Assets Jsu. I, 1873.
8179,713 98
Surplus Tor Protection of
Policy Holders,
111,731 91
Net Surplus above Capital,
31,731 91
Book Value of Stock,
111 04
Assets Inly I, 18*3,
197,311 33

Assets July 1, 1873,
Surplus for Protection of
Policy Holders,
Net Surplus above Capital,
Book Value of Stock,

the State Fair to be
oi the kind yet.

PRICES

COMPANY,

INSURANCE

Lounge,

Parties intending to purchase vrill
calling before they buy at

OF TRE.ITONt IV. J.

FIRE

manufacturer* of the

stole

pronounced by all at
Lounge

317 OO

FIRE INSURANCE

are

Eureka Bed

580,014 86

STANDARD

No. 9

sep22eo<ltt

A

GREAT SACRIFICE.

School taught, by Capt. Edward
NAVIGATION
Breen, at No 97 Franklin Street. For terms
to the
Ex-

apply

AT

(1868.)

limited number of pupils upon the

PIANO

Chamber Sets

BUFFALOGERMAN

MRS. ADA H. EMERSON,
a

MANUFACTURE.

119 00

Assets Jao. 1, 1873,
£333,601 90
Surplus for Protection of
434.191 01
Policy Holders,
Net Surplus above Capital,
334,191 Ol

Will receive

OWN

Black Walnut and Painted

338,710 OO
38,710 00

Congress Hall, Congress Street.

MODERATE.

OUR

Suits

(1856-1873.)

Opens THURSDAY, Oot. 14th.

be had at the School free. For
further information apply at the School between 9
A.
and 6 P. Iff.
N. B.—Lessons given at pupils’ residence if desired
A Singiug School for Ladies aud Gents will be
opened at the School, on THURSDAY, Oct. 14th, at
7*P. M.
Term* per Quarter in Advance—Gent*
octl2d2w
$3.00; Ladies $2.00.

BROS.’,

51 EXCHANGE ST.

BOSTON, mASS.

(1867.)

can

—

DEANE

£833,195 93

PRESCOTT

FI.AN,

in Piano. Organ, Vocal 'Cultnrr,
Singing, t'rcucli and Elocution,

AT

(1853.)
Asset. Jail. 1, 1875,
Surplus lor Protection of
Policy Holders,
Net Surplus above Capital,
Book Value of Stock,
•
Assets march 1, 1875,

SCHOOL,

CONSERVATORY

FURNITURE

CO..

OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.

OF

Teacher of the Piano Forte.
Terms

AND MARINE INS.

Warranted.

Eight Horse Power Baxter Steam Engine.
SAWYER, WEBB & CO,

shall sell the entire Furniture in said
WE consisting
in part of 2 Parlor Suits in

Oct. 21st, 2 o’clock P. M..
ONTHUKSDAY.
shall sell the property, No. 315 Spring sweet,

8703,946 41

Protection

Policy Holders,

BLACKSTONE,

Family School

For sale by

SMITH,

10 o’clock

and

INSURANCE COMPANY,

lsdtf

SAGE

for

Net Surplus above Capital,
Book Value of Stock,
Assets July 1, 1873,

EDUCATIONAL.

For

by

19th, at
M.,

A.

consisting of one 21 Story House, nice

(1858.)

A

1VOKRIDGEWOCK, MAINE.

O- CRAM.

Oct.

AT

CORPANT,

Assets, Jan, 1, 1873,

House

Dye

NO. 24 UNION STREET,
Office. 515 Congress Street, Portland, Me.
Gentlemen’s Garments Cleansed or Dyed Brown,
Black, Blue-Black and Blue, and pressed ready ior
wear.
Shawls, Dresses, Sacques, &c.
Dyed or
Cleansed. No Ripping required. An Agent wanted
in every Town in the State.
eep6M&F2mna

CARGOES OP PURE

ICE,
Euruitihed
Shipped

Tuesday,

oc!9

OP NEWARK, N. J.

dim
_*
Eaton Family School For Boys,

ICE.

AlTJCTIOJST.

we

INSURANCE

WILL

101 Commercial St,

BY

AT NO. 11 DEERING STREET,

FOSTER’S

OTAHV m. DEEBINGj
receive private pupils in Mathematics,
History, Literature and ihe English language.
oct4dMWFtf14 GRAY STREET.

& Soule,

Furniture,

Carpets, Piano, &c.,

MERCHANTS’

Navigation School.

Hodgdon

d4c

standing

OF

DAVIS,

CO., Auctioneers.

strength.

MISS

200 Pounds Hot-house Grapes,
Peaches for Pickling, &c.

Port-

exceeds that of any other Agency in Portland, thus being the best method of jadging of a Company’s true
and

Commercial Street,
oct!8dlw

TERMS

Pears,

1 R! Q
A«JO aooj

SALE.

CURTIS

near

&c. Also at same time one Chickering Piano, in
good order.
F. o. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

COMMERCIAL

TO ARKITG : Cargo! Oak TMm
Sch. H. W. Card from NorfolET
Also, Flooring Boards per Barquentine Josephine and Sch. Sarah F, Bird
from Savannah.
Also, on wharf, about 15 M. 2-inch Plank. Will
be sold low to close consignment.

Organ practice

100 Boxes Vermont and Maine
State Cheese,
100 Barrels Eating and Cooking

INDEMNITY I

03

—

ber per

Sight

Rutter,

AHD

FOR

Tnition

2 Cars Prime Silver Sfein Onions,
1 Car No. 1 Hnbbardstou Apples,
1 Car Detroit Apples, extra Pall,
1 Car Hubbard Squash,
1 Car Early Rose Potatoes,
200 Tubs Vermont and N. Y. State

mast

the

The average BOOK VALUE af tha
STOCK of the Companies represented at
this Agency,

FIRE

speedy cure

a

re-

maining torpid and inactive, and almost before they
are aware the lungs are a mass of sores, and ulcerated. the result ot which is death.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant
whieh does not contain opium or anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Sclieuck’s Sea Weed Tonic dissolves the food, mixes with the gastric juices of the stomach, aids digestion, and creates a ravenous appetite.
When the bowels are costive, skin sallow, or the
symptoms otherwise ot a bilious tendency, Schenck’s
Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepared only by
J. H. Schenck & Son,
N. E. corner Sixth and Arch Sts., Phila.
And are for sale by all druggists and dealers.
jy1*
ocleod3dp&wlmsn

stand,

strength, furnishing

UNDOUBTED

NO. 31 FEDERAL STREET,

Boots,

octl4dtf

unsurpassed in character,

WESTCHESTER

—

Ladies’ Merino Vests and Pants, the cheapest and the best in the city, at P. M. Frost’s,
under Falmouth Hotel,
octl6-3t

arc

and

Company’s Office,
Pemberton Square. Boston, and 78
William St., New York.

run.

Rubber Coats $2.50.
Pure Gum Rubber
which are warranted not to crack. Hall’s
Rubber Store, under Falmouth Hotel.

ing

at the

octlS

a

which

INDESTRUCTIBLE ENAMEL
WAIIRANTED.
Joints are connected by our Patent Sleeve Couplings, preventing all leakage.
Specimens can be seen and obtained on aoplication

The Consolidated Tobacco Company of California, call attention to their celebrated tobac
co for pipe or cigarettes.
It is for sale by all
grocers and is

^REPRESENTING^

in

use

E. O. Bailey & Co. will sell tc-dav, by order
of the sheriff, the stock of groceries in store
No. 48 Pine street. See advertisement in an-

,

Lap-Welded, Wrought Iron

Republic.

Mr. Edgar P. Davis, who has been for some
years E. & N. A. station agent at Winn., has
resigned and accepted a situation in Portland.
The challenge of the Jameson Guards to any
military company in the state to bring forward
two marksmen to shoot at a target with two of
the Jamesons remains untaken.
The potato crop proves to be very light in the
upper part of the county. The farmers are not
getting more than half crop.

been lost

FIFE

Coated Inside and Outside with

octlg_

Genteel

Independent Companies,

Specialty.

Boston, Mass.,

d5t

me
ment in Real Estate Column
F. O. BAILEY Ac

First Class, Reliable and

AGENTS.

WATER

Exchange Street,

PORTLAND, ME.,

Druggists.

WATER

Deputy Sheriff.

CO., AUCTIONEERS.

TUESDAY. Oct. 19th, at 3 o’clock P. M., we
shall sell the Wm. Sharp Farm, situated near
Rolling Mills. For particulars see advertise-

and

Grocers

From

ing the newly patented

F. 0. BAILEY &

ON

Branch Office, 120 Water St., New York,

A

12,

ADA JIM,

AT AUCTION.

28

BY

Tobacconists,

ex-

amining committee.
The Commercial says during 33 days iu the
last of Sept, and 1st of Oct. W. R. Ayer of
Lincoln, shipped over the E. & N. A. Railroad
to Boston, 629,000 feet of boards, being 856
tons.
This was the largest amount of down

Tool’s

land

octlS__dim

Gen. Plaisted opens the

consent of parties, on MONDAY,
18tb. A. D. 1875, at 2J o’clock in the afternoon,
at Store, No. 48 Pine
Street, in Portland and said
Couuty, the following descnbed personal property,
general assortment of Groceries, Fancy
uoodg, Meats and Vegetables, together with the Fixturesof said Store, Meat Block and
Bench, Marble
Meat Slab and Table, Bee!
Tubs, Show Case, Cheese
C*’ Stove8’
Candy Jars, Curtains,
&c
Dated at Portland, Oct.
1875.

Valuable Real Estate

fractured.

West Point cadetship to competitive examination, which will take place at Bangor N ov. 24,
Prof. Chaplin, Rev. W. S. Knowlton of Houl-

Barnes Brothers,

)
writ, and will be Bold at public

88.

ATTACHED
auction, by
Oct.

—

“

CHEAPEST AND BEST.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

MAINE,”T

<*»3

J1Y D. Bit USHER,

•

v

the

No Nervousness or Heaflaclie alter Smoldiig,

into the back of the wagon.
jnd jumped
Mr. Weeks
was thrown
out and his arm
Mr. Linscott received severe injuries
on the
head, and it is feared that his skull is

of base ball between the Sophomore and Fresh
man classes was played on the delta Saturday

niDgs were played, resulting
Androscoggins, 5 to 3.

imported,

broken.

W. G. Matthews, gro., sold to C. Mildram.

jubilant.
The University nine^went to Lewiston Saturday, to play a game with the Androscoggins,

to

do,

All

Myrick Weeks and Charles Linscott of Jefferson were both seriously
injured recently.
They were riding in a carriage and towing a
horse behind, when the animal became fright-

Keyes.

morning, and resulted in favor of the Freshmen by a score of 18 to 10.
The Freshmen aie

At

CALIFORNIA,

Celebrated Cigars, equal

frescoing the Congregational j
Rockport, is nearly completed. The i
being done in the latest style,and when
completed will be an honor to the village.

Camden— M. C. Moody, baker, sold out.
Wells—Keyes & Hatch, gen. gro., now L. E.

but on abcount of

OF

at

The Baptist church of North Haven has
called M. B. F. Bickurn and he will be ordain*
ed Oct. 21.
The Herald says that a smart North Haven
woman assisted
by a courageous little girl
caught*32 good sized eels in the mill pond,Tues-

Sheriff Sale.
STATE OF

CUMBERLAND

LOWEST CONSISTENT RATES!”

is

wors

out.

Bow doin' College.—The customary game

Triumph!” "The Best Insurance
—

work of

chapel

op

about a mile this side of Day’s Corner,
South Mammouth. The line surveyed thus far
from Lewiston follows near the line of the

AUCTION SALES

THE

ver.

uiu

walk and run to say that through some mistake the track was found, on measurement, to
be 182 feet over a mile, which would materially

INSURANCE.

FBANKL1N COUNTY

same

Hurdle Race—Distance 120 feet over 11 hurdles 3 1-2 feet high. Ten contestants.
Won by
W. C. Clark. Time 21 5-8 seconds.
Ball—Six
Base
contestants.
Won
Throwing
by W. C. Clarke. Distance 318 feet 11 inches.
One Hundred Feet Dash—Sixteen contestants. Won by W. W. Prescott.
Time 111-8

io

“Perfect

A despatch to the Journal Saturday says
that the condition of
camp-meeting John Alien
remains
unchanged. He is perfectly conscious
and converses, but
very feeble, and the greatest
apprehensions are entertained.

LINCOLN COUNTY.
What lakes the Place of Dead

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

day afternoon.

were

spirit, till,

to
use Capt. Mowatt’s
expression, “the rod of
correction” must be applied.
But there were
other reasons why Falmouth was selected to
feel the correcting rod.
The bombardment
was without doubt ordered
by Admiral Graves
commanding the British fleet at Boston, but

owing

sea,

weeks old at the time of the town’s
destruction. Previous to the disaster of 18GU
there were quite a largo number of bouses
standing which escaped from Mowatt’s shot
and shell, but most of them perished in the
two

was

Free Scientific Lecture.—Mrs. Dr. E.
J. French is to deliver a free lecture to gentlemen and ladies this evening, (postponed from

Officers Bates and Miles seized two barrels of

tlm

change street, Oct. 4, 1775, and consequently

Court two townships in Somerset county, each
six miles square, now called Freeman and New

passed Falmouth had protested in writing and

of

them into submission.
The only person now living who was a resident of the town at the time of tne calamity is
William Thompson, now residing in Lirningtou, who was born at wbat is now No. 23 Exen

and the result
sold over 300. The chair was presented to him
Saturday noon by Deputy Marshal Bridges in a
few appropriate remarks.
It is a splendid li"
brary chair frcm the manufactory ot Deane

to the station in irons to await examination.
Deputy Williams arrested Mary Conley Saturday afternoon for beating Mrs. Doyle at her
house on Middle street.
It is thought that she
is insane.

t.wn

tructiou of one town would strike terror to the
hearts of the rebels along the coast and fright-

very much depreciated.
For many years succeeding the calamity the
people of the town sought reimbursement for
their losses. In 1776 application was made to
the Continental Congress, but without avail,
At the close of hostilities, however, the town
did succeed in obtaining from the General
was

The causes which led to this calamity were
coincident with those which led to the war of
the Kevolution—disloyalty to the crown the
British thought, patriotism the inhabitants believed. Along with Boston and other seaport
towns, Filmouth had beeu quick to resist British oppression.
When the stamp act was

Inin anrl

esty’s officers an indignity which could only be
properly atoned by the suffering which must
flow from the town’s destruction, while Colson
was ready to join in demanding the sacrifice In
atonement for the destruction of his mastiog

OJd Fellows* Mu tua

monthly meeting
Association will be held at Odd Fellows*
THERelief
EVENING. Oct. 19, at 74 o’clock.
Hall,TUESDAY
Per

cctlS

order,

JOSHUA DAVIS, Sec’y.
d3t

POETRY.

BOARD.

[From Joaquin Miller’s New Poem.]

The Ship in the Desert.

tUtaebcd._

tall!

By fair, green lands or fairer seas,
here for centuries.

Had touched not

Lo! date had lost all reckoning,
And Time had long forgotten all
In this lost land, and no new
thing
Or old could anywise befall,

Or morrows, or a yesterday.
For Time went by the other
way.
'The ages have not any course
Across this untracked waste.
The

13LK.AH.VN

sky

here one blue, unbending hue,
The heavens one unchanging mood.
The far still stars they filter through
The heavens, falling bright and bold
Against the sands as beams of gold.
The wide white moon forgets her force,
Tho very sun rides round and high,
As if to shun this solitude.
Wears

<**15_d3w

Who trod those decks?

Wfcat captain knew
The straits that led to lands like these?
Blew soutli-sea breeze or north-sea breeze?
What spiced winds whistled through this sail?
What banners stream’d above these seas?
And what strange seamen answered back
To other sea-king’s beck and hail,
That blew across his foamy track?

..

Sought Jason hero the golden fleece?
Came Trojan ships or ships of Greece?
Came decks dark-mann’d from sultry Ind,
Woo’d hero hv snnriniiR wnnincr wind9
So like a grand, sweet woman, when
A great love moves her soul to men?

oak, or anything?

Lo! all things moving must go by.
The sea lies dead. Behold, this land
Sil s desolate in dust beside
His snow-white, seamless shroud of sand;
The very clouds have wept and died.
And only God is in the sky.

8ale in

Aud anchor, hull, and castaway,
And all things that the miser deep
Doth in his darkling locker keep,
To light and left around them lay.

Must

first-class book-keeper. RefAddress “B,” Post Office Box

fifl*1-_

By

ful.

octI5d!w*

Situation Wanted.
a young man in a private
family a chance to
drive a team, and make himself generally use-

Address O, Press Office.

octl5d3t*

Wanted.
HOUSEKEEPER for general house work toi
a family of two.
One who desires a good home
more than high wages, may call at C. D. B. FISK

A

<& CO.’S, 233

Midilie Street.oct!2dlw

Agents

Wanted.

every city and town where gas is used for the
sale of the ELLIS PATENT GAS BURNER.
Very liberal terms to Agents. Inquire of €. Ju.
JJ1AR8TOIV. 1*48 Exchange 8t.
octlldtf

IN

Wanted.
Experienced and competent Nurse to take care
of an infant. Best references as to character
and qualifications required. Apply at residence of
H. J. LIBBY, 603 Congress 8quare.
octlldtf

AN

street, now occupied by Joseph Coolidge.
Also

northwest side of Fore
street, being I he lot between land owned by the
heirs of Isaac lllsey and brick store owned aud occupied by Jerome B. Fickett.
Also the large lot ot land in the »ear of the last
mentioned lot, and also in rear ol the brick stores
Nos. 187,185 and 183 Fore street.
Also the wooden store with the lot on
passage way
leading from Central wharf to Moulton street, being
the store and lot now occupied by Bryant & Burns,
Pump and Block Makers.
Also stores and lot on the southeast side of* Fore
street, occupied by A. Huntington and by J. II.

Scotch

or

English.

MIDDLE aged woman who wants a good steady
home, to do general housework. Wages satisfactory. Anply COR. HIG II AND PLEASA NT ST.
ocildtf

A

Wanted.
First-class
TWOWorkers.

Plate and Sheet Iron
NUTTER PROS. & CO.
_29 Market Square.

sep30dtf

Tin

Wanted.
PARTNER with about three hundred dollars
to join me in a safe and profitable business to
be established in Portland.
Address, GEORGE
THOMAS. 662 Congress St,sep29dtf

A

the

Bond & Co.
Also thp tlirpp-cf Arv

itnallinn

_•

by the ubscriber. No. 77 State street, with land and
stable, &e. The lot is say 80 feet on State street,
end extends back say 150 feet.
Also four house lots on Anderson street, and two
house lots on Oxford street.
Alt the above will be sold on favorable terms.
Two-thirds of purchase money can remain on mortgage at 7 per cent interest per annum.
Address the subscriber through Post-office BOX
98J for information.
FBEB’K. fox.

_0tf_
or to iLet.

lot aud buildings formerly occupied by Stewfg^HE
A
art &
on West
Melcber,
excellent chance to start

Commercial St.
An
manufactory.
The mam
with counting
room and room for engine and boiler.
A spacious
shed and good dry houses attached. The lot is nearly 300 feet square.
MATTOCKS & FOX,
mySdtf_183 Middle St.

Brick House for Sale.
residence, 15 Winter street. House of brick,
2$ stories, contains 12 finished rooms wth oi>eii
summer kitchen,
woodhouse, etc., attached, good
cellar, Sebago water, large brick cistern, furnace, gas
throughout, healthy location, good sewerage, wide
lot and pleasantly situated with plenty of sunshine.
Will be sold at a bargain as I am about to remove to
another city.
CHARLES M. HAWKES.
Enquire oi JOHN C. PROCTOR.
August 11th, 1875.
dtf

MY

F. G,

COOK and Chamber Girl, a short distance from
the city.
Apply at No. 33 High Street,

sell

dtf

a

building is three stories high, 00x75,-

Patterson’s Beal
BULLETIN.

Cirls Wanted.

A

on

{Foa- ScbSc

Plate Worker and one Tin
LEMONT & FISHER,
15 Lisbon Street, Lewiston.

Wauled-—Amerimii,

lot of land

the

Wanted.
First-Class Tin
ONE
Rooter.
oct5d2w*

MONEY-

TO

Estate

EUAN

class Real Estate Security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Kents collected, taxes
paid, etc., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, dialer in Real Estate.. Office3751
Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle

ON

LOST AND FOUND.

first

and Pearl streets.

BETWEEN
Corner,
will be

a

Lost.
Deering’s Bridge and Woodford’s
ROBE.

very nice LAP

suitably rewarded by leaving
R, Oflice.

Horse R.

The finder
tbe same at

ANEW

ALMON LEACH,

Notice.
GOLD, “hunting, stem-winder watch,” marked
Lange, Dresden, No 48/8, was feloniously
taken from me on the 22d of Sept, inst
It was
highly prized by me, for many precious and endearing associations, and as coming from my deceased
son.
I will give 250 dollars tor it—which is more
than it is worth to the holder.
JOSEPH HOWARD.
^
Portland, Sept. 27, 1875.
oct4dtf

A

TO LET.
To Let

estate for saee —tlc new
2£ story house, No. G Bradford Street; containing 14 rooms, gas and Sebago; marble mantels in
both parlors; cemented cellar; good
furnace; parlors
and hall elegantly frescoed.
Tills property will be
sold on liberal terms and at a discount from cost.
Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate,

Real

William b* Block.oct5dlm

-y stand for sal,e.-The
Groce
stock, good will and fixtures of
of the best
stands in
one

Portland,
Also
frccery
12,000 per year.
store and two

with a business of about
a five years lease of the
tenements. Terms cash, or part cash
and bankable paper. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Wiliams’ Block.
oct5
d3w

For Rent,

GOOD

RENTS in center of City: also small
Munjoy Hill. Apply to
W. W. CARR,
octlSdtf197 Newbury Stieet.
rent

on

Good First-Class Kents
Woodford’s Corner, oi 5 and 6 rooms, to fami-

AT

lies without small children.
FIELD at Woodlord’s Corner.

T. H. MANSoctl5tf

THE

rooms over

or

A

TENEMENT of five
Street.

used singly or together.
octlUleodtwM. G. PALMER.

Small

Tenement.
to

rooms

let at 13 Tvug
octlSlw*

To Kent.
Rent for small family at
A CONVENIENTNO.
41 LINCOLN STREET.
a

Hall.__seplldtt

pleasant suit of rooms,with bay window
AVERY
to let to agenlleman and wife without children,
at
NO. 1 MYRTLE STREET.

<«t2_dtf

TWOor

near

sep22dtf_

TO

a

private furnil y

*

.NOTICE':^'
is

hereby given

that Brackett Slreet
Bridge over the track of the Boston & Maine
Railroad will he closed to travel during the
building
of a new bridge, commencing October 5,1875, until

NOTICE

urther notice.

R.
on

Bridges

RICHARDSON,
Streets, Sidewalks and

M.

Portland, Oct. 5, 1875.octSdtf

JLET !

Room in the Second Story ol the
Printers’ Exchange, with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON A CO., Ill
Exchange Street.
ocl2

dtf

TO

Exchange !!

Situated in Bartlett, N. H., on the
Hwe of the P. & (). R. R., consisting
of 300 acres—100 acres intervale,
balance in pasture and timber
1_lands. The buildings consist of a
one story house and barn 40xG0. There are about
3000 cords of bard and soft wood. Will exchange
*or property in Portland—personal
property or good
negotiable paper. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON,
Dealer in Real Estate, Williams Block, Second Block
East of City Hall.
se7dtf
^

Chairman Committee

BOX 996,

P. O.

or

CITY ADV ERTISEMENTS

dtf

oct4_
To Let,

To Let.
three furnished rooms in
Preble House. AddresH

new

Farm for Sole

suit of
my store 230 Mid
THEdiepleasant
St. Suitable for Lawyers, Dentists
Tailbe

May

ROOM in the

part of the United States
Hotel, recently occupied by M. Hogan, will be
let in its present condition; or will be divided to
suit.
This room being thirty-five feet square;
will make two excellent stores fronting on
Congress
Street. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, Williams’ Block, second east of City

Office to Let.
ors.

au28tf

For Kent.
STORE with tenement overhead. Splendid chance for business. Apply to
F. G. PATTERSON,
oct!4dlw*Williams’ Block.

octfidtf

2

of

and South streets, and now numbered 27
South street.
Also the three-storied brick store. No. 183 Fore
ner

Wanted.

LET.

STOItY in THOMPSON BLOCK, 42
feet wide nearly 100 feet in depth,
newly fitted
up with counting room and tables. The best lighted
room in the city.
Suitable for jobbing or manufacturing, or will be let lor either, with plenty of storage room, over KHEPHEIKD AWholesale Fancy Goods Store, Nos. 121—123 Middle Street,
below the Post Office. Inquire of II. I«. THOMPSON, No. 32J Emery street, on tjie Spring Street
horse car route.
)an20d&wtf

SECOND

TAAES liPIS 1S7».
CITY OF PORTLAND,
_

TV]OTICE
J-M
year

is

Treasurer’s Office,*!
September 1, 1875.
J

hereby given

that the Tax bills for the
1875, have been committed to me with a
warrant for the collection of the same. In accordance with an ordinance of the City, a

Discount o! Five Per Cent,

will be allowed on all taxes paid within sixty days
from the date of the commitment thereof.
H. W. HEKSEY,
Treasurer and Collector.
sep2dtd

TO Ecf.
ami pleasant rooms to let, at 217 Cumberland street, without board.
*ePltltf_MBS. ALONZO BUTLER.

NICE

Furnished House to be Eet,
on State street.
Very desirable. Inquire ot S.V Robinson, or Byron D. Verrill al

SITUATED
Middle street.

205

aug23tt

To Eet.
to

let, furnished

unfurnished. No.
Cotton St., second door from Free Street.
ROOMS
or

1

Chambers
on Union St., now occupied by Caldwell Ac
HodBdon, aud Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
ST. JOHN SMITH.
Jalldtf

ABOUT

and

BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street,
contaiuing all the modern improvements. Entire
at No. 10, CENTRAL WHARF.

THE

meted ti

in

">c Merchants National

occupied by
"m rec.eut|y
,hir''

Portland

.r.iml
g

Iir»riitei0! Kive"
mekuia.vis

Bank of
F,ory- with steam,
Ju|ylEt- A t'rdy at

.national bank.

Jn

__

lltf

Fireproof Roofing Paint.
The best and cheapest Nu.w <V On vis
Mlate «M«I1« Pninl for Shingle Tin and iron
Roofs, aipo for cueap outside work, sold by the gallon
or applied by

J.

N.

McCOY

&

CO..

ilS Hpring 81,, Portland,
ROOFER* AND PAINTER*

jy24

aatiisii wire
PIiAAT
STASfOS l
KENBAM,
•'*

dti

&

Eg-Sena for price

BY

WEIITNEY,

list._

JAMES TL.
Formerly

TO BE LET.

190.48 acres; in all, 190.48 acres.
TOWNSHIP E, RANGE 1,

E.

W.

PKEPAREil BY DR. E. F. HI PI.81V,
Veterinary Surgeon of 16 years successful practice ill
Portland. For sale hv Apothecaries. Trade supocUdlw
plied by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.

DR. KEN ISO N
v

V

Continues to visit Portland at
the UNITED STATES HOTEL,
on the
second week of each

N.

I

^XKTCS-XalES-ir’SS

E. L.

-A-Tsri}

MEAT

1, W.

E.

h.

Throughly tested for tho last four years, aud is
confidence, as a perfect remedy for the
inconveniences, dangers and annoyances, arising
from Hot Air Furnaces as ordinaiily managed. It is
a sure remedy lor the
escape of gas or smoke through
ottered with

house. It saves coal. It preven's clinkers aud
sifting of ashes It insures danger against lire irom
an over heated Furnace.
It saves care and time in
the management of the Furnace, and gives uniformity of leniperature with every change
of weather. In fact you have onlv to
supply the
the

coal

1)B.

No. 199 Fore Street*

ang2(*___Ueotl3m
» at.

of the

Port laud.

octl4d2w

WILLEY

firm of Jones &, Willey,

Fashionable Boot and Shoe Maker
So. 1G Temple Street,
OPPOSITE

ADAMS

HOUSE.

Mr. Willey has resumed business as above, and is
ready to serve bis old customers, and would be
pleased to meet many new ones.
Mr. Willey pays personal attention to the manu-

facture of loidiea’ and <*eutl men** Pine
Boor* mud Shoe*, and at prices LOWER than any
other maker tor the same quality of workmanship.
GSSP’ Repairing done in the neatest manner at
satisfactory prices
ju2dfcf
For Sale.
Brig Torrent, 33f> tons, coppered. Well
found in sails, rigging, chaius, anchors &c. Could be sent to sea immediately. For further information apply
to J. S. WINSLOW & Co.
aulfttf

HHHHHHHBHhHHsBBHNbHhHH

PIERCE’S

®N

acres.

TOWNSHIP

F, RANGE 2,

TOWSSHir I,

of Wrought Iron.
it is
the ONLY

J

announces a new

—

S.

without
joints.
It is made of FOUR
NUMBERS beavier Plate Iron than
any other Furnace.

J1
i

acres.

2, W. E. L. S.
■L.018 numbered 28, containing
127.44 acres; No
64, 149.58 acres; No 65,156.57 acres; No 74,140 acres;
No 119, 135.19 acres; No 121. 141.10 acres; No 145,
103.50 acres; No 118,161.12 acre*; No 151, 164.72acres;
No 151, 165.75 acres: No 171,141.69 acres; No 172,
144.80 acres; No 173, 142.70 acres; Nol74, HG.S0 acres;
in

all, 2,361.89

RANGE

It wntnhes ita

It is sold at
moderate
very
rate price, and will
last a life time
WO LL AS TO NT
a

HEATING AND
VENTILATING

acres.

Co., Manufacturers, Proprietors and Wholesale and
Retail Dealers, 59 Blackstono street, Boston, Muss.

L, RANGE 2, W. E. E. S.
Tract in Southwest part of this Township, containing 3,463 acres; Lots numbered 2, containing 159.98
acres; No3,154-84 acres; No 15,141,33 acres; No 16,
150.68 acres; No 17.160.24 acres; No 18, 160.22 acres;
No 39, 107.05 acres; No 41,119.63 acres; No 42,119.89
acres; No 43,119.15 acres; No 44. 132 acres; No 45,
119.70 acres; so 46, 132.28 acres; No 47, 119.61 acres;
No 48,131.01 acres; No 49,119.60 acres; No 50, 123.50
acres: No 51 108.56 acres; No 07, 147.77 acres; iu all,

6,030.02

Send for Circular.

All who require furnaces this season in Portland

and

vicinity

WILL

FIND

0. W.

acres.

M, RANGE 2, W. E. E. S.
Lots numbered 4", containing 159.40 acres; No 46,
100 acres; No 47,163.28 acres; No 48.161.08 acres; No
50, 93.78 acres; No 45, 1.57.70 acres; No 56,160 acres;
No 62, 157 acres; No 63, 160 acres; in all, 1,372.21
TOWNSHIP

TUBS FOR

SALE

Federal St
COMPLETE

to

with each Furnace sold.

SOUTH HALF OF TOWNSHIP NO. 2, RANGE 3.
Lots numbered 15, containing 100 acres; No 1G,
100 acres; No 22, 98 acres; No 23, 98.2.5 acres; No
24,
92.50 acres; No25, 99 acres; No 26,99.50 acres; No 27.
99.50 acres; No 28, 99 50 acres; No 20,100 acres; No
34, 100 acres; No 35,100 acres; No 30, 100 acres; No
51, 31,50 acres; No 64, 100 acres; No 65, 100 acres; No
66, 100 acres; No 67. 100 acres; N068.102.75 acres; No
72, 99 75 acres; No 73. 99.75 acreB; No 74, 99.75 acres;
No 75, 99.75 acres; No 78,119 acres; No 79,119 acres;
No 80, 04 acres; No 83, 93.75 acies: No 112,100 acres:
No 113,100 acres; in all, 2,846.15 acres.
TOW'NSHIP NO. 5, RANGE 3, W. E. E. S.
Lot No 3, containing 150.14 acres.

Please Call and exam ine.
sen__3ra_

Richardson & Boynton’s

Wrought

Iron

NO

12,

RANGE

3,

W.

E.

L.

Rooms 11 an<l 1

TOWNSHIP

DK. G. P. LEBBELLE
Medical Electrician who will treat in a sale and
manner all chronic diseases, weaknesses, and
infirmities wTith a new and improved application of
Electricity and without the use of poisonous drugs.

15,

For

ECONOMY

AND

DURABILITY
UNEQUALLED.

Please call and examine it before purchasing.

Nutter Bros. & Co.,
29 MARKET

acres.

NO 12, RANGE 4, W. E. L. S.
Lots numbered 4, containing 122.30 acres; No 7
135.78 acres; wo 8, 152 57 acres; No 13, 138.18 acres;
No 16 148.25 acres; No 24, 117 71 acres; No 28,133.55
acres; No 47, 178.44 acres; No 48, 178.44 acres; No 51,
162.73 acres; No 52, 1C2.74 acres; in ail, 1,630.69

atl£~

SQUARE,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

OFFICE OF ISAAC GREGG, JR„ Ss CO.",
108 South Fourth St., Philadelphia.

TOWNSHIP NO 14, RANGE 4, W. E. L. S.
The following lots of land, subject to the right of
the late John Goddard, his heirs or assigns, to cut

The undersigneii are now manufacturing, and have
and remove pine and spruce timber therefrom, viz:
for sale, their Universal Brick
Lots numbered 1, containing 132.07 acres; No 2,
Machine, ol the various
139.75 acres; No 3, 136.23 acres; No 9, 104 07 acres;
capacities, as follows:—
No 12, 205-76 acres; No 15, 139.14 acres; No 16, 137.
Size No. 1, capacity 0,00a Bricks
perday, Price $1,000
98 acres; No 17, 135.94 acres; No 27, 107.12 acres; I Size No. 2,
10,000
Price $1.500
No 31. 101.48 acres; No 32, 106.83 acres; No 32£, 106.
Size No. 3.
20,000
Price *9 nan
••
65 acres; No34£, 105.28 acres; No 35 104.55 acres;
Size No. 4,
30.000
Price
No 38, 118.63 acres; No39, 124.03 acres; No 49, 194.
Still tempered clay of strong or weak
qualities is
GO acres; No50, 327 87 acres; No 53, 317.28 acres;
worked by ir, and the Bricks are knotted
up for dryNo 56£, 103.83 acres; No 59£. 103 30 acres; No G7,
ing dnectlv from the machine.
158.51 acres; No 88, 159.97 acres; No 97, 159.88 acres;
This macnine is very simple ot
construction
It
No 98, 160.80 acres; No 123, 212.11 acres; No 125,
can be managed as
easily as a hand-press, the moulds
2C3.00 acres; No 135, 217.50 acres; iu all, 4,384.1G
being led separately and by baud labor. It produces
acres.
STRETCHERS and PAVING BRICKS equal to any
TOWNSHIP NO 3, RANGE 5, W. E. L. S.
manufactured by hand, andean be adjusted to mould
FRONT BRICKS tor repressing.
Lots numbered 153, containing 100 acres; No 154,
Circulars giving
full particulars will be forwarded to any address liv
125 acres: No 150, loo acres; No 165, 103 acres; No
186, 182 acres; No 189. 213 acres; west part No 190,
application as aliove. Orders are solicited, and ail
machines warranted to perform as represented.
113 acres; No 194, 130.25 acres; iu all, 1,066.25 aeres.
TOWNSHIP NO 4, RANGE 5, W. E.X. 8.
ISAAC BREtiG, Jr„ & s o
jy7eoU21t
Southeast 4 Section 36, containing 167.63
acres;
Northeast £ Section 37, 167.08 acre ; South part of
For Pliifadeliiliin.
the Southwest £ Section 37, 127.08 acres; Northwest
FAN'S IE A. KAlIiEV, nutebiu£ Section 39, 166.35 acres; Southwest £ Section 39,
166.36 acres; Northwest £ Section 46, 127.93 acres;
non, natter, liaving part ot her cargo engaged
will have quick dispatch as above.
West part of N. E. £ Section 46, 127.93acres; South
For ireieht ?meast £ Section *6, 167.93 acres; Southeast £ Section
ply
CHARLES U. CHASE & CO.
0Ctl6d3t
50, 165.36 acres; in all, 1,423.6,5 acres.

siS

SCO.

I

P II

*

one

Boston, 3 p.m
Wharf, Phiia-

or

half the rate ol

E. U.
70

Portland. Aug

j. HAMILTON. Superintendent.

to

fygdtf

9,1875._

Maine

DOLLARS.

Passage apply

Trains arrive in Portland in season f*»r trains to
Boston leaving Portland at 2.35 and 6.00 p in. and
lor Steamers leaving at 7 p. m.
Freight trains will run between Poitlaud and
Fahyan’s daily, leaving Portland at 8.30 a. m. Returning, leave Fayban’s at 7.50a. m.

Central

SAIWf»NON,
Wiiarf, fio«lun.

steamers.

The Superior Sea Going Steamers

Notice to tlie Public.
save

CHANGE

MARSHALL

I*_t_

£?*

POBE4T 4 I IT A1ND JOHN

ATnn„,.n

will, until further notice,
Leaving

Vn.P/ma

FARE

“Medical Adviser.”

F;1I,L

ONE

at

are

timely resort to this standard remedy, as is
proved by hundreds of testimonials it has received.
None genuine unless signed “I. BUTTS on the
a

and SI

cheaper.

SETA W.
Mass. Sold

ja25

a

bottle: large bottles much the

Have located at

216 Federal St., Cor. Temple, Portland
Ni'ECIAL

ATTENTION TO LAOIKN
Operations performed by MRS. DR. WELCH.
Don’t fail to get a box of Dr. Welch’s Bunion
Ointment. Parties treated at thoir residence per

Astonishing Developments.

Eastport.

for the

a.

m., 2 to

5 p.

ns

the air

TWO

■■

m,

dii

On anil after Monday, Oet. 11th, 1875,

arrangements.

TRIPS

Summerside, P. E. I.
t.^“Freight received
o’clock, p.m.

we

PER

on

UNTIS, n iiKIl i: NOTICE,

WEEK

TRAINS TVILL LEAVE PORTLAND FOR

days

of

sailing

fission 2.00 (except Mondays),9 CO a. m.,3.10 p. m.t
arriving at 0.15 a m., 1.45. 7.55 p. ni.. in ample
time to connect with New York and Western trains,
Eynu, SaUiu. Newbury port ami Ports
mouth at 2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a. m., 3.10 p.
m.

Gioiiamci1 aad BCockport at 9

a. m., 3.10 p. m.
Dover at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
H'olibo o, Kochvstt l* ami Great Falls at 9
a. m., 3.10
p._m.
Hilo ej-, Eliot. *o:it!i lienvirb Junction,
North I’envicti, Wells nnd Keuuebuuk
at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
Saco, Wrcst Ncarberonsb. Ncaiboronsh ami Cape Elizabeth at 9 a. m.,
3.10, 5.20 p. m.

Riddeford,

until 4

*

A. R. STUBBS, Agent.

mar24

TRAINS FOR PORTLAND LEAVE

dtf

ISoKton at 8 30 a. m., 12.30, 8.00 p. m., arriving in
Portland at 1.15, 5.00 p. m,, 12.15 (except Mondays)

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington
STEAMSHIP
Pour Isaac*

n

liynn at 8.59 a. m.f 12.58, 8 27 p. m.
.Salem at 9.12 a. m., 1 10, 8.40 p m.
Portsmouth at 11 a. ni., 2.57,10.14 p.

wicb

—

AND

and SATI RD4V
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

I

Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. K. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

Express
..j■ 11;.'a

bcc at 7

MAIL

C. B.

FEKBS1V, Prop.

FOR THE ISLANDS.
THE

YACHT RIVAL
is

ready

take private parties to
Pleasant CoveN, derp
or
to any of the Pleasure
Pinbing,
A\\
■eAv&Ar Resorts in Casco Bay. \Y ill accommodate
imrritrw»sixteen people comfortably. Ha* Croquet
and other amusements aboard. Is also fitted with
Dishes for Chowder or Cunuer Fry.
A thoroughly competent man provided to take
charge of the Yacht, Apply fur terms to
GEO. W. RICH & CO/S STORE.
173 VOISE STREET.
now

iHamond

to

or

jyi°_dtf
is hereby given, that the subscriber lias
been uulv appointed and taken upon himself
the trust of Administrator w ith the Will annexed of
the estate of

NOTICE

GEORGE E. HOLYOKE, late of Brooklyn, N. Y..
deceased who died leaving estate to be administered in t ho County of Cumberland, and given
bonds as the law directs. Ail persons having demands
upon tlio estate of said deceased are required to
exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
PEKCiVAL BONNEY of Portland,
Adui r. with Will annexed.
octlldlaw3wM*
Portland, Oct. 5,1875.

IVoticc
reouiring work don please apply to
“Home” of W. C. A-t No. 16 Spring St., plain
and family sewing, dress-mak^jg, copying, embrofilcc2&tf v
ing ant’ fancy-work n wools, do., &c.

PERSONS

LING TO

connection*!

to

lintlj Cape Breton

Express from Lewiston and .Auburn

5.40 p.

yue-

—

AND

—

Tickets sold at Kednced Kates I
To

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Hilwankcc, Cincinnati, Ht
Louh. Omulm,
Sajlinnw, Mt. Paul, "nit Cuke City,
Deliver, Han I’ranti-tco,
and all points in the
Northwest,. Hesi ami Southwest.
J. C.

FURNIVAL, Agt.

GRAND TRUNK KAII WAY is in splendid
erudition, is well equipped with llrst-class rolling
ami
Is making the best connections and quickstock,
est time of any route from Pori land to the West.
K PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 7.Or) a. m. and l 20 p. m.
Eaggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and uot subject to Custom House examinaTHE

d t II k rk.

This is

the Only Inside Home
Avoiding Point Judith.

dtf

2.20 and

Diil’OT AT r«OT or WfilA ST

LINK

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence II. It. Depot
daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. in., connecting at
Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stouington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in ndvnt>cc of nil other line*. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adan s’, 22 Exchange St..and W. ’D. Little & Co.’s,40$ Exchange St.
L. W. FILK1NS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Geu. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,

at

m.

Passenger Offices.
74 EXCHANGE ST,

FOR NEW YORK,

ocll ’73

Lewiston.
aim

Accommodation from South Paris at 6.45.

Da YS, at 8.30 p. m.
Excursion tickets to Halifax and return good until
October 1st, $10.00.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on day cf sailing.
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
P. S.—For the present the steamship “Chaso” will
leave Portland on TUESDAYS at I P. ill.
oct28dii
»*OHN POKTEOUS, Agent.

all

uuu, mouireai

m.

favorite Steamship “FA LMOUTH” (built expressly fo ithe
route) VV.A. Colby Coifimander
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot ol
State St., every SATURDAY at
5 30 p. in. for HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, to* Windsor,
Truro, New Glasgow ami Pictou, and steamers
or Prince Edward ls'aml;
also at New Glasgow,
N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages f. r Cape Breton, ami
at Halifax with steamers for St. dobns, N. F.
^“RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUES-

of

isiuuu

a. m.

Express from Lowiston and Auburn at 8.45 a m
Mail from Quebec, Montreal aim the West al 2 j>.

The

ahead

niuu

21at, 1S75,

a. m.

Prince Etlivnrd 3»«
and St. jobuN, Sf,

^TOAIAGTON

ARKANG-EMKNT

0n ■'lni1 alter Monday, June
trains will run as follows:
train G.TO a. ni. for Auburn and

Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at S.DO.

DIRECT!
li’it?!

i»ants,

WVU41

.TOi.Urt,.

tion.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding §50 in value (and that personal) unless nolice is given, ami paid lor at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manatu
W. J.

r

SP1CRK, Superintendent,
juel7dtf

Portland. June 21, 1875.

Vault*, Cleaned.

promptly
ALLut ORDEES
addrcMung
or

1

_„*10

VU

I'tMfc.J

soft black hut, at time ot escape.
The above reward will be paid for

UWtt

lU'lftlM

l,

the arrest ot the

three, or $l(J0 tor either.
WM. I. PENNEIX, Sheriff’.
*epl8dtf

Grocery Stand for Sale.
A

in
if

a

charge is offered for a smart, energetic man to engage in tlio retail grocery trade
pleasant village a few miles from this city, and
CAPITAL

applied for before October 15lh, will be sold at a
near by.

bargain. Church, school and post office
Satisfactory reasons given for sefffng. For
particulars address M., Press Office.

further
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J’OK,

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
AXD ALL THROAT DISEASES,
TXSK

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
PUT UP ONLY IN KI.O BOXES.
A TRIED AND 8*17 K IS KENEDY.
Sold by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C.GOODWJN& CO.. Boston, Mass.
<14wf

iop-8__

CIRCEJ-Ain
nEXPIAlVATORY
L%Bbow9IO ro 8500 inves-vpiU
tetl in Ntoclt
has

fn

ID

Privileges,
paid
TOPTIaml will pay targe profit* Rail- (hfnn
1 ILuLroa«l Stocks, Bonds and Gold bought vpOUll
on .finrxiuM
ImercMi Nit
pr f'rni allowed
on deposits subject to sight draft.
Hut-It water A
Co. BanUem nuil HroUrrn, No. 10 Wall
sftreel, New Yoru, P. O. Box 4 s 17.
sol#*Uw
ABBOTTS Ageits Wanted for Every
Town.
PBPITT VP
A handsome octavo vol. illustrated.
Now ready. One cantasser is taking
TTUTACV
iitnivFli
over IPO su bscribers per week.
Every
family m the State should possess a
Or
For territory and terms adcopy.
dress

sep28t4vv

RUSSELL. Publisher,
55 Cornhill, Boston.

attended to
1!.

by calling

lillsso'.N,

WANTED

•*WIGWAM rntd H'AKPITII or
Bojnl , liscf in C'lmiii*,” by Hon. A. B Meaex
cham,
Supt. of Indian Allairs, and giving a Com
piete and Trnthfnl History ot Govt Tran mu-l ion 9

with the Indians for

Thirty

Startling

years.

and

Thrilling Narratives and Adventures, in fact t 0
most wonderful bood ot the A'/e. Tbo Leading Pavers are full of its praise.
Secure nu Agency
at once if
yon want a good bn.inem, of 1). L.
GUERNSEY I’nbiishcr. Concobd. N. H. eep28i4w

BEST OB’ PAY FOR AGENTS.

To sell our Stereoscopic View,,
t'lironio.,
Sewing Stile, aud I.ieeu Thread. Address,
1>. V. GUERNSEY, Pub., CcKcoBD, N. H.

S-'P?8t4w

tram at 1.10 p. m for Auburn and Lewston
Mail train tor Island Pond, (stopping at
ail stations to Island Pond,)* connecting with
night
mail train for Quebec, Montreal arid the West at
l. 30 p. m.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston at 5.10
p. ni.
Accommodation for South Paris at 6 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:

Halifax, Nova Scotia,
|

DESCRIPTION, Ac.
Wnt«ou;N a jo 54, 5 feet 10 inches high, blue eye;*,
dark hair turning grey, lull grey beard ro mustache,
Had on grey
light complexion, and corpulent.
dark coat, checked vest, light checkered low
lat, at time of escape.
Orestes M. Plummer age 25, 5 feet
inches
high, cross eyed, dark hair, light conplexton, slight
mustache. Had on light pants, dark coat and cap
at time of escape.
TSiouihm McCarthy age about 40, 5 feet 10
inches high, hair light brown, mixed with grey.,

TI1E

588 Congress Street
dtf

$50,000 BONANZA.

Invested iu Wall St., often
spimvJ leads to a Fortune
Full
particulars gent free.
Address, PEN Ol. ETON
A HEAD, G5 Wall Street. New York
sep23
f4w
n

Express

--•

HOTEL;

Jonathan Watson, O. W. Plum*
mer and Thomas McCarthy,
who escaped from the Jail in Portland, on the night
of September 16th.

AGENTS

M.T8RATION IN TRAINS.

BUMMER

Keward §300

For the

m.

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., C. A. Chipley, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,

n

in.

run

first-class Hotel in every respect, ar- Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
ranged especially with a view to the w ants
ot the commercial and pleasure seeking I Agents.
PasSAPfi HI'S 00.
Kxpnrslnn Tfpkptc
public.
marl3-dtf
i tor freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, cr other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
HOTELS.
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
no2dtf
Providence, R.

sep27d&wly40

■

B. B.

EASTERN SMILKOAD TRAINS
directly through to points on the Maine Central
Railroad without transfer, and make direct connection in Portland with all Steamboats and Railroads
diverging therefrom.
Pullman Parlor ami Sleeping Corn are
run on all through trains.
Stops lor refreshments
made at the usual places,
oelldtfGEO. RAC HELPER, Supt.

—

WM*. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and McClellan.
From Providence every WGDNEiUDAY

RESORTS."

stages

anil t'ftrripntpr ttlinti and tnoU "W <1
.11.....
wharf and landing; 1 large stern wheel steumefr;
9 lighters; platform scales; office and house furniture; 6 tons old iron; 110 T rails; 6 tongue switch**;
0 ojrii sockets; G frogs; 1 large safe; 1 watchman's
clock; 14 jack screws; 2 slab cars; l wagon ; 2 mule
carts; 2 double and 1 single harness; 1 mud drum:
6 pairs iron car wheels; pile driver; 7 skirts; 1 yawl
boat; II )unifier trucks; 1 gri>t mill; Bold iron boilers; Sold engines; cetween 30,000 and 40.000 pine
logs in the booms and stream; about 10,000 acres of
pine land in the counties <>f Escambia and Santa
Rosa, Florida; an undivided half interest, in
all timber on 4,500 acres in the county of E.-cambia, Florida; 45,400 57-100 acres of pine land in the
county ot Escambia, Alabama; an undivided half
interest in 7, G88 acres pine land In said county of
Escambia, Alabama; 1 store at Whiting, Alabima,
Mill, houses, etc., situated at Molino, 23 miles north
of Pensacola.cn Pensacola and Louisville Railroad,
whose tracks run into the mill yard. The attention
ot capitalists and lumbermen is invited to this sale,
which is peremptory, and embraces all the property,
real and personal, of the Pensacola Lumber Company. Terms—ten per cent, cash ou day oi sale;
40 per cent, within 30 days; 50 per cent, tn six equal
promissory notes, with endorser, bearing interest at
7 per cent, and payable in 3, G, 9,12, 13, and 18
months from the day of sale, secured by mortgage.
For full inventory,description and particulars, apply
to the undersigned, at bis office, No. 56 Wall street,
New York- or to Adna C. Caen, Esq., Molino, Florida.
C. EDGAR SM1TH, Assignee.
William R. Darling, 56 Wall Street, New York.
Solicitor for .Assignee,
61 Pine Street. Ncv York.
se25dtnov5

M AINE,

Dover at 10.40 a. m.. 4.15 p. in.
<«rcnt Falls at 10.22 a. m., 4.19 p. m.
Keunrbnuh at 12.10,4.03. 11.20 p. m.
KsjhUforcl at 8.00 a. m., 12.30, 4.20, 11.38 p.
Macn at 8.05 a. m., 12 06, 4.25,11.42 p. m.

JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every TUE9DAI
nud »ATCRDA1T.

dtw

Vork.
One Blsck from Union Square and Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
churches. Kicvator and -all modern improvements.
Knay access to all parts of the city by street cars and

LUMBER COMPANY, Bankrupt.
cutirety. By order of the U. S
undersigned will sell at public
auction, by Adrian II. Muller A Son, Auctioneers,
on Friday, the 5th
day of November next, at 12
o’clock noon, at the Exchange Salesroom, 111 BroadIn
tlio
of
New
way.
city
York, all the real and personal property of the above named frankrupf, consisting of new steam saw mill, stores, blacksmith
T“ lie sold as an
District Court, the

a. m.

LINE

First Class H team* Lip

O NT TPIIC KUROPSAN PLAN,
Corner Prying Place nml
!r Street. Nerv

A

John) Digbf)

Hi.

—1

Inhalation,

WESTMINSTER

ypr

and

!
On and after MONDAY. October 4th, the Steamers New Brunswick, Capt. E. B. Winchester, and
City of Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike,
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot ot
State Street, every Monday and Thursday at G.OO p.
m. for Eastport and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
same days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annap
olis, Windsor. Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,
Amherst, Pictou, Fredcrickton, Charlottetown and

ARTJBDSOJS, Ag’t.,

■.-

Calais

EASTERN RAILROAD.

Windsor and Halifax.

WAJLjTj

following diseases:
Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Humors, Eruptions, Pimples, Salt Kheum, Scrofula,
Liver Complaints, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Dropsy,
Female Complaints, Dyspepsia, &c., Ac.
Persons convalescing from Fevers, Diphtheria, &c.t
will find this a powerful auxiliary.
Persons suffering from the above complaints will
please call at the office, JJ Cniioon RlocBt, where
they can obtain a copy ot the treatise on ••■T8
ACTION AN'S* RfiMlTI.TS,’* free.
Where
also may be seen a large number of testimonials from
residents of this city.
augtl

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers ruiming between Portland and Baugnr,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
Johu and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
traius at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
traius at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes for refreshments at tirsc-class dining rooms.
Parlor Car* on all through trains between
Portlaud aud Boston.
J. T. FURBER, Gen’l Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen’l Ag’t, Por<land.
au5Otf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP €0.

of the

MED -OXYGEN TREATMENT!

Office hours from 9 to 12

8.15 p. in.
For Cowell at 6.15,9.00 a. m., 3,10, p. m.
For IflancheNtcr and Concord and Upper
Railroad (via New Market Junction) at 6.15 a.
m., and 3.10 p m.; (via Lawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
For threat Fall* at 6.15, 9.00 a. ra., 3.10, p.m.
For Rochester, Farmington and Alton
Bay at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
For Scarborough Bench, Bine Poiut, Old
Orchard Bench. Saco, Biddeford and
Krnnrbnnk at 6.15, 9.00, a. m., 3.10, 5.00 p. m.
iTlorning Train* will leave KcunebuiiU
for Portland at 7.20 a. In.

Bangor. 2.50
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’] Ag’t,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St., Portland.
Portland, April 17th, 1875
dt

sel8dtf

cure

BANGOR.

land at 5 o’clock P. M.
Steamer “City of Richmond” connects with stages
at Rockland, and other landings, for
neighboring
towns. Connects at Rockland with the Knox <&
Lincoln R. R., at Beltast with B. & M. R. R., Bangor with E. & N. A. and other Railroads.
Fare to Rockland §1.00, Camden.§1.50
Belfast, Searsport and Sandy Point.... 2.00
“
Bucks port, Winterport, Hampdeu ana

Surgeon Chiropodists,

October 11,1875.

PnMficngcr Train* will leave Portland for
Bowl on at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. m., arriving
at Boston at 10.50 a;m., 1.45, 7.55 p. m.
Returning, leave Boasou at 8.30 a. in., 12.30,
3.39 p. in., arriving at Portland at 1.15, 5.00,

fast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport
Hampden,
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings at 6 o’clock, touching at the above named landings, arriving in Port-

Dr. WELCH ami WIFE, of BOSTON,

ARRANGEMENT,

Comnicuciug

and

Treated without Pain.

radical

FALL

fast Steamer, CITY OF RKCFfTTfO/VR,
Capt. C. Kilby, leaves Railroad Wharf every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday Eveuingt*, at SO o’clock.
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Bel-

Bunions,Ba^l Nails and CliiEbiains

a

Boston & Maine
RAILROAD.

The

SPECIALTY!

success

II L It N ti A V

dtf

SALE IN ICAftKRFP TAB9inKKE’M
CV of the real and personal nroijertv ot the
PENSACOLA

J’^19___dtf

fare reduced.

DISEASES OF THE FEET

Continued

ne_

PAYSON TUCKER. Superintendent.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

_

order.

I

every

PORTLAND"!

FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, Boston,
by dealers generally.
eodcow&weow4

A.

WEEK.

ETBNING, AT Hi O’C MICK, [after Friday,
October 15, for Rockland, Castinn, Deer Isle. Sedgwick, So. W. Harbor, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge,
Jonesport and Maebisuiport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every vionulny
.lloruiiu' nt 5 o'clock, touching as above, arriving in Portland same night, usually connecting with
Pullman Train, and early morning Trains for Boston and the West.
For further particulars inquire at Railroad Wharf,
Portland.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gcn’l Ag’t.
Portland, Oct. 5,1875.
marhOtf

speedily and permanently
cured by the use ot Dr.
Wistar’s Balsam of
wild Cherry, which does not dry up a cough and
leave the cause behind, as in the case with most remedies, but loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irrifcatien, thus removing the cause of the complaint.

by

gan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor. A Pullman
Parlor Car is run with this train to Bangor.
i^utc
ui iiuuii
o.io p. m. iur
LNinviiie junction, Auburn and Lewiston.
Ueavc Portland 5.20 p. in. for Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath and Augusta.
»Ja**cngcr Train* will arrive from Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 8.45 and 8.50 a. m.
From Bangor, Dexter, Belfast,
Skowhegan.
Farmington, Lewiston, Rockland, Ac., at 2.20 and
2.25 p. m, A Pullman Parlor Car is run with
this traiu from Bangor.
From Augunta, Rockland, Bath, and Lewiston.at 6.10 p. ro.
ftight Train from 81. John, Bangor, &c.,at
1.45 a. m.
Through Freight Train* daily to all points
on Maine Central, Knox &
Lincoln, and European
& North American railroads.

vTO!,j

esmssssscrz?%*s&-

a.

Bangor &c.
Erave Portland 1.10 p. m. for Brunswick, Lis1k>u, Bath. Rockland, Augusta, Waterville,’Skowbe-

Steamer LEWISFapf. i'hiirl.,
h
ft.eri ng, will leave RatlV.'.’ltJf' road Wharf, foot of State St.,

every

chest,

PER

(raven Portland 7.00
f««r Lewiston via Danville Junction

Lcnve Portland 1.05 p. m. for Danville .Junction, Auburn, LewistoD, Farmington, Waterville,

ARRANtJEITlBNT.

i

affection of tin* throat,
and

PaMenger Train
ru.

The

Pniui or
"torencMg in the Che*!

lunns

gusta.

$1.00.

TRIPS

Complaint,

and

TIME.

Cnnieuger Train icavrs Portland 6.15 a.
m for Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath, Rockland aud Au-

MT. DESERT & MACHIAS

CoashsiCoIds.BroiiH
chitis, Hore Throat,
Croup,
Influenza,
W'boopiug
Cough,
IIcnmnesM, IL ■ v © r

Ijungw,

follows:

at night.
Tickets and State Rooms foi sale by D H. Young
No. 286 Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via the varioo*
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freigb t taken as usual.
J. S. CO VF,33, JR. General Agent.
cct!874

1 shall be in attendance at the Portland office
Tuesdays and Wednesdays of the first and third
weeks of each month. Respectfully submitted to
the public.
Dr, 8 ARHTBL. EDWARD*.
se21
dGm

the

as

Passengers by this Li lie are reminded that they ecure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex-

to 9 o’clock p. m.
Cases which li.ve been pronounced incurable by
other physicians are especially solicited. Dr. Kelley’s
Medicines have reached and cured hundreds ot just
such cases. If a patient suffering with any of the
above diseases has any reasonable amount of nervous strength remaining, he can be cured with these
remedies. See certificates of remarkable cures in

Hide, Blending

alternately

run

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

a. m.

or

OF

Night Pullman Ti-aiu from It ontnu leaves
Portland 12.35 a. m. for Bangor. Calais, St. John,
iloultou, St Stephens and Halifax.

BROOKS,

fiBnsly, at ? o’clotli I*. .13., ntael INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, daily at 5 P. II
(KimdnTM excepted),

Prostration, Rheumatism, Impotency, Bronchitis,
Gout. Neuralgia, Hysterics, Apoplexy, or any other
disease, cau consult him free of charge from 9

our

Eipieu Truiu leaven Woreenter nM.33 P.
ifl., connecting with Express trains leaving
Albany at 10 A. M., and New Vork at 10.00
A M. arriving in Portland at 10.45 P. M.
C^Tickcis can l>c found at BaRNES BROS No.
28 Exchange Street, and at the Depot.
J. M. LUNT, Supi-

offered for the arrest of

Commencing June 21, 1875.

will be in constant attendance at the above named
office, where those suffering with Pulmonary Consumption, Coughs, Bleeding at the Lungs, Scrofula,
Dyspepsia, Cancer, Diseases of the Liver, Heart,
Kidneys and Spleen, Eruptions of all Descriptions,
Dropsy, Tumors, Asthma, Female Complaint**, Cos+

brook Jnuctiou with trains of Maine Central U. It. from
Bangor, Rockland, and all intermediate Stations, at NumIiuu f >r Lowell and
Boston, and at Worcester (Union Depot) with
Boston & Albany Railroad tor Springfield,Aloany,
Hartford, New Haven and New York, arriving at
New Vork about 5.0U a. in. A sleeping car is
reserved at Worcester for this train.
0.20 p in. truiu lor Ciorhnni.
Tickets s->ld and baggage checked to all important

§300

them trora the venders of spurious
have induced DR S. MARSHALL,
a competent and exnerienced physician, to open an
office in Portland, No S Myrtle St., where all the
genuine remedies of the late Dr. J. CLAWSON
KELLEY can he obtained.
to
THAT
medicines I

deod6m

Gregg Brick Machine.

acres.

Freight

"boston

A

Tight.

Insurance

n23-iy

LEWISTON, ME.,
Corner Tine and Part Streets,
H. n, WIKS, Proprietor

Gas

-■

dtl

cct9

REWITT HO VSR,"

Perfectly

.•\i‘

PASSAGE TEH

MRS. M. S. SMITH,
One of the most reliable Medical Clairvoyants who
will whilejin an unconscious or trance state make
examinations for disease and prescribe for the same.
Persons living out of the city and those unable to
come to the office by sending lock of Hair and $1.00
will receive a correct Diagnosis of tbeir disease, also
advice about treatment. Medicine with tull writen
directions sent by mail or express when desired.

SUMMER

Warranted

sb5

.From Long Wharf,
From Pine Street
r\...
; x
i
-Vrx delphia, at 10 a. m.

| ':*(

Also

ocU3_

RANGE

% 4>

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. K.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.

natural

S.

3, W, E. L. 8.
Lots numbered 13, containing 103.61 acres; No 26
116.78 acres; No 46, 116.96 acres; No 53, 89.53 acres;
No 54, 101.54 acres; No 54£, 117.97 acres; No 63, 418.
23 acres; No 64, 309 28 acres: No 65, 188.13 acres;
No 66, 126.80 acres; No 98, 110.94 acres; No J02, 118.
35 acres; No 108, 116.36 acres; No 1U8£, 101.25 acres;
in all, 2,165.73 acres.
TOWNSHIP NO 18, RANGE 3, W. E. L, 8.
An undivided half of the following lots of land
viz: Lots numbered 25, containing 533 acres; No 26,
361.25 acres; No 50, 275.78 acres; S part 70, 1307
acres; No 71, 217.40 acres; No 72, 215.56 acres; No
73, 174.50 acres; iu all, 1,914.36.
SOUTHWEST PART OF TOWNSHIP NO 6, RANGE 4,
W. fe. L. S.
Lot snumbered 1, containing 132 acres; North £No
82.80
acres:
South £ No 15, 81.99 acres; North £
15,
No 18, 77.95 acres; North £ No 21, 76.80
acres; in all,
NO

d

132 1-2 Spring Street,
POBTTAND, MAINE.

This furnace Is without exaggeration,
the most powerful heating furnace ever
made. I has the best (irate and Sifter
ever put in a furnace.
Tlie radiators are
made of heavy plated Iron and riveted
in the most thorough manner.

«>3

—

fceaye each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y
■"$**•<<
Ssiii>r
%«,

He l.as associated with him

S.

Lots numbered 23£, containing 109.45 acres; No 21£
102.09 acres; No 69, 159.78 acres; No 81, 79.81 acres;
No 89, 156.44 acres; No 95, 166.22 acres; No 100,173.
20 acres: No 107, 174.86 acres; No 112, 173.03 acres;
No 129, 94.69 acres; No 130, 191.79 acres; No 144, 212.
02 acres; in all, 1,793.38 acres.

At White Rock daily for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake daily for Stnndisb Corner.
At Baldwin daily for Cornish, Porter. Kezar Falls
and Fieedoin.
At Brownfield daily for Denmark and Bridgton.
At Kryeburg daily for Lovell. Stowe and Chatham.
At Glen Station for Glen House.
STEAMBOAT CONNECTION
with 7.10 a. m. aud 2.10 p. m. from Portland at Sebago Lake for Naples. Bridgton, No. Bridgton. Harrison, Waterford aud Mount Pleasant.

Steamship B.iasc.

breathe* and as invigorating,
Drives all impurities from the blood. Relieves and
in most cases entirely cures Colds, Catarrh, Bronchitis, Asthma Consumption (if taken in season,) Rheumatism, Liver and Kidney Complaints, Female
Weaknesses. &c., &e. Relieves Headache almost instantaneously'. In presenting this Vitalizer to the
public, we do so with the fullest confidence in its
efficacy. It is put up in 12 ounce bottles, containing
one month’s treatment.
Price $5.00
Due consideration taken of the poor. Call and receive a trial
dose. Hours from 10 to 12 A. M,, 2 to 5 P. M.

188.89 acres: No 25. 153.67 acres: No 33. 191.45 acres:
Wo 35, 154.43 acres; Wo 80, 147.40 acres; No 81,144,14
acres; No 86, 144.90 acres. W’o 4, Section 1, 156 09
No 3, Section 2, 162.39 acres; No 6, Section 2, 160.39
acres; in all, 1, 796.97 acres.
TOWNSHIP NO 14, RANGE 3, W. E. L. S.

k«

i

'*

Fluent Block

Pare

Northeast i Section No 49, containing 179 acres;
lot No53, llib acres; in ail 285 acres.
TOWNSHIP NO 13, RANGE 3, W. E. L. S.
Lots numbered 11, containing 193.22 acres; No 22,

•lime Nfntion* at 7.10 a. m. and 210 p m.
Train* will leave F'tibyan’* at
7.30 a. m. and 2.00 p. m.; No. Conway at 9.10 a.
m. and 3 45 p m.; Fry. burg: at 9,35 a. ni. and
4.15 p. m.; ISaldwiu at to.20 a. m. and 4.56 p.
m.; Nebago Cake at 10.55 a. in. and 5.30 p.
in., arriviu^ in Portland at 11.40 a. m. and
6.15 p. ni.
STARE ( ON\B 4 2'S«>\*

Returning

ON
AND

healed,

acres.

TOWNSniP

On iiiid after Monday, Aug. 0,1875,

as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F AMES, ^g’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
ocldtf
Exchange Street.

He shall lay hands on
them and they shall be

Vitalized

FURNACE.

TOWNSHIP SO. 11, RANGE 3, W. E. L. S.
Lots numbered 8, containing 202.63 acres; No 23,
149.71 arres; No 30, 150.06 acres; No 31,139.94 acres;
No 38, 190.69 acres; No 39, 110.75 acres; No 46, 206.94
acies; No 47,101.73 acres; No 54, 213.69 acres; No 55,
105.76 acres: No 57, 238.7b acres; No 60, 162.91 acres;
No 62, 216.63 acres; No 63. 96.36 acres; No 70, 248.23
acres; No 71, 82 25 acres: No 78, 170 44 acres; No 79,
122.10 acres; No 83, 167.16 acres; No 91, 108.72 acres;
No 92,166 93 acres; No 04, 01.59 acres; No 95, 251.53
acres; No 99,166.12 acres; No 100, 166.09 acres; No
101, 163 64 acres; No 102, 407.24 acres; No 110, 01.94
acres; No 117. 161 44 acres; No 118, 94.28 acres; No
123,166.70 acres; No 125, 160.19 acres; No 126, 99.67
acres; No 131, 168.06 acres; No 133,101.14 acres; No
130, 330.80 acres; No 141, 310.07 acres; in all, 0,113.53

1

and until further notice, Passenger Traits will leave
Eastern and Maine Central Railroad Station, Portland, foot of State Street, as follows:
For Kebago bake. Pryeburg, IVo. Conway
Crawford’*, Fabyaii’* nud all infertile

Steamers
Portland.

Magnetic Piiysician.

Experience proves it to be

«

give
GUARANTEES
us

3>Vi./w: pA

—

NATDBAIi

FUILAM’S,

Who is authorized by

acres.

AT

j

P.

TIIE

nom

draft.

TOWNSHIP

in

dangerous

J
!

path

THAYER WILDE

ROBERT

Furnace

S.

GRANT, RANGE 2, W.jF,. L

Lot No 45, containing 188

J

L. 8.

Section No 82, containing 450 acres.
TOWNSHIP H, RANGE 2, W. E. L.
Lot No 11, containing 176.54 acres.
EATON

This is the ONLY
Furnace that
is
made ENTIRELY

i
W. E.

FURNACE,

connecting at i-ruud Trunk J uoetiou
(Portland) with Trains from Montreal and way
stations, Lewiston and Auburn, and at West-

[joints.

Steamers Eleunora and Franconia

Electrical Therapeutics,

wrapper.
50 cts.

IMPKOVED

[A JfesKf'r \

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CUBED

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Steamers,

Running between Providence
Philadelphia every WED-

nnd

rail

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at fi
M., ami leave Pier 38 East River, New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
The
hincovery of Electrical Cranial route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted .up
with tine accommodations for passengers, making
Diayuoftiti,
this the most convenient ami comfortable route for
may be consulted for a
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
PEW
DAYS
summer mouths on their passage to and from New
AT THE
York.
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Room 4. I Passage in Slate Room §5, meals extra.
Goods torwarded to aim from Philadelphia, Mon;
I)r. French can produce certificates setting forth
j treal, Quebec, St. .John, and all parts of Maine.
her success in hundreds of critical cases.
f
oct5
|
Freights taken at the lowest rates.

lady who

Mr. Buclcnam:
Sir—I have had Tingley’s Automatic Heater or
Heat Governor attached to my Furnace now several
years and am well satisfied with it, both as a heat
regulator and fuel saving apparatus.
Yours Respectfully,
JAMES BAILEY.

FREDERICK SUCKNAM,

1

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RR

ELIZABETH J. FRENCH,

a

Trains, commencing

Oct 11, 1S75.

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM
PORTLAND;
KKSDAY and SATURDAY gives i 7.30 A. Ji. for Rothtnifr, Nn»bun ami
™ orccHter connects at Rochester with down
direct communication to and from
trams on Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads
I'ortland and all other points in
at Niiftlaun w:tb
Maine, with Philadelphia and beyond. Throu di
Truiu for Lowell
rates are given to Philadelphia and all points reached
and Boston, arriving in Boston at l.rio p. M.*
connecting at Ayer Junction wi#th FxprvM
by the Penn. Central and the Phil. & Reading R B.'s
and to all the principal cities in the South and southTrain for Fitchburg ami IIoomuc Tun
west. No Wharfage. No commission for forwarding.
nel Line, and arriving at Worcester at 2.10 P
M.. connecting with trains South and West.
Full information given by D. D. C. MINK. Agent.
2.30 P t| Train for Kochcstcr nu<l Way
29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J
B. COYLE, .Jr.,
Portland.
*ialions and all local Stage connections.
•1.00 P. n. New 1 ork f'.'x|»r< »•« Drawing
WM. P. CLYDE & CO., Gen’l Managers,
Krooni Car to Worcester and Sleeping c ar from
12 So. Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia.
janll ly
Worcester to New Vork via Springfield all
j*.

sep20dtf

1810.

leave the Furnace to the
care of the
<‘Gover■or.,, Attached to Brick or Portable Furnaces old or new, aud warranted to give satisfaction,

All kiuds of Hot Air Furnaces put in
order, and
repaired at short notice by

Iron Lino of

Boston,
Located in Boston since

Street and 57 Temple Placo.

and

S.

Lots numbered 6, containing 149.72 acres; No 8,
148.57 acres; No 9, 53.68 acres; No 10, 149.75 acres;
No 11, 160.74 acres; No 12,158.64 acres; No 13,160.30
acres; No 14, 114.71 acres; No 15,152.27 acres; No 16, j
160.80 acres; No 17,161 acres; No 18,163 acres; No.
22, 153.43 acres; No 23, 159.31 acres: No 24, 157.60
acres; No 25, 158 70 acres; No 31, 161.95 acres; No I
32,167.66 acres; No 33, 160.57 acres; No 34, 165.43 j
acres; No 35, 164.75 acres; No 36,164 40 acres; in all, !

2,352.98

(GOVERNOR.

S.

YORK.

Clyders

Arnutgemeut of

8th.
(^UNIONS
^^>kmoilth; next visit Nov.
-Room in
37 Trcmont

o’clock

Lots numbered 1. containing 135.16 acres; No
2,
135.10 acres; No 3,155.86 acres: No 4,1.55.S6 acres;
N* 5,159 37 acres; No 0,159 37 acres; No
7,159.38
acres; No 8,159.79 acres; No 25, 135.16 acres; No 20,
133.17 acres; No 27, 155.86 acres; No 28, 155 86 acres;
No 29,159.38 acres; No 30, 159.38acres; No 31,159 79
acres; No 32, 159.79 actes; No 45.128.20 acres; No
46.128.20 acres; No 47, 143.66 acres; No 48, 143.67
acres; No 49,141.08 acres; No 50, 141.08 acres; No 51,
142.03 acres; No 52, 142.03 acres; No
55, 128.20 acres;
No 56,128.20 acres: No 57, 143.67 acres; No 58, 143 67
acres; No 59,141,00 acres; No 60, 141.09 acres; No
61, 142.03 acres; No 62, 142.03 acres; No 71,155.10
acres; No 72,155.10 acres; No 73,160.95acres; No 74.
166.95 acres; No 75,165.41 acres; No 70, 165.42 acres;
No 77, 169.02 acres; No 78,169.02 acres; No 79.168.12
acres; No 80,168.13 acres; No 85, 155.11 acres; No
86, 155.11 acres; No 87 1U6.S5 acres; No 88, 166.96
acres; No 89, 165.42 acres; No 90, 165.42 acres; No
91, 109.02 acres; No 92, 169.03 acres; No 93, 168.13
acres; No 94, 168.13 acres; No 95, 126 17 acres; No
96,130.32 acres; No 97, 126.35 acres; No 102,163.73
acres; No 163,163.23 acres; No 104,163.23 acres; No
105,105.68acres; No 106,165.68 acres; No 107, 165.98
acres; No 108, 165.98 acres; No 109,125,60 acres; No
113,158.09 acres; No 117.163.23 acrea; No 120, 165.68
acres; No 121, 165.98 acres; No 122,165.98 acres;- No i
129, 166-OH acres; No 135, 165.80 acres; No 136, 165.80 |
acres; No 166, 221.13 acres; No 170, 190.01 acres; No I
180, 200 acres; in all, 11,573.79.
G. RANGE

AUTOMATIC FURNACE REGULATOR

A'EW

Port!ami & Rochester R. R.

PHILADELP IS I A.

,

Chiropodist,

\

CO.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

TO

"PORTLAND

RAILROADS.

I

DR.

L. S.

acres.

TOWNSHIP

eodtd

STOVES.

tion C, 148,48 acres; No 3, Section 11,16'.23 acres;
No 2, Section 12, 220.59 acres; No 1, Section 20,160
acres; No 3, Section 20,163.28 acres; in all, 1, 474.48

F, RANGE 1, W.

PARKER P. BURLEIGH,
Land Agent.

°ctl_

Lots numbered 1, Section 4, containing 156.31 i
acres; No 1, Section 6, 158.04 acres; No 2, Section 6, I

TOWNSHIP

cases.

TOWNSHIP

FOB SALE

To Eet.

THK»',m!.a,!lm0fflres
k

0*10.0

Payment is to be made as follows, viz.: For all
sales on timber and grass on lots reserved for public
uses, being those of class IV, terms cash.
For all
other sales, one-third cash, and the balance in one
and two years, respectively, with interest.
No timber is to be cut until permit is granted specifying the price, and time of payment as provided in
said Act.

Also the following lots ana sections of land
situate in Townships set apart and designated lor
settlement, the same having been determined to be
unfit lor settlement, viz :
COUNTY OF AROOSTOOK.
TOWNSHIP NO. 11, RANGE 1, W. E. L. S.
Lots numbered 20, containing 96.11 acres; No 23,
87.58 acres; Lot A 34, 93.52 acres; No £1, 95.80
acres;
No 46, 111.04 acres; No 48, 201.40 acres; W * No
49,
110 acres; No 58, 200 acres; No 59, 219.50 acres; in
all, 1,214,95 acres.
TOWNSHIP C, RANGE 1, W. E. L. S.
Lots numbered 56, containing 170.26 acres; No 52,

451.54

apr24dtf

To Eet.
February first the Stores

7, TV K It, Somerset County, 320

VI.

cor-

dlw*

R

acres.

brick dwelling bouse, with the large lot
11HE
land connected therewith, situated at the
of Free

Call at 47 Salem St.

in all

acres.

Township No 3,

FOR SALE

Wanted.
girls to learn dressmaking.

a

I.M1/

Recrlng.

REALESTATE

_WAISTS.

by
A POSITION
erences.given.

1

Valuable Real Estate for

The sands lay heaved, as heaved by waves,
As fashion’d in a thousand graves;
And wrecks of storm blown here and there,
And dead men scattered everywhere;
And strangely clad they seem’d to be
Just as they sank in that old sea.

TWO

IV

MAINE
STEAMSHIP

as a stimulant to all the excretions, thereby assisting nature to throw ofl the poisou and eradicate the disease.

FINF.

That we go on still faehionicg
Great iron ships or walls ot wood,

three
bo good sewers.
octlG

Give Kiple.v’s Alterative Powders,

HAVING

What is the good

or

U

V*

Came here strung ships of Solomon
In quest of Opbir by Cathay?
Sit down and dream of seas withdrawn,
And every sea-breath drawn away.
Sit down, sit down!

masts of

11

On and after October 8tb, 1875,
Steamer Hearietta, Capt. G.
LOWELL, will leave Horpiwell Mondays and Fridays at 8
a. m., touching at C'ta'bcngNf.
I.itilc ChebcnKue and Long
Returning, will leave
Portland Pier, at 3 p. in. touching at the above landings. Will touch at Cousens* Island each way For
particulars inquire ot Captain on board or STEPHEN
KICKER, A gent, 131 Commercial St.
myndti

which act

VALUABLE

Hose up aud shook mau in disgust
From oil her wearied breast, aud threw
And smote his cities down, and dried
Those measured, town-set seas to dust?

High

Cautitn to Owners of Horses.

foTIale:

...

!

j _RAILROADS.

STEAMERS_

HARPSWELL,

FOR

The “epizootic” now prevailing i3 essentially a
blood poison. People should avoid all quacks and
their compounds, composed principally of mineral
poisons such as black antimony, *&c., put up by persons who, in most
instances,, know nothing of their
effect ou the system of the horse.

ESTATE

Wliat dreams of gold or conquest drew
The oak-built sea-king to these seas,
Ere Earth, old Earth, unsatisfied.

STEAMERS.

_MEDICAL
EPIZOOTIC

ONE

lonely ship, well-built aud trim,
And perfect all, In hull aud mast.

A

No storm had stained it any whit,
No seasons set tlieir teeth in it.
Her masts were white as ghosts, and
Her decks were as of yesterday.
The rains, tho elements, and all
The moving things that bring decay

LAND SALE.

TOWNSHIP NO 8, RANGE 5, W. E. L. 8.
Section 1, containing 401.93 acres; Sec 2. 432 acres;
Ei&NWJ Section 3, 319.50 acres; N £ Section 4,
Board,
183.t3 acres; N £ Section 5, 206 acres; Section C 416.
STATE OF MAUVE.
62 acres; Section 7, 588 acres; Lot A. Section 9, 1C4
or two boarders can be
accommodated with
acres; Lot C. Section 9, 165 acres; Lot D. Section 9,
p easant rooms at 416 Cumberland street, corLand Office,
169 acres. North part of Section 10, 297
ner of Green, also to let with
\
board a pleasant front
acres; South
1875.
Augusta.
f
22,
Sept.
of Section 11, 196.93 acres; Section
chamber unturnisaied with side room and
15, 646.01
I ursuant to the provisions of “An act. to facilitate !j part
large closet
acres; South part Section 16, 478.50 acres; Section
selldtt
the business of the land office, and the disposal ot
17, 640acres; Section 18, 658 acres: Section 21, 551.
the public lands,” approved February 21, 1875, the
G6 acres; Section 23, 632 acres; Section
647.80
Summer Boarders.
undersigned, Land Agent of Maine, will sell at pub- acres; Section 27, 575.73 acres; Section 24, 672.40
30,
lic auction at the City Han. in
Bangor, on THURSSection 33, 557.68 aores; Section 35, 217 acres;
acres;
A few Summer Boarders will be taken
DA\ the twenty-eighth
by tlie da5
day of Octolier next, at ten Road Lots numbered 1, containing 139.08 acres; No 2
or week at Norton’s
Hotel, East Baldwin. This o clock A. M., the following* described lands and in- 128.18 acres; No 4, 127.79 acres; No 7, 132.84
house is delightfully located on the line of the P. &
acres;
terests in lands aud timber
belonging to said State, No 8, 132.84 acresr No 9, 132.96 acres; No 11. 144,47
O. K. Ik. and only 25 miles from Portland.
viz;
acres; No 20,142.06 acres; No 22, 132.97 acres; No 24.
I. The following described timber land held
*2. It NOKTON
Tl
163.29
by
acres:
137.35 acres; GoreLot,
in all, 11,429.72
References;—S. C. Strout, Esq., Hon. Bion the State in fee and unconditionally, viz:
acres.
C. F. Libby, Esq., A. L. Dresser, Esq..
Tract of land lying north of tow: ship Nol, K 8,
Bradbury,
TOWNSHIP NO. 10, RANGE 5, W. E. L. 8.
Gen.
C. P. Mattocks, Col. A. W, Bradbury. ju23ti
W B K P, and west ot township No 6, Range 2, N B
Lots numbered 1. East Division, containing G9
K P, Franklin County, 8,918 acres.
acres; No 4, East Division. 79 acres. No 5, East DiTo Let with Hoard
II. The following land set apart and held by the
vision, 82 acres; No 48,159 acres; No 56, 129 acres;
State tor Permanent School Fund, viz:
r furnished or unfirnished rooms.
No 64,1G8 acres; North £ section 87, 147 acres; in all,
West f»art township No 11. li 17, W E L S, Aroos02 FREE STREET.
833 acres.
took County, 0,901 acres.
my 221 f
III. The right to take off timber and 1 umber from
TOWNSHIP NO. 11, RANGE 5, W. E. L. S.
the following township until 1884 as excepted in the
Lots numbered 80, containing 1G0.78 acres; No 97,
the
to
and
North American Railway
grant
European
123.65 acres; in all, 284.43 acres.
REAL
Company, viz:
TOWNSHJP NO, 18, RANGE 5, W. E. L. S.
Township No 4, R 18, W E L S, in the County ot
Lots numbered 186, containing 194.28 acres; No
Somerset, 30,820 acres.
the
All
foregoing townships are subject to the usu- 187,193.05 acres; in all, 3?7.33 acres.
al reservations of lots for public uses.
TOWNSniP NO. 9, RANGE G, W. E L. 8.
IV. Also the right to take off timber and glass !
Section 4, containing 640 acres; E £ & N W £ Secfroid the public lots reserved in the following deWood and Timber Land, within six
tion
scribed townships and parts ot townships, the right
5, 486 acres; Section 10, 640 acres; E £ & s W £
miles ot Portland and near Water
Transporta- to continue until the townships
Section 11, 429 acres; Section 12, 768 acres; W part
are organized into
tion. Inquire of
Section
14, 257.90 acres; N part Section ig, 339.04
plantations or incorporated into towns:
JOHfl C. PROCTER,
acres; E part Section 18, 310.29 acres; N E £ Section
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
93 Kxchauge Street.
26, 177 66 acres; S E £ Section 26,177.35 acres; S E £
Township No 8, R 4, W E L S,
1,000 acres Section 27, 176.06 acres; N E £ Section 27, 176.06
Township No 9, R 5, W E L S,
acres; W £ Section 27, 352.13 acres; N W £ Section
1,000 acres
13, R 7. VV E L S.
1,000 acres
Valuable Real Estate Near Port- Township No
31, 137.90 acres; S E £ Section 32, 155 acres; Section
Township No 17, It 10, W E L S,
33, 602,18 acres; S £ Section 34, 275.43 acres; in all,
acres
1,000
W i Township No 12. R 14, W E L
500 acres
6,100 acres.
laud for Sale.
S,
E pt Township No 11, R 17, W E L S,
770 acres
TOWNSHIP NO. 11, RANGE 6, W, E. L. B.
W pt TownsLip No 11, R 17, W E L S,
230 acres
mHE Valuable Real Estate, located about 2 miles
N Epart of Section 26, containing 256.25 acres*
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
JL from the City Building; situated near tbe RolLot No 30,150.83 acres; Lot No 31, 153.72 acres* in
ling Mills, in Cape Elizabeth. Tbe property consists Township No 4. R 7,
1,000 acres all, 560.80 acres.
of about 28 acres of valvable tillage land; a good
E £ and S W J Township No 5, R 7,
750 acres
TOWNSHIP NO. 13, RANGE 6, W. E. L. S.
location on Long Creek for Brick Yard, and a part
SOMERSET
COUNTY.
Tract ot land lying west of Portage Lake in this
is very early and well adapted for Market
Gardening.
Will be sold low on easy terms—if not sold previous
1,11
UUl'B
4
township, containing 1,594 acres.
Lots No. 30, containing 112.46 acres: No 52 West
156 acres
to the 19th of October; said property will be sold at
Township No 4, R 5. N B K P,
8idc Portage LaKe, 160 acres; No. 53 West side PortPublic Auction, at 3 P. M.. on that.
Annin
Township No 3, It 5, N B K P,
1,000 acres
I I’. O. BA ILLY & CO., 15 Exchange Street, or to WM.
Township No 7, It 16. W E L S,
1,000 acres
o ui ta 'U LilKf,
96 acre-; in all, 2,082.46 acres.
1.000 acres
Township No 8. It 16, W E L S,
oitOdtd
j SHARP, 302 Commercial Street,
Township No 9, It 16, W E L S,
1,000 acres
TOWNSHIP NO. 16, RANGE 7, W. E. L. S.
Township No 5, It 17, W E L S,
1,000 acres
For Sale or to Let
Lots A, containing 60 acres: Lot B, 60 acres; Lot
Township No 4, It 18, \V E L S,
1,000 acres
sold house No. 138 in the Hull Block
Lot D, 60 acres; Lot E, 60 acres; in all,
C,
No
R
6.
GOacies;
Township
18, WELS,
1,000 acres
on Pine Street, we now otter for sale or lease
300 acres.
Township No 7, R 18, W E L S,
1,000 acres
house No. 143 in that Block, and No. 1 Carroll
R
\V
E
No
L
9,
692 acres
Township
18,
TOWNSHIP NO. 17, RANGE 7, W, E. L. S.
S,
Street.
MATTOCKS & FOX.
737 acres
Township No 5, It 19 \V E L S,
An undivided half of a tract of land
sep29dtfCounsellors at Law, 183 Middle St.
lying east of
1,000 acres
Township No 6, It 19, W E L S,
Fish river and near the northeast corner of said
Township No 7, It 19. W E L S,
1,000 acres
Township, containing in the whole of said tract 1,556
$400—Blouse Lois—$600.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.
acres.
HOUSE LOTS FOR SALE within ten to
TOWNSHIP NO. 18, RANGE 7, W. E. L S.
Tract of land lying north of Township No 1, It 8,
twelve minutes walk of City Hall at prices from
W B K P, and west of Township No 6, R 2, N B K
Lot No 22, containing 38.25 acres.
$400 to $000, $1200 and $3000
P, 387 acres.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
V. Also the following described lots reserved by
Lola lo Lease on three years with the privilege
TOWNSHIP NO. 5, RANGE 6, W. E. L. S.
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, in grants made
of buying.
Lots numbered 1, containing 283 acres; No 4, 211
by it for the future disposition of llie Legislature, and
SOLID WHARF TO LEASE.
since transferred to this State; the lots to he sold beacres; No 5,160 acres; No 6,160 acres: No 7,160 acres;
On Back Cove foot of Frankliu Street, convenient
No 16,160 acres; No 17,160 acres; vY. part No 18, 40
ing those so reserved in the iollowing towns and
to railroad and well adapted for a Lumber or Coal
townships, viz:
acres; No 21,160 acres; No 22,160 acres; No 29, 160
Wharf or a StODe Yard.
MOSES GOULD,
Gore adjoining Ellsworth, Hancock County, 320
acres; No 31. 160 acres; No 32, 160 acres; No 33, 160
se25d4wS3 North Sticet.
acres.
acres; No 34,160 acres; No 38, 215 acres; No 40, 155
Kingfield, Franklin Countv, 320 acres.
acres; No 41,160 acres; No 42,160 acres; No 43, 158
Township No 4, R 1, W K It, Franklin County, 320
acres; No 44, 160 acres; No 49,141 acres; No 54, 160
acres.
acres; No 55, 158 acres; No 56,156 acres; No 61, 168
Township No 3, R 2, W K R, Franklin County, 320 acres; No 63,145 acres; No 64, 160 acres; No 123,
acres.
206.50 acres; No 122, 162 acres; No 133, 218.50
acres;
A two story double house and one
No 134, 167.50 acres; in all, 5,334.50 acres.
j.
Township CWBKP, Oxford County, 320 acres.
and a halt story store with about
Township A, No 1, Oxford Countv, 320 acres.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
s:
'r 1-2 35,000 feet of land at Morrill's CorTownship No 7, Oxford County, 320 acres.
ral r» t\ *>«jAi'_lier. For i>articuiars inquire of
TOWNSHIP NO. 4, RANGE 13, W. E. I*. S.
Mayfield, Somerset County. 320 acres.
DAVID TOKRKY
Lot No 1, section 4, containing 161.52 acres.
Ripley, Somerset County, 320 acres.
Peering, Sept. 11, 1875.
selldtf.
The right is reserved to withdraw any of the lots
Township No 1, U 2, \Y K R, Somerset County,
320 acres.
from the sale in case there shall be iouud any doubt
of the right to sell.
Township No 1, It 3, W K R, Somerset County,
J
320 acres.
Bids to be made for the whole number of acres to
'I ownship No 2, It 7, W K It, Somerset
County, 320 be sold in each township, for specific prices per acre

_

day guaranteed using

our

Well An*
paid

Kit & Drill*. 9100 a month
to good Agents. .Auger book free,
Auger Co., St Louis. Mo.

Jils

_scp2St4w

WIFE NO. 19.
R V

ANW ELIZA

YOUNG,

Brigham Yonug’s Urbcliious Wife.
CirTliu only complete Expose of all the Nil*
• BETS of BKIIIH »>1>S Iltltf tt ever
Horn in Mormnnism, AN If Kl.lZt
written
now exposes to the world. AS NO OI'IIKK
WO«A» ('.IN, the MK( KETN, 111.!
HICM aid .'Kl.tlES of rhe horrib'o system of
Polygamy, from tbe very beginning. Nearly Jf'O
Illustrations beautify the work. It is tbe best selling book published. I0.000 more men and women
ran have employment and make from SA to H| o
dally. Al.l. l.JVfc AOE.Vl'S me writing for
Illustrated Circulars with I.AKCK Tl It t|s.
Sent free. Do not delay, but address ul
.l'iy,
OHMAW A' Hi
IlAgTFOHli, Ct.
octiatlw

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

C ENTENNIAL
HISTORY
U.S.
or the

interest In the thrilling
history of our
country makes this the fastest selling book ever pubover UtO tine bistr.rical engrav!1>lul1.IlFOPtaius
ings and 900 pages, with a full account of the
approp.ebing grand Centennial celebration. Send for a
tun description and extra terms
t> Agents.
NATIONAL fUBLWlHXii Co.. Phita.. Pa.
< cflStlw
The great

Agents for tbe be^t selling
Prize
Package iu the

wmlit. lr tout tin* 15sheets
paper, 15 envelopes, golden Pen, l*eu Holder. Pencil, pateni Yard Pleasure, aiul a pkve of Jewelry.
Single package with elegant Prize. puipaW.
Circular tree. BK1DE & CO., 7tJi# Broadway, ft. l.
oeiia

llir\TC
lo

_.

Olid
ElaKCSANr
t'HKO flO** monnled,size9xit,

of trery defor SI. Aiovi liifM ami (
scription. National cukomo Co, Phiia., Pa.
d4wt
oetl3

IRISH. DBAFUKNS. fO^HIP
J TIO>, Positively cured by DK. Hld'K^
New Method. Consultation tree by mail.
Address,
J>u. S. P. Stoddabd, Medical director, No h West

C^IT

J4tU st., New York.

octl3?4w

